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And that's just what you do with most
compact disc players You end up listening
to the machine and not the music.
That's why Marantz designed the
uncompromising CD -94.
The elastomer suspended aluminum
transport and tracking system, along with
the die cast non-magnetic main chassis,
eliminate acoustic feedback.
A radial tracking, single beam
laser reads the disc. ánd eliminates the
inaccuracies inherent in more conventional systems.
A 16 bit dual digital to analog
converter and quadruple oversampling

HIGH

FIDELITY

Nordhoff Street. Post Office Box 257Z Chatsu orth, CA 91313-2577
Phone: 818-998-9333 Fax: 818-998-5475
more technical information, call or write Marantz for the brocho.t "The 94 Seri" A Technical Narrative"

Marantz Company,
For

digital filter guarantee perfect frequency
and phase response within the compact s
disc's bandwidth.
The musical information is then
fed through a high quality analog stage
that utilizes ceramic damped capacitors
and custom components linked by
oxygen free copper wire.
All this to ensure that the soundstage
accurately preserves the depth, presence
and purity of the original performance.
The Marantz CD-94 fully programmable compact disc player. Expensive. But
to the audio purist, compromise is just too
high a price to pay.

Inc., 20525
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Products recognized for their ability to
reproduce music and to advance our
perception of high fidelity emerge from
unique companies. The community of
individuals dedicated to the production
of Mark Levinson components has established an unequalled tradition of excellence and accomplishment. while
accepting the responsibility for refining
the state of the art in music reproduction
within the boundaries technology and
imagination allow.

s

The No: 26 Dual Monaural Preamplifier
introduces a new level of performance in
audio system control. Until now, the
most musically accurate preamplifiers
have had Inmited control flexibility due to
the sonic acvantages of direct signal
paths. The new generation of circuitry
developed for the No. 26 provides full
control flexibility, for six audio sources
with two tape loops, and such refinements as absolute phase selection, all
with greater sonic purity than even the
minimalist preamps of the past.
-

The No. 26 offers two optional phono input secljions for precise matching with
any phonograph cartridge. Either of
these circuits can be factory installed at
the time of purchase, or added later by
your dealer

5
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The No. 26 also offers the option of true
differential balanced connection to associated equipment. While this superior
interconnection technique has been
taken advantage of in professional
equipment for many years, only recently
have domestic products offered it as an
option. The No. 26 will allow you to
achieve the maximum performance
from Mark Levinson amplifiers and other
products offering balanced connection
capability.
All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure
their high standards. Visit your Mark
Levinson dealer to hear how good music
can sound in your home.

Mark Levinson* products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158
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SIGNALS & NOISE
Editor: Eugene Pitts

III

Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

Sumo Service Summary
Dear Editor:
This is regarding your call for nominations for audio manufacturers who
provide state-of-the-art service ("Signals & Noise," August 1987). would
like to make such a nomination: Sumo
Products of Chatsworth, Cal.
I own an older Sumo amp which
is
no longer in production; technically, it
is not even a product of the current
company. (Sumo was sold by James
Bongiorno, the designer of my amp,
around 1982 or 1983.) Nevertheless,
Sumo still services my unit at a reasonable price, and one of the engineers/
technicians is always more than willing
to answer questions and give advice
whenever call. Often it's possible to
converse directly with Richard Pley,
past president and former chief engineer [who now serves as a consultant
to the company]. Schematics and
manuals for my unit were mailed free of
charge. From my experience,
find
that Sumo produces a quality product
and stands beside it with service many
years after the sale.
Thomas Chou
Starkville, Miss.
I

success story is invigorating. Some
time ago, took a chance on the GRP
Live in Session CD, thinking GRP was
a band! (It might as well have been.)
Now buy GRP discs like would those
of a favorite artist. What a showcase
disc for a label!
I'd like to pass on a friend's compliment to Dave and Larry, but the best
compliment was the gleam in his eye
when he reluctantly returned a GRP
disc I'd lent him. "That's the music my
Polk SDAs were made for!" he said.
"The best digital I've ever heard!"
agree, and I'm off to buy better
speakers. Keep it hot, guys!
Mike Gates
Voorhees, N.J.
I

I

I

I

I

I

Bravo, Bryston

Rating the Ratings
Dear Editor:
When your magazine reviews recordings, you often include something
that is very important for record buyers-you say, for example, "Sound: A,
Performance: B." Well, why don't you
do the same with your "Equipment Profiles"? For instance, you could rate, on
a scale from
to 10, a component's
construction, control panel, accuracy,
price (relative to overall performance),
and so on.
know that in some way you assess
these things in your reports, but what
does "good" really mean on a scale?
Is it a 7, an 8, or maybe a 9? And
what's the difference between "excellent" and "superb"? know it could be
dangerous for some manufacturers,
but after all, no other audio magazine I
know of rates equipment in this manner. And after all, your business is to
say the truth.
Anyway, it is a pleasure reading Audio, and congratulations for your fine,
excellent reports. On a scale from 1 to
10, would say your magazine rates as
1

Dear Editor:
recently purchased a second-hand
Bryston 1B preamp. When made the
purchase, the salesman couldn't tell
me much about the unit, so I wrote to
Bryston in Ontario to find out how old
the unit was and if any repairs had
been done on it. About 10 days later,
received a long-distance phone call
from Chris and Brian Russell (Bryston's
vice president of engineering and
president, respectively). They told me
what wanted to know and said they
hoped that I would enjoy the unit. Considering that Bryston made no revenue
whatsoever on my purchase,
think follows-Construction: 10, Accuracy:
this demonstrates what kind of compa- 10, and Content: 10+.
ny Bryston is. They really care about
Manuel Torre V
their equipment and their clientele.
San Luis Potosí, Mexico
Kirk LeBlanc
Fredericton, N.B. Erratum
In the May 1988 "Classical RecordCanada
ings" column, we misidentified the
GRP Groupie
company which released the Compact
Dear Editor:
Disc of Milhaud: Le Boeuf sur le Toit;
It was a pleasure to hear from Dave Poulenc: Les Biches; Satie: Parade;
Grusin and Larry Rosen of GRP ("The the catalog number for this CD is
Audio Interview," March 1988). Their Denon CO -1519.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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What Is The Meaning Of Life?
Many have pondered this weighty
question, no one has found an answer

that satisfies all.
At best, life is synonymous with
what we know to be real, i.e. genuine, unaffected and natural. As life
grows denser and more technologically complex, simplicity becomes
more appealing.
The same applies to hifi. High end
audio systems are now dedicated to

the transparent reproduction of
authentic, lifelike sound.
Unfortunately, too many of us
remain impressed with massive
speakers that produce a brutish and
exaggerated `larger -than-life" sound.
But truly lifelike sound is always
more thrilling, simply by the sheer
impact of its total fidelity That's why
it's universally acclaimed as "the real
thing" Those who know the truth

when they hear it can't be satisfied
by any substitutes or illusions of reality.
For them, we offer Celestion loudspeakers. A range of subtle and elegant
components that deliver "lifelike" sound.
If you've had enough sure l sound
to last a lifetime, we've been building
the world's most honest loudspeakers
for you. Discover the meaning of life
at your qualified Celestion component dealer

ELE5TIDfl
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all-new Pro-Control Four ís Guaranteed to

ú:sá

enhance and improve your stereo system...
Soundcraftsmen introduces the all new PRO -CONTROL FOUR,
featuring digital CMOS switching. Soundcraftsmen's new switching technique provides the utmost in versatility plus the least
distortion and noise. This NEW digital electronic switching completely eliminates the signal distortion and noise that is caused by
mechanical switching. The PRO-CONTROL FOUR is the most
flexible, simple to operate, control center/preamplifier ever
designed.
A special "direct" mode bypasses both tone controls, as well as
all signal processing circuitry, to create the ultimate pure signal
path, a "straight wire with gain." Our exclusive "Auto -Bridging"
circuit provides all the necessary processing for mono -bridging of
two stereo amplifiers, tripling the output power.

Five tape monitor circuits for audio tape decks and/or VCR's
provide the highest degree of recording/dubbing flexibility to be
found anywhere. Three additional inputs are provided for compact disc player, tuner and phonograph. Two more loops are
provided for signal processors, (such as equalizer, noise reduction, range expander, etc.) and may be individually switched into
the signal monitoring path and/or recording path.
STEP UP to a new "high" in audio reproduction with the PRO CONTROL FOUR, our technologically advanced digital CMOS
control center and discrete phono preamplifier!

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW

However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the
U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for
our "Dealer Locator

Operator!'

A_R_KANSAS
Jonesboro
THE SOUND CENTER

Monticello
THOMASSONS SOUND

Pasadena
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
San Bernardino
FEOCO (MEMBERS ONLY(
San Grego
FEOCO MEMBERS ONLY)

Santa Ana

HAWAII
rib

YAFADO T.V. APPLIANCE

Berkeley
UNCLE RALPH'S AUDIO
Chico
GAG STEREO

Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION
Goleta
HOUSE OF AUDIO
San Francisco
AUDIO VIDEO CENTER
San Jose
AMERICAN VIDEO CENTER

50. CALIFORNIA
Cathedral City
SOUND COMPANY
Cerritos
FEOCO MEMBERS ONLY)

Costa Mesa

ATLANTIC MUSIC
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Goleta
HOUSEyyww OF AUDIO
od
ETR
AUDIO VIDEO SOLUTIONS
Los Angeles
FEOCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Montebello
SAIL INC.
Newport Beach
ATLANTIC MUSIC
Ontario
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

AMON

Torrance
STEREO HI FI CENTER
Van Nuys

FEDCO MEMBERS ONLY)
Wanner
NI FI HAVEN

VIDEO LIFE

IDAHO
Idaho Falls
PHASE 4 STEREO

New Orleans
SOUTHERN RADIO
TULANE STEREO

ILLINOIS
Chicago
MARTROY ELECTRONICS
MIDWEST STEREO
MUSICRAFT
Evergreen Pan

SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
Hialeah
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
Hollywood
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
Miami
AUDIO COIL
LAS FABRIUS
Miami, South
AUDIO PLUS
Orlando
SOUND EFFECTS
West Palm Beach
SOUND SHACK

Baton Rouge
ataye
NEW GENERATION
Lake Charles
SIGHT B SOUND

MUSICRAF
Gurnee
OPUS EQUIPMENT

Homewood
MUSICRAFT
Morton Grove

SUPPLY

MAINE
Ellsworth Falls

MICHIGAN

REEL TO REAL DESIGNS

Drayton Plains
TUNE SALOON
Holland
INTERFACE AUDIO
Livonia
CARTEL DISTRIBUTING

Michigan City
AUDIO CONNECTION
New Haven
HIS SOUND

GEORGIA

KANSAS

Orange

Atlanta

FISNUTY SOUND

STEREO VIDEO WAREHOUSE

Overland Pan
AUDIO ELECTRONICS

FREE!

DallaslCanolllon

Raleigh
CREATIVE ACOUSTICS

DRUCKERS

VIDEO STUDIO

Marquette
AMERICAN TV

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Nashua
TECH NI RI

JUST CDY

A a

ON10

FINGER FURNITURE
Laredo
JETT SALES

DRUCKERS

Akron
01110 SOUND

Cleveland
OHIO SOUND
Defiance
ZELLERS SOUND STORE

DRUCKERS

O,J ELECTRONICS

Kinnelon
SAMMAN'S ELECTRONICS
New York City
STEREO PLAZA
THE LAST DETAIL

VICMARR STEREO
CANAL HI FI

CAPITAL AUDIO
LEONARD RADIO
SAS AUDIO
Glen Cove. NY
ISLAND AUDIO
Woodside NY
LEONARD RADIO

TOYS

Wilmington

MEG RADIO CORP.
New Brunswick, NJ

BARRACKS TRADING POST
Paterson
CONSUMER'S DISCOUNT CENTER
Woodbridge. NJ

VERY SERIOUS
El Paso

CASA SONIDO
Houston

Newark. NJ

Bronx. NY
VICMARR STEREO
BRINIER ENTERPRISES
DAJ ELECTRONICS
Brooklyn NY
CENTRAL AUDIO
MAGNA ELECTRONICS
Jackson Heights, N.Y
ATIF ENTERPRISES
Jamaica

THE ELECTRONIC SHOP

MUSICRAR
Springfield

INDIANA

Fayetteville
OUAUTY SOUND

Hawthomc, NJ
THE SPEAKERMAN
Lakewood. NJ
RAINBOW TRONICS
Little Fast. NJ

Frederick

Palatine

Pan
MUSICRAR

Boundbeek. NJ
PRANZATEWS STEREO

NEW YORK

ENCORE AUDIO

VVIa

TEXAS

MARYLAND

Boston

Pan
MUSICRAF
Oak

NORTH CAROUPIA

ELLSWORTH AUDIO

MASSACHUSETTS

MUSICRART

EP

Morristown. NJ

ENT. CENTER

Bristol
TUNKIS ELECTRONICS
Newington
TUNKIS ELECTRONICS
Waterbury
TUNKIS ELECTRONICS
West Hartford
TUNKIS ELECTRONICS

Belle Glade
JAMROC ELECTRONICS
Fort Lauderdale

LOUISIANA

I

C4lMMECTlcuT

FLORIDA

NOW JE

Louisville
HIFIDEUTY, INC

Honolulu
BOSE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

FIDELITY SOUND

NO. CALIFORNIA

KENTUCKY

B

VIDEO

Mesgune

la

HART AUDIO
Parma
DESIERO ENT.

VIDEO ACCESSORIES PLUS
San Antonio

ISE/

THE SOUND

UTAH
Bountlul

MAX

AUDIO

pLAHOMA
Oklahoma Coy
JOHNSON TVA SOUND

PENNSYLVANIA

VIRGIN

ISLANt*

US and
British Virgin Islands
ELECTRONICS UNUMITED
SI Thomas.

McKeesport
HI

R

CENTER

Philadelphia
SOUND OF MARKET
Pittsburgh
AUDIO JUNCTION
Reading,
Shillington
PHOENIX HI FI

WEST VIRGIN(
Morgantown
THE SOUND POST

Princeton
POS-

THE SOUND

Willow Grove
SOUNDED

PUERTO RIGA

WI5 ON5IU
Apeton
TV

Santurce
R. F. ELECTRONICS

AMplERICAN

SOUTH CAROLINA

Madison
AMERICAN TV
Waukesha
AMERICAN TV

Greenville
DON JONES STEREO

Glendale
SOURDSTASE

16 -PAGE, FULL-LINE, FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, AND 519.95 SYSTEM-EVALUATION KIT: 112" LP Spectrum Analysis Test Record, 2 -sets of Computone Charts, 1 -Connector Cable for
comparison test, 1-instruction folder for use with your present stereo system. JUST WRITE TO
US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.

YOU MUST SEE AND HEAR THE NEW
NADE IN

C.s.A

PRO -POWER FOUR
r!'

Says Leonard Feldman in his Review
in AUDIO Magazine, Vol. 71, No. 9
"In my view, you can spend two, three,

'r4*
,

even five times as much as what the
Soundcraftsmen Pro -Power Four
:osts but you won't get a better, more reliable, or more

musical -sounding
power amplifier."
OUR
PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

s...--

separates offer you
the most choices of the
finest American quality
components, to add to your
present system, or to start
a new system...
Amplifiers from 100 watts
per channel to an awesome
375 watts per channel...
preamplifiers from "straight wire" to "control -center,"
to "pre-amp EQ"...the very
highest quality Equalizers...
an unsurpassed Analyzer/EQ"...
and the uncompromising new
CD750 Compact Disc Player
featured on the opposite
page. Also a matching
AM/FM Tuner with 16 station
presets.
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new Pro -Power Four Mosfet power amplifier
ís your Best Buy, and here are reasons why...
The

REASON #1: Dynamic Power to spare, up to 550 watts into 2 ohms.
REASON #2: High Current where it's really needed. 50 Amps per
channel available for instantaneous peak output capability of 2500
watts per channel.
REASON #3: Pure tube -like sound...smooth, clean, no "edgi-

ness," through the superb-and costly-MOSFET fully complementary power output stages. You MUST hear this
rib -cage-rattling superb new Audio Amplifier...hear the MOSFET
difference, so pure it outperforms even the "esoteric;' "price-no object" amplifiers!
REASON #4: Distortion -free performance, typically 0.02% THD
and IMD, with TIM unmeasurable. Continuous FTC total power of
410 watts at 8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz, 205 watts channel, <0.05%
THD.
REASON #5: Precision -Calibrated 40-LED Power Meters, allowing
continuous and accurate monitoring of each channel's perform-

ance at 2 ohms,

4

NADE

11

C.S.A

REASON #6: The Pro -Power Four is an ideal "main component"
for up-grading-or starting-a High Powered stereo system. It is

capable of fully reproducing, with distortion -free, spine -chilling
sonic clarity, all of the denandingly high dynamic peaks inherent
in the new Compact Discs and Hi -Fi VCR's.
REASON #7: Full-size 19" Rackmount panel with dark charcoal off black finish, is a standard feature, as shown, with optional hardwood side panels available.
REASON #8: Speaker System switching, 1, 2, or both...plus the
High Current low impedance power to drive Multiple Speaker
Hookups in addition to Systems 1 and 2.
REASON #9: It shares the outstanding Performance/Value rating
of all 16 Soundcraftsmen Professional and Hi -Fi amplifiers, ALL
designed AND manufactured right here in Santa Ana, California.

ohms, and 8 ohms.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

2200 SO. RITCHEY

Enter No 30 on Reader Service ward

SANTA ANA, C.4 92705

U.S.A./CANADA PHONE 714/556-6191

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Subsidiary Broadcasts
Q. What is

"SCA," and why must it

be rejected?-Robert Beiswinger,

Townbank, N.J.
A. SCA stands for Subsidiary Communications Authorization. Under this
authorization, FM stations are permitted to broadcast other programming
simultaneously with the programs you
hear. Yes, that's right; FM stations often broadcast two or even more programs-the one you can tune into via
your regular FM tuner and at least one
you cannot.
These SCA broadcasts are transmitted by means of a subcarrier riding on
the main carrier. In the same way that
an FM station transmits audio frequencies, it can also transmit much higher
frequencies. The one most commonly
employed for SCA broadcasts is 67
kHz. Like the main carrier, this 67 -kHz

subcarrier is frequency -modulated.
The output of the tuner's detector includes this modulated subcarrier as
well as the main -program audio. Tuners designed to "hear" these broadcasts feed the 67 -kHz subcarrier to
another detector, whose output is the
audio signal representing the SCA program To avoid interference with adjacent channels and with the main programming of the FM station, the bandwidth of SCA broadcasts is restricted
to an absolute maximum of 7 kHz.
The content of these subsidiary
broadcasts varies from restaurant
background music to medical conferences. There are special programs for
the physically handicapped which feature the reading of daily newspapers
and magazines. Specialized foreign language programs are also often carried. There are even some data transmissions on these subcarriers.
If the main programming of an FM
station is stereophonic, then only one
subcarrier can be used. If a station is
transmitting monophonically, at least
one additional subcarrier can be present, though this is rare.
If there are significant nonlinearities
in the FM transmitter or in the FM tuner,
it is possible for the SCA signal to be
heard as a faint background to the
main program. Even when such signals are inaudible, if significant 67 -kHz
leakage is present in the output of a
tuner or receiver, that frequency may
combine with the bias oscillator during
0

tape recording. The result will be background hash which will probably ruin
the recording. This is why SCA subcarriers must be rejected.

Long -Distance AM Reception
O. I am interested in buying a new
tuner with good AM and FM sections. (I
need AM because I like to listen to talk
shows that are transmitted from considerable distances.) What tuner
should I consider?-Wayne Warren,
Grants Pass, Ore.
A. My suggestion is that you buy a
tuner that has the FM performance you
require. As for brands, there are many
fine tuners, and, because of the subjective nature of product evaluation,
never enter this area of audio.
As for the AM aspects, buy a good,
general coverage shortwave receiver.
realize that you might not be interested
in shortwave reception, but there are
features on these receivers that will
enhance your long-distance AM reception in a number of ways:
Often, there are beats between the
desired signal and adjacent channel
signals. The bandwidth of a good
shortwave receiver can be made narrow and selective enough to reject
these beats.
If the adjacent -channel signal is
strong and the desired one is weak,
the average hi-fi AM tuner section will
not do a good job of rejecting the
strong station; the shortwave set will at
least give it a good try, and may be
completely successful.
Bandpass tuning is another beneficial feature of some shortwave receivers. It permits a shift of the i.f., which
can be extremely useful in eliminating
interference from a strong, adjacent channel station.
An AM phenomenon known as selective fading sometimes results in serious audio distortion and loss of intelligibility. Some shortwave receivers
have a synchronous detector, which
compensates for this fading by reconstructing the lost carrier.
Sometimes, notch filters are used in
shortwave receivers to help eliminate
strong beats whose frequency is too
low to be eliminated by narrowing i.f.
selectivity. Beats of this kind may be
produced by nearby TV receivers.
Shortwave sets usually require some
sort of outdoor antenna. Don't let this
I

bother you. Good results can usually
be had by clipping 10 feet of wire to
one of the antenna terminals.
There are some very good portable
receivers (some the size of a book)
which work well, have most or all of the
features mentioned, and are equipped
with whip antennas. They also have the
means to connect external antennas,
but often this only results in serious
signal overload.
Editor's Note: The McKay .Dymek
DR -33 all -wave receiver, which we reviewed in the September 1979 issue,
was startlingly good, particularly when
used with the company's Model DA 100 all -wave receiving antenna. Unhappily, the manufacturer is now out of
business, but the units might be obtained on the used market.-E.P.

I

The Third Dimension
Q. Would a reverb with adjustable
depth and delay help to "open up"
recorded music and make it "threedimensional"? Is this possible with two
loudspeaker systems?-Richard Garcia, Commerce, Cal.
A. It all depends on the recording. If
it already possesses considerable re verb, adding more will not be too noticeable. If the added reverb is too
noticeable, you may find it overwhelming rather than enjoyable.
Adding reverb to the main stereo
channels can enhance a feeling of
overall space. But for me, at least, this
effect is not truly three-dimensional. It
would probably be better to feed the
reverb into a rear -channel system, like
those used when four-channel sound
was popular. This would create a
sense of being surrounded by sound.
Feeding those rear speakers with two
separate channels of reverb/delay is
the only way that you can hope for
some of the three-dimensional effects
in which you are interested.
If you can do so, listen to some reverb/delay units, as a part of either a
two- or four -channel system. In this
way, you can determine whether the
effects produced by these add-on devices will enhance your enjoyment. A
If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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The reason LUXMAN home audio components are
so popular is revealed in recent test reports:
"The R-115 (receiver) is one of

"The D-117 (is) among the most enjoy-

those too -rare products that looks
good, feels good, and sounds good."
Stereo Review (February 1988)

able of compact disc players: logical, capable,
handsome, and sonically impressive."

High Fidelity (April 1988)

With a worldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new
LUXMAN home audio components add superb styling
and ease of operation to deliver. . .total satisfaction!

For your authorized dealer, call:

1-800-4 LUXMAN
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
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polksuAS

SDA SRS 2.3

$1099.95 ea.

The Polk Revolution Continues!
"Polk reinvents the loudspeaker"
High Fide!!fy Magazine

N early six years ago the aLdio world was stunned by
Matthew Polk's introduction of revolutionary SDA technology. While other designers had been concentrating on

small refinements to existing loudspeaker technology,

Matthew Polk opened the dc-or to new frontiers of

exciting realism in sound.

due Stereo SDA technoloy maintains stereo separation all the way to your ears: something which no
conventional speaker can achieve. Conventional speakers
make it sound like the musicians are trapped in the

speaker boxes or in the small space between them. Polk's
patented SDA speakers fill the entire width of your

listening room with sonic iir.ages so breathtakingly real

that its just like having the musicians in the room with
you. They must be experienced to be believed!

Introducing the SDA SRS 23
Introduced two years ago% the flagship SDA Signature
Reference System (SDA SRS) is the ultimate expression of

loudspeaker technology. A two-time winner of the pres-

Matthew Polk's award winning SDA SRS 1.2 and the
SDA SRS 2.3.

tigious Audio Video Grand P.-ix Award, the SDA SRS was
recently chosen by the editors of Stereo Review magaiine

for their ultimate dream systm.
Now being introduced, thi SDA SRS 2.3 offers all of the
benefits of third generation SDA technology in a slightly
more modest package. It is :he perfect speaker for those
listeners who demand the best aid most exciting listening
experience but who cannot accommodate the larger
SDA SRS.

Words can never fully express the thrilling experience

of listening to the new

SDA SRS 2.3. Effortless reproduction at live concert levels, distortion free, body-tingling
bass and room -filling stereo imaging are executed so
flawlessly that when you close your eyes you'll forget

that you are listening to speakers at all: Visit your local
Polk dealer and experience then for yourself

polkaudio
The Speaker Specialists
Sall Metro IMvr, Baltimore. Md.

®

217.1S

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page
Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Azimuth Alignment by Ear
Q. I have an azimuth alignment
problem in my car deck. Is there any
way I can correct the problem myself?
The deck has an azimuth alignment

LINN

screw.-Dominic Ruffolo, Somerdale,
N.J.
A. You can probably do a pretty satisfactory job of adjusting azimuth by

HIGH FIDELITY
Authorized Dealers
ALABAMA
Audition. Homewood
CALIFORNIA
Beverly Hills Audio, Beverly Hills Audio Basics. Claremont Musical
Images, Fresno
Havens 8 Hardesty, Huntington Beach
Audible Difference. Palo Alto
Chnstopher Hansen. Los Angeles
Systems Design, Redondo Beach
Keith Yates Audio. Sacramento
Stereo Design, San Diego Access to Music, San Francisco The
Audio Shoppe, Santa Monica Systems Design. Sherman Oaks
COLORADO
Hi'Fi Shop, Colorado Springs Audio Alternative. Ft. Collins

CONNECTICUT
Carston Stereo. Danbury
FLORDIA
Sound Components, Coral Gables
Audio Visions. Tampa
GEORGIA
Music Audio. Atlanta Sounds of Distinction, Atlanta
HAWAII
Audio Shoppe, Honolulu
ILLINOIS
Media Roon, Chicago Pro
Glenn Poor§ Audio, Champaign
Musica. Chicago Victors Stereo, Chicago
Glenn Pours Audio,
Normal Sundown Audio, Normal Sound Choice. bate Absolute
Audio Sy.
Rocklord Sundown One, Spnnglietd
INDIANA
Audio Workshop Indianapolis Ovation Audio. Indianapolis
KANSAS
Golden Stereo, Overland Park
KENTUCKY
Audio Video by Design. Louisville
Ovation Audio. Lexington
LOUISIANA
Wilson Audio, New Orleans

MASSACHUSETTS
LOerry Tree Audio. Danvers Natural Sound. Framingham
MICHIGAN
Absolute Sound. Ann Arbor Jemstone Audio. E. Lansing
Classic
Stereo, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo. Kalamazoo Dr Goodears,
Mt. Pleasant

Absolute Sound. Royal Oak
MISSOURI
Superior Audio'Radio, Columbia
Sound Room, Chesterfield
Room Creve Coeur
NEBRASKA
Sound Environment. Omaha
Sound Environment. Lincoln
NEW JERSEY
Professonal Audio Consultants. Milburn CSA Audio. Upper
Montclair
NEW MEXICO
Sound Ideas, Albuquerque
NEW YORK
Innovative Audio, Brooklyn
Ears Nova Great Neck
Singer New York Sound Concept. Rochester
N.

Sound

Sound by

CAROLINA

Stereo Sound. Chapel Hill Stereo Sound. Greensboro Stereo
Sound. Raleigh Stereo Sound, WinstonSalem
OHIO
Audible Elegance, Cincinnati Custom Stereo, Columbus Stereo

Showcase Dayton Oxford Audio, Oxford Hoffmans Stereo.
Warrensville Hts
OKLAHOMA
A dio Dimensions, Oklahoma City
OREGON
Hawthorne Stereo. Portland Northwest Audio Labs. Corvallis
PENNSYLVANIA
Audio Gallery Pittsburgh Community Audio. Philadelphia
PUERTO RICO
Precision Audio. Rio Piedras
RHODE ISLAND
Sounding M ddletown
TENNESSEE
Opus 2 Memphis
TEXAS
High &as Ausbn
Audio Concepts. Dallas Audio Concepts.
Houston Concert Sound. San Antonio
VIRGINIA
High.0 Stereo. Leesburg
WASHINGTON
Definitive Audio, Seattle Advanced Audio Systems, Tacoma
WISCONSIN
Specialized Sound. Madison Audio Emporium. Milwaukee
Audiophiles, Verona
CANADA
Audio Corner, Barrie Boutique of Sound. Calgary L Audiophile.
Chicoutimi Globe Audio, Hamilton K 8 A, Kelowna Musiqualite
Hi Fi, Laval
Marlin Sound, Mississauga
London Audio. London
Audio Club, Montreal
Opus Audio Montreal Studio 1006, Montreal
Dewars, Ottawa Audio Room, Peterborough Sound Advice, Pine
Falls C OR A Quebec City
Harmony Audio, Regina Better
Music, Saint Kathenne Total Audio Plus. Saskatoon
Sounds
Superior, Sault Saint Manes Stereo Factory;Thornhill Frons
Thunder Bay Audio Gallery. Toronto
Music Works, Vancouver
Sound Plus, Vancouver
Sound Hounds, Victoria Sound Stage Fine
Audio, Waterloo Whitby Audio. Whitby
Better Audio. Windsor
Creative Audio, Winnipeg
,

ear. Play a commercially recorded
tape with abundant highs, and gradually adjust azimuth in one direction or
the other until you obtain maximum treble response. (You will have to determine which is the correct direction experimentally.) If the majority of tapes
you intend to play in your car are those
recorded on a home deck, however,
use one of your own tapes, instead, for
azimuth alignment of the car deck.
In adjusting azimuth, watch out for
what is called a "false peak." As you
adjust in the correct direction, you may
obtain a peak in response followed by
a decline. However, if you were to adjust further in the correct direction, you
might come to a greater peak, i.e., the
true peak in treble response which corresponds to correct alignment.
The best procedure is to adjust azimuth on the basis of a test tape with a
high -frequency tone such as 12 or 15
kHz. But such tapes are quite expensive and, further, you'll need an audio
voltmeter to measure playback response-unless the deck incorporates
a meter that indicates this level. However, as mentioned, you can usually
do a pretty good job by ear. And if you
are off just a little from perfect alignment, it probably won't matter in a car.
I

Longevity
Q. Does the sound of audio cassettes degrade with time? If the tapes
are stored properly, will the passage of
five or 10 years have any effect on the

treble, bass, or overall volume of
sound? Do I stand a better chance of
escaping such effects by using Type II
or Type IV tapes rather than Type I
tapes?-Anthony Hudaverdi, Santa
Monica, Cal.
A. My understanding is that present-day high -quality tapes are almost
impervious to frequency change with
time and use. There may be a very
slight loss in the extreme high frequencies, but it's usually too slight to be
noticeable. The stability of a tape over
14

time depends primarily upon its coercivity, i.e., its resistance to magnetization and to demagnetization. Accordingly, Type II and, especially, Type IV
tapes would be more stable than Type
I. Another factor is the
binder that
holds the magnetic coating to the polyester base. Advances in binder chemistry have enabled the magnetic coating to achieve high stability over a substantial range of temperatures and humidity levels.
In the past, with repeated playings,
there were reported problems of high frequency losses due to magnetostriction (changes in the tape's magnetic
properties with stress and strain). understand that such losses have been
minimized.
I

VCR Taping
Q. I use my hi-fi VCR as a second
audio tape deck, with excellent results.
Its specs rival or exceed those of the
majority of open -reel decks. Does performance change significantly from
one tape speed to another? Also, what
are the actual tape speeds for the SP,
LP, and EP [standard play, long play,

and extended play] modes?-Mark H.
Johnson, Cape Cod, Mass.
A. Whether the quality of audio recordings made on a VCR changes audibly with tape speed depends on the
particular VCR and videotape you are
using. In general, there will be little
significant change, often too little to
detect by ear. Tape dropouts are apt
to be more discernible at the slower
speeds, but even so, when using good
tape, these tend to be very infrequent.
The thing to do, really, is to experiment
with your VCR and chosen tape to find
out whether you experience a noticeable reduction in audio quality as you
go from SP to LP to EP.
In the VHS format, the tape speeds
for SP, LP, and EP are, respectively,
1.32, 0.66, and 0.45 ips. In the Beta
format, they are 1.54, 0.79, and 0.53
ips. However, the heads rotate several
hundred times per minute, so the tape
speed relative to the heads is much
faster than these figures.
Q
problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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INN'S NEXUS LINKS EXPERIENCE
AND ENGINEERING.
..
-

acoustically superior to wood. It is
then bonded to the critically braced MDF cabinet using
ultra -strong adhesives developed for aircraft and Formula
One racing cars.
The cone of the bass :River is manufactured from an

by far and away the hest
loudspeaker I have ever heard."

Popular Hi -Fi on the Linn DMS

for seekers of the truth, the new design from
of the best speakers available under $2,000."
one
Linn
Andrew Marshall's Audio Ideas Guide on the Linn
.

-

exceptionally light and rigid carbon-loaded
polypropylene material.
The crossover is a fourth -order (24dB per octave)
Linkwitz-Reilly phase coherent system based on research
we did during the development of our standard -setting
"Aktiv" electronic crossover. It is even housed in a
separate, sealed enclosure to avoid microphonic
distortions.
The awry same engineering expertise
has been applied to the full range of
Linn Loudspeakers starting with the
under -$600 -a -pair Linn Index and
progressing through to the "Aktiv"
Isoharik Monitor System.
If you're tired of listening to "hi-fi",
visit your Linn dealer and find out how
good " t iusic" can sound.
Linn Hi -Fi is distributed in North

is

Nexus

getting much closer to the music than I
had before... The Nexus is punchy, lively, dynamic and
Hi -Fi Review on the Linn Nexus
infrmative."
"I felt

I

was

-

of listening to
to
listening
music... than there was of
the
Linn
on
Hi -Fi Review
hi-fi."
"In short, there

is

more

a sense

-

Index
These quotes about Linn
loudspeakers Come from highly respected
reviewers. We could literally fill this

entire page with similar quotes
(hut then, so could any other
manufacturer). Fortunately
for us, it takes a lot more

14,r,

/

than
a

a

America by:

t'

rave review to make

Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle

good speaker. It takes

solid engineering.
Take the Linn
Nexus, which was
selected as "one of the
most innovative
consumer
electronics products
of 1988" by the
Design and
Engineering

j'

Park Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46256.

i

(317)849-7103.
Aldhurn Electronics, 127 Portland
Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5R
2N4 (4ló) 863-0915.
-

1j

1h

Exhibition

in Chicago.
In the
Nexus we
didn't bend
the laws of physics to
fit some pet theory. W.
simply applied fifteen
years of engineering
experience in mechanics,
acoustics, material
science, electronics, and
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',LW)

5
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computer programmirg
to produce a speaker
that really works.
The front baffle is molded
from expanded structural
foam which is

pN erne

See dealer list on page
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The ultimate in sound. The

;

U2: The Joshua Tree With Or Without You,
Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For.
Red Hill Mining Town. etc. Island
153501

Robert Plant: Now And Zen Heaven
Knows. Tall Cool One, Ship Of Fools,
Es Paranza

I

134392

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40 & 41 (Jupiter) Chicago Symphony Orchestra led by

Emanuel Ax: Beethoven, Plano Concertos Nos. 3 & 4 Royal Philharmonic/Previn.
"Ax is a first-rate Beethoven player.

-Gramophone RCA DIGITAL

James Levine. RCA DIGITAL

Cliburn: Rachmaninoff, Piano Concerto No. 3; Prokofiev, Plano Concerto
No. 3
73 minutes of brilliant keyboard
Van

George Harrison: Cloud Nine Title song,

artistry! RCA

Got My Mind Set On You. more. Warner/
174328
Dark Horse
I

Decade/Best Of Steely Dan

Rikki Don't
Lose That Number. Reeling In The Years.
154135
Do It Again, 11 more. MCA

Slatkin Conducts Russian Showpieces
Pictures At An Exhibition. Classical Symphony, more. RCA DIGITAL
154358

Kenny Rogers: I Prefer The Moonlight
Make No Mistake Shes Mine (wr Ronnie Mil.
162743

sap). etc. RCA DIGITAL

Whi ney Houston: Whitney 152854

The Who: The Who's Greatest Hits

Generation. Pinball Wizard. Won't Get
Fooled Again, more. MCA

Kenny G: Duotones

Randy Travis: Always And Forever

Songbird. What
Does It Take (To Win Your Love). etc.
Arista
144343
Rimsky-Korsakov, Scheherazade
Phil./Previn. Philips DIGITAL

Bon Jovi: Slippery When Wet

Grunt

Perry Como: Today Making Love

To You.

Your Children. etc Atlantic

115541

The Groove, more. Sire

134536

Higher

142157

Dvorak. Symphony No. 9 (New World)
Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Solti. -Superlatively good.' Gramophone
London DIGITAL

115168

Eric Clapton: Time Pieces (The Best Of)
Layla.
Shot The Shenif. After Midnight.
Knockin' On Heaven's Door. etc.
Polydor
123385
I

Itzhak Perlman: Mozart, Violin Concertos

Nos.

3

&

5

Vienna Philharmonic/

Levine. 'Ravishing.' -Gramophone
DG DIGITAL

Whitesnake

115146

Here Go Again, Still Of The
Night. Give Me All Your Love, Crying In The
Rain. Bad Boys, more. Geffen
163629

Galway

&

I

Yamashita: Italian Serenade

Flute & guitar works by Pa anini, Cimarosa.
Giuliani and others. RCA DIGITAL 173824

That's All
Right, Good Rockin' Tonight, Milkcow Blues
Boogie. Mystery Train. etc. RCA
272289

Boston: Third Stage

Kitaro: The Light Of The Spirit Sun.
dance. Mysterious Encounter, The Field, In

Pops In Love John Williams 8 The Boston
Pops Clair de lune. Gymnopedies Nos. &
2 Pachelbel Canon. more.

Amanda. We're

Ready. Can'tcha Say (You Believe Me). Still
173392
In Love. Holly Ann, etc. MCA

r

Phi iris DIGITAL

ran~i

125230

,roil

Mister: Go On Something Real (Inside
Merinside You). The Border. Stand And De-

154201

Robbie Robertson

Showdown At Big Sky,
Sweet Fire Of Love, Fallen Angel, Broken
Arrow. more. Geffen
144460
The Band: The Best 01 The Band The
Weight, Stage Fright, The Shape I'm In, Up
On Cripple Creek. Capitol
134485

Mr.

144127

The Beach Boys: Endless Summer
California Girls. Help Me Rhonda. Surfer
Girl, more Capitol
223559
Led Zepplin IV (Runes)
Stairway To
Heaven. Rock & Roll, Black Dog, Misty
Mountain Hop, others Atlantic
112014

Heart: Bad Animals
Run To, etc. Capitol

Alone. Who Will You
153552

Strauss, Also sprach Zarathustra

Plus
Der Rosenkavalier Waltzes. more Chicago
Symphony Orchestra/Reiner. RCA 163627
& Dizzy Gillespie: Bird &
Diz
Leap Frog, My Melancholy Baby.
Mohawk, Relaxin' With Lee, etc.
173413
GRP DIGITAL

Classic Old

& Gold, Vol. 1
20 hits! A Little
Bit Of Soul, He's So Fine. A Teenager In
Love, Sweet Talkie Guy, etc. Laurie 134627

David Lee Roth: Skyscraper

Just Like

Paradise. Damn Good, Knucklebones.
Stand Up, more. Warner Bros.

153674

The Glenn Miller Orchestra: In The
Digital Mood In The Mood, Chattanooga
Choo-Chop, more. GRP DIGITAL

143293

Billy Ocean: Tear Down The Walls

Title
song. Get Outta My Dreams Get Into My
164177
Car. more Jive

Charlie Parker

Pat Metheny Group: Still Life (Talking)
(It's Just) Talk. Last Train Home. Third Wind.

more. Geffen

át

rrq5r

PLANETS

140079

The Jackson 5: Greatest Hits
Want You
Back, ABC. I'll Be There, The Love You Save,
I

Maybe Tomorrow, etc Motown

153875

U2: Under A Blood Red Sky "Live U21
Sunday Bloody Sunday, New Years Day. I
Will Follow. Gloria. etc. Island
153598
Jazz CD Sampler Over 67 minutes of jazz.
with 15 classic performances by Ella. Armstrong, Bane. Getz, etc. PolyGram 173406

ow+wv,r wmoi.r.wr de Mom.'
(-1111 1.4

ara.

Hoist, The Planets/Dutoit

115448

START NOW WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS!
Yes, Pick Any 4 Compact Discs Shown Here! You need buy just one selection at

nuni uii

regular Club prices (usually $14.98-$15.98) ... and take up to one full year to do it.
Then you can choose another CD free as a bonus. That's 6 compact discs for the
price of 1 and there's nothing more to buy ... ever! (Shipping & handling added to
each shipment.)

Long, Penny Lover, Running With The Night,
110767
Hello, etc. Motown

Also sprach Zarathustra. Bolero, Pachelbel Canon, Clair de
Tune, 10 more. RCA
253955

Tomita's Greatest Hits

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES

Jimi Hendrix: Kiss The Sky Purple Haze.

You select from hundreds of exciting compact discs described in the Club's magazine and mailed to you approximately every 3 weeks (19 times a year). Each issue
highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred music category, plus alternate

All Along The Watchtower. Voodoo Child.
Are You Experienced. etc. Reprise 161349

Parton/Ronstadt/Harris: Trio

To Know
Him Is To Love Him. Those Memories Of
You, etc Warner Bros.
114804

Number, Take Home. Inside Out. etc.
120771
Atlantic

Wagner, Orchestral Highlights From
Wagner's Ring Vienna Philharmonic/

RCA

1

Lionel Richle: Can't Slow Down All Night

Phil Collins: No Jacket Required Sussudio, One More Night, Don't Lose My

Digitally remastered, sonically brand newt

John Cougar Mellencamp:
The Lonesome Jubilee
134420

liver, etc RCA

MCA

Andrew Lloyd Webber, Variations; more
Juliah Lloyd Webber. cello. London Philharmonic/Maazel. Philips DIGITAL
115473

Toscanini: Beethoven, Symphonies Nos.
6 3 (Eroica) NBC Symphony Orchestra.

Steve Winwood: Chronicles

day, A Pirate Looks At Forty. etc.

The Beginning. etc. Geffen DIGITAL 164228

Get It On. Loving You.
What Love Can Be, more. Polydor 154082

Solti. Ride Of The Valkynes. others
115426
London DIGITAL

Jimmy Buffet: Songs You Know By Heart/
Greatest Hit(s) Margantaville. Come Mon.

125224

Stone, more.
143330

Kingdom Come

Dave Grusin: Cinemagic Themes from
Tootsie. Heaven Can Wait, On Golden Pond,
Goonies. Three Days Of The Condor. etc.
GRP DIGITAL
133316
Love, While You See A Chance. Valerie, My
Love's Leaven', more. Island
134501

Elvis Presley: The Sun CD

To

The Judds: Heartland
Don't Be Cruel,
160363
Cow Cow Boogie, etc. RCA

Spotlight,

Physical Attraction, Where's The Party, Into

DG DIGITAL

Say You Will Heart Turns
Atlantic

1

Madonna: You Can Dance

1

153947

Foreigner: Inside Information Title song.

130230

Bach, Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 1-3
The English Concert/Pennock Archie
DIGITAL

120062
Warner/Slash
Brahms, Symphony No.
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra/Bernstein.

& The Range: The Way It
Mandolin Rain, title hit, more.
RCA
163918

Is

Elektra

Bess Suite, more. RCA DIGITAL 160640

Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young: Greatest
Hits (So Far) Suite: Judy Blue E yes, Teach

Bruce Hornsby

Pullin' On The Ritz, Change Partners. more.

Strike Up The Band -The Canadian Brass
Plays George Gershwin Title song, Porgy
8.

Huey Lewis & The News: Fore! Hip To Be
Square. Stuck With You, Jacob's Ladder,
more. Chrysalis
154570

Berlin Songs Alexander's Ragtime Band.

143465

phony Orchestra Solti.
London DIGITAL

125264

Michael Feinstein: Remember/Irving

You Give

163827

La Bamba/Original Soundtrack Los Lobos: Donna, La Bamba: more from Brian
Selzer. Bo Diddley. others.

Forever And Ever Amen. Too Gone Too
163917
Long, more. Warner Bros.

115415

Starship: No Protection Its Not Over

Pops in Space John Williams& The Boston
Pops. Music from Close Encounters, Superman. Star Wars. others.
Philips DIGITAL
105392

My

164160

Vienna

Love A Bad Name. etc. Mercury

Horowitz in Moscow

144363

Love, Seven Wonders. Little Lies, title song.
Mystified. etc. Warner Bros.
154048

t25179

Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms Money For
Nothing. etc Warner Bros. DIGITAL 114734

&

Fleetwood Mac: Tango In The Night Big

The Sound 01 Music Julie Andrews in the
original soundtrack, Do -Re -Mi, My Favorite
Things, more RCA
100046

The Duke Ellington Orchestra:
Digital Duke
163356

1

Scottish Fantasy; Vieuxtemps, Violin
Concerto No. 5 65 minutes of pure
perfection! RCA

Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture; Romeo &
Juliet; Nutcracker Suite Chicago Sym-

The Wind Beneath My Wings. The Best Of
Times. You re Nearer, etc RCA
114787

163651

Heitetz: Bruch, Violin Concerto No.

Rod Stewart: Greatest Hits Do Va Think
I'm Sexy". Tonight's The Night. Maggie May.
Hot Legs. etc. Warner Bros.
133779

( Tit
It's Over). Nothings Gonna Stop Us Now, etc.

153740

sion. title song, etc. Atlantic

Tina Turner: Break Every Rule Two People, Typical Male, Back Where You Started.
etc Capitol DIGITAL
113333

The Legendary Enrico Caruso Vest' la
9iubba. Celeste Aida, Cielo e mar. La donna
134274
e mobile, 17 more. RCA

104810

Genesis: Invisible Touch Land Of Confu-

154077

7
D'
O

y Dancing/
iginal Soundtrack

182522

selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to you
automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just return the
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Compact Disc Club. 6550 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46219.1194

GET.

o

i

COMPACT
DISCS

..
I

-

FORTHE.
PRICE OF

`.

I,

o

WITH NOTHING MORE
TO BUY...'.EVER!

o

,

4

COMPACT DISCS now!

Buy just

1

smash hit in one year's time.

Then get

1

bon is CD of your choice.

6

CDs

Start with

pay just shipping S. handling
will Club membership

lFE nbMBEifbNf Hrts
Paul Simon: Graceland You Can Call Me AI,
The Boy n The Bubble, Diamond: Cr The
Soles OI Her Shoes, etc,
-72315
Warner Bros

u.

Enjoy

She And I, Why
20247
Lady Why. Feels So Right. etc. RCA

Alabama: Greatest Hits

for the price of one.

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

Previn: Gershwin
certo

m E

Rhapsody In Blue. Conmore. Philips DIGITAL
' 15437

Eagles: Gt. Hits. Vol.

1

Take

One 01 -hese Nights. Take
Asylum

Elvis: #1 Hits

172190

Buddy Holly: From The Original Master
That'll Be The Day. Peggy Sue. It's

Tapes

120069

So Easy, Rave On, etc. MCA

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons Pinnocc/Enghsh Concert. Archie DIGITAL
115356

Anita Baker: Rapture

Sweet Love.

Caught Up In The Rapture. Same Ole Love.
You Bnng Me Joy, more. Elektra
'73404

Peter Gabriel: So

Sledgehammer.

Time, In Your Eyes. Red Rain, etc.
Geffen

Beg

114764

It To

The Limit.

others.

It Easy.

123481

r

M. Price,
9
Horne. Vickers. Salmmen, N.Y. Choral Artists:
New York PhilharmoniclMehta.

OOMPWICT

- -YOU

Beethoven, Symphony No.
RCA DIGITAL

-

YES, please accept my membership in the Compact Disc Club and
send me the tour Compact Discs I've indicated here, billing me for jLst
shipping and handling unoer the terms of this ad. I need buy just 1 CD at
regular Club prices during the next year-after which I can choose a FREE
bonus CD! That's 6 for the price of 1...with nothing more to buy ever!
(Shipping & handling is added to each shipment.)

143720

Don Henley: Building The Perfect Beast
The Boys OI Summer. All She Wants To Do Is
150129
Dance. Sunset Grill, etc. Geffen
GRP Live in Session Mountain Dance. St.
Elsewhere. Oasis. The Rit Variations, etc.
134459
GRP DIGITAL

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs (Indicate

by number)

D

D

D

D

Dwight Yoakam: Hillbilly Deluxe Little
Ways, Little Sister. Smoke Along -he Track.
Johnson's Love. etc. Reprise

SAVINGS START HERE-

Mail to: Compact Disc Club
PO. Box 91412 Indianapolis, IN 46219

am most interested in me musical category checked here-but I am
always free to choose from any (check one only):
COUNTRY
AO EASY LISTENING (Instrumental Vocal Moods)
cO HARD ROCK DO POP/SOFT ROCK E 17 CLASSICAL

164146

I

B

card enclosed with each issue of your magazine by the date specified on the card.
You will have at least 10 days to decide, or you may return your Featured Selection
at our expense. Cancel your membership at any time after completing your
membership agreement, simp'y by writing to us.

Q MR.
Q MRS

MISS

Fast Name

Last Name

misal

(PLEASE PRMT)

Address

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL
Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return
them with no further obligation. You send no money now, so complete the coupon
and mail it today.

State

City
Telephone

Zip

I

Ama Code

SAVE

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN
Unlike other clubs, you get 50% -off Bonus Savings
with every CD you buy at regular Club prices,
effective with your first full -price purchase!

Signature

L

Limited to new members, continental USA only. One membership
per family, We reserve the rapt to request additional information
or reject any applications. Local taxes. A any, will be added.

xcT26
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CD on the Air
If you think the Compact Disc has
changed the way music is played at
home, imagine what it has meant to
radio. With more and more recordings
released on CD, most stations now
play the little discs more than 75% of
the time. And they sound great on the
air: No clicks, no pops, no hiss-no
surface noise, other than what was on
the master.
Then again, when something goes
wrong, there is hell to pay. With CD,
there's no such thing as pushing the
needle ahead. The only solution is to
get a record up, fast! When such
glitches occur, they usually do so
because of the less -than -lab
conditions at a typical radio station,
which includes not only ambient dust
but whatever the DJ has managed to
get on his fingers-grease, ink,
coffee, soda, tobacco, etc. In short,
all the enemies of the CD.
Last year, a new sort of Compact
Disc player burst into the studio of
WMMR in Philadelphia, where spin
rock 'n' roll on weeknights, and it
forever changed the way this station
plays CDs.
It is a Denon DN-950 "CD Cart
Player," so called because it plays
CDs only after they have been put
into plastic cartridge housings.
Instead of putting the bare disc into
I
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the machine, you insert a cartridge,
which resembles a very skinny
8 -track, into a slot. A spring -action
door on the bottom of the housing
slides open as the disc begins to
spin, so the laser can scan the disc.
The DN-950 has several controls
and features specifically for studio
use. You can select one track while
another's playing, and have the
machine either play that track next or
cue the new track up and await
manual starting. You can also audition
a disc through the studio's cue
channel while another signal goes
over the air.
The display reads to 1/75 S, so you
can cue with amazing precision, if
you take the time. The player's
precise cueing capability allows, for
the first time, the CD equivalent of a
slip cue. While a CD is sitting cued,
the display shows the full time of the
selection. During play, it counts down
the time remaining. This is a
marvelous feature, since it tells the DJ
exactly how much time he has to
prepare the next cut. And the DN-950
can also flash a light and trigger an
external signal, 5 to 35 S before the
track ends, or signal a studio
automation system to start the next
selection when the track is finished.
The Denon DN-950 thus is simple
and easy to use. It's child's play to

take out a disc cartridge, insert
another "cart," and cue the desired
selection. I've done it lots of times
while talking on the air, without
missing a beat.
The Denon has proved much more
suitable for on -the -air use than any of
the fine home -use decks that
previously paraded through WMMR's
studio. Those units were just not
designed for 24 -hour, 365-day use,
and they simply wore out. Reports
Phil Harris, chief engineer and
director of engineering at our station,
"The only bugaboo that surfaced in
our six original Denon machines, as it
had in every other CD machine on the
market, was skipping. And Denon has
recently replaced our old machines
with new decks that don't have this
problem. Even with skips, the failure
rate for our original six players (two of
which were in continuous use) was
very small, especially on CDs that
had been cleaned well before being
put into the cartridge."
According to Harris, the DN-950's
ability to interface with the studio's
console is another huge plus. "The
deck will connect easily with any
broadcast automation system,
including Media Touch and similar
computerized systems, because the
necessary jacks are on the back
panel. The Denon can be remote
startable from a button somewhere
else, like on a console. Many home or
consumer machines didn't have that
capability, so engineers like me had
to go inside and tear apart the
machine to make it work properly with
broadcast equipment. The Denon
also has balanced -line outputs; that
won't be of interest to most
consumers, but for us it means
there's no interface amplifier
necessary between the machine and
the console."
At present, the plastic cartridges
cost WMMR about $3 each. For home
use, this could quickly get into
serious money. However, as Harris
says, "To a broadcast station, it is a
very small price to pay for increasing
reliability and keeping dirt off the

disc."
Thanks to machines like Denon's
CD Cart Player, the era of industrial strength Compact Disc players is
finally upon us.
Michael Tearson
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PIONEEfi

el. 4000

The performance is about to begin.
Introducing Pioneer's New High-Performance Car Stereo Amps.
Take your seat. Turn up the volume. And get ready for the ride of your life.

Because our new high-powered, low -distortion car stereo amps are de
signed to give you unparalleled sonic quality-incredibly crisp, clear highs,
heart -pounding bass, and a flawlessly brilliant midrange.
And with cutting -edge features like internal fan cooling, High -Speed
MOS-FET transistors, PWM power supply and flexible multi -channel bridging,
these powerplants turn any drive Into high-performarce excitement.
Pioneer's new car stereo amplifiers. They simply outperform anything
else on the road.
419ee Non.. (1441104,C5

(USA) Inc Innp 04041 CA

MO,

44901w. GM-4000
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ANNIVERSARY WALTZ
Koss Corporation Turns 30
Whether your local audio store
carries Koss headphones or not, it
might not be carrying headphones at
all if Koss hadn't introduced theirs
30 years ago. There were phones
long before that-they antedated
speakers, in fact-but the Koss Model
SP3 phones of 1958 were probably
the first commercial headphones
made for stereo. The SP3 was
originally produced as a gimmick to

draw attention to a new portable
phonograph design, but they drew
more attention to themselves. "Finally
got the message," says John C.
Koss, who quickly went into the
stereophone business. Within five
years, the field was full of other
stereophone makers (few of which
survive), but it took longer for
headphone jacks to become as
universal on stereo components as
they are today.
I

20th anniversary under founder and
president Arnie Nudell. Shown here
are Nudell's garage, where it all began, and a corner of the facility Inf in
ity inhabits today.

From Here to Infinity
Few presidents have actually been
born in log cabins, and not all audio
manufacturers started out in backyard
garages. One company that did, however, was Infinity, now celebrating its

Disabling the Dialog

Museums Go Musical

love operetta melodies, but I'm no
great fan of operetta dialog: In
English (as in Gilbert & Sullivan), it
grows tiresome by the nth repetition;
in French, it's hard for me to understand; in German, find it only
one -tenth comprehensible.
It would be nice if one of the
as -yet -uncommitted subcode bits on
operetta records could be used to
differentiate music from dialog. Players could then be made which could
be set to skip the dialog and get on
with the music (or vice versa).
The same one -bit coding could be
used whenever a disc includes two
types of material. A rock recording,
for example, could be coded for fast
and slow tunes, or jazz for songs with
and without vocals.

Music starts with gadgets-from
primitive drums and sticks to sophisticated synthesizers-which illustrate
scientific principles. And since making music is fun, learning science
through music should be, too. Those
were apparently the thoughts behind
an exhibit called "What Makes Music?" at Philadelphia's Franklin Institute. The exhibit, which was conceived
and designed by the Franklin Institute
for the Science Museum Exhibit Collaborative, will be in Philadelphia until
September 4th. After that, it will go on
tour for two years, visiting science
museums in a number of other cities.
You'll be able to see the Franklin Institute's brainchild in Charlotte, Fort
Worth, Los Angeles, St. Paul, Chicago, Columbus, and Boston.

I

I
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Yamaha Becomes Yamaha
Century -old Nippon Gakki changed
its name, this year, to Yamaha Corporation. They have a perfect right:
Founded by Torakusu Yamaha, the
company began as the Yamaha Organ Manufacturing Company. As its
product line broadened to include
other instruments, the company
changed its name to Nippon GakkiJapan Musical Instruments. Now, with
the Yamaha brand name gracing instruments, motorcycles, audio equipment, music schools, sporting goods,
motorboats, and bathtubs, it's time to
change back.

Radio News
Our contributors have been making
news in radio. Late in 1987, Totally
Wired, a National Public Radio show
produced by Kimberly Haas and
Audio music reviewer John Diliberto,
celebrated its 100th broadcast. The
show also received a $50,000 grant
from the National Endowment for the
Arts. Totally Wired is a documentary
series about new music which is
broadcast in such cities as Chicago,
Houston, New York, Phoenix, and
Portland, Oregon.
John Sunier's Audiophile Audition
also received an award last yearsecond prize in the Armstrong
Awards for Technical Achievement.
This year, the show began its fourth
season. The hour-long program is
syndicated to 200 stations, many of
which receive the show in digital
form, via satellite. The stations are
urged not to use limiters or other processors so as to preserve the wide
dynamic range. Some stations even
air the show at reduced levels to
avoid squashing signal peaks.

Doris!
In the December 1986 "Spectrum,"
gave the time for one revolution of
an LP as 1.8 S, but a letter from an
authoritative -sounding reader
temporarily convinced me that the
figure should be divided by 1.8, or
0.556 S, so ran an update in
December 1987. The deluge of letters
that followed has convinced me
I

1

I

I

had

it

right the first time: 1.8

S it is.
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True
Story
7

LIPSCH° speakers weren't the
first I owned. Fact is, I had another
' highly touted' brand and thought they
were wonderful. Those speakers were
almost new when a friend came to live
with me for a few days between

1

pc'

apartments.
He'd put all his furniture in
storage, but he brought his KLIPSCH
FORTÉs® with him and hooked 'em
up next to my speakers. I was ready
for the duel and confident my
speakers would win.
On the very first CD, the
FORTÉs made it clear that I'd been
missing a lot in my music. They
delivered so much more detail and
articulation. So much more dynamic
range. The sound was alive. There
was no contest.
As soon as my friend moved
on, I sold my speakers and bought
a new pair of FORTÉs. I was
pleasantly surprised at the price. I
could have bought them to begin
with and saved some money.
I think the FORTÉs are just
great. No component in my system,
riot even my CD player, ever made
such a vivid difference. Music never
sounded so good to me.
For your nearest KLIPSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow Pages or call toll

free, 1-800-223-3527.

IkIipsch
LEGEND IN SOUND.

P.O. BOX

688

-

HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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SONIC HOLOGRAPHY TRANSFORMS
EXCITING NEW PROGRAM SOURCES
AS WELL AS FAMILIAR OLD ONES INTO
TRULY LIFELIKE EXPERIENCES.
When Bob Carver set out to redefine the
stereo listening experience through Sonic
Holography, he was really rebelling against the
limitations of the stereo phonograph record. At
the time his remarkable invention first started
astounding audio critics and music lovers, vinyl
discs were the musical standard.
if Sonic Holography can breathe life into
even your oldest records, imagine what it will
do for CD's, VHS Hi -Fi and other exciting new
stereo sources.
Now there are at least flue major audio/video
breakthroughs which further expand Sonic
Holography's potential to bring more excitement and realism into your life.
These innovations include the Compact
Audio Disc, noise -free stereo FM, AM Stereo,
Stereo television broadcasts and stereo

IDS.

These are not exaggerations of how much
more dimensional and realistic Sonic Hologra:
phy is than conventional stereo. The most
experienced and knowledgeable experts in the
audio industry have concurred. Julian Hirsch
wrote in Stereo Review. "The effect strains
credibility-had I not experienced it, I probably
would not believe it:' High Fidelity magazine
noted that "...it seems to open a curtain and
reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind, between and beyond the speakers:' According to Larry Klein of Stereo
Review, "It brings the listener substantially
closer to that elusive sonic illusion of being in
the presence of a live performance."

HOW SONIC HOLOGRAPHY WORKS.

R

Conventional stereo tries to duplicate this
process by using two speakers to send a different version of the same sound occurrence
to each ear. In theory, this should "trick" your
brain's psychoacoustic center into placing the
musician on a limited sound stage between
your speakers. If-and only if- each speaker
can be only heard by one ear.

Conventional stereo: The sound is heard, more or less, on
a Rat curtain of sound between the two speakers Volume
differences only. The timing cues are gone

When a musician plays a note, the sound
occurrence arrives separately at your left and
right ears. Your brain analyzes the difference in
these sound arrivals and tells you exactly
where the sound is.

Hi -Fi video formats.

Each provides the Sonic Hologram Generator in selected Carver preamplifiers and receivers with a chance to redefine the width,
breadth and depth of the traditional stereo
sound field -while using your existing

Sonic Holography: With SOh7C HOLOGRAPHY. the sound
is reproduced much like that of a concert performance
complete with timing, phase and amplitude cues Three
dimensional'

speakers.
WHAT SONIC HOLOGRAPHY DOES.
Watch a 13" black and white TV Now see a
movie in 70 millimeter.
Listen to your favorite musicians on a transistor radio. Now sit three rows back from the
stage at a live concert.

L. Real-life sonic event results m two sound arrivals: one at
your left ear, one at your right ear

R. Stereo playback of that sonic event results in four sound
arrivals 71uo per speaker per ear = four

The problem is, these different versions of
the same sound also cross in the middle of
your listening room, so left and right ears get
both left and right sound arrivals a split second apart. Stereo imaging and separation are
reduced because both speakers are heard by
both ears, confusing your spacial perception.
The Sonic Hologram Generator in the Carver
4000t, C-9, C-1 and Carver Receiver 2000

solve this muddling of sound arrivals by actually creating another "sound" This special

impulse cancels the objectionable second
sound arrival, leaving only the original sound
from each loudspeaker.
The result is a vast sound field extending not
only wider than your speakers, but higher than
your speakers as well. Sounds will occasionally even seem to come from behind you! It is
as if a dense fog has lifted and you suddenly
find yourself in the midst of the musical experience. Or, as the Senior Editor of a major electronics magazine put it, "When the lights were
turned out, we could almost have sworn we
were in the presence of a live orchestra:'

CARVER CD AND TUNER
INNOVATIONS EXTEND THE
POSSIBILITIES.
Any stereo source can be transformed from
monochromatic flatness into vibrant threedimensional reality with Sonic Holography.
Compact discs afford vastly increased
dynamics, frequency response and freedom
from background noise. Yet their potential is
trapped in the 2 -dimensionality of conventional stereo. Sonic Holography can surround
you with the drama and impact of digital.
(And the Carver Compact Disc Player with
Digital Time Lens sound correction circuitry
can enhance your listening experience even
further).

can take on an astonishing presence and
dimension through Sonic Holography.

tuner delivers AM stereo broaccasts with the same
dynamics and fidelity as FM. A perfect source
for the Sonic Hologram Generator. Think of it:
AM can actually become c three-dimensional
phenomenon through Carver Technology!
The new Carver TX -11a AM/FM
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SONIC HOLOGRAPHY PUTS YOU
INSIDE THE VIDEOIEXPERIEINCE.

More and more people are discovering what
theaters discovered some time ago: Audio
makes a huge contribution to the realism of
video. Still, it has taken the incredible, neardigital quality of VHS and Beta Hi -Fi to make
the marriage of audio and video truly rewarding. Now even rental movies fárty explode with
wide frequency range, dynamic impact and
conventional stereo imaging.

Thanks to the Carver Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo Detector, FM stereo broadcasts can be received with vastly increased
fidelity. Hiss and interference-free, any signal,
from chamber music to live rock concerts,

Add the steady emergence of stereo
broadcasts by all three major networks of
prime time programming and special broadcasts and you have fertile ground for the
added realism that only Sonic Holography

TV

can deliver.
Unlike so-called "surround sound" a Sonic
Hologram Generator puts you into the middle
of any stereo soundtrack, (stereo, Hi -Fi stereo,
broadcast stereo or even simulcasts). It
psychoacoustically expands the visual experience with life -like sound that envelops you in
the action.
Oree you've heard Sonic Holography with a
good video tape or LaserDisc, you never go
back to mere stereo again.
I

ENHANCE YOUR SPACIAL AWARENESS
WITH FOUR CARVER COMPONENTS.
The patented Carver Sonic Hologram generator circuit is available on two preamplifiers,
our largest receiver and as an add-on component. Each can transcend the limits of your listening (and viewing) room. Each can add the
breathtaking, spine -tingling excitement that
comes from being transported directly into the
midst of the musical experience.
Before you purchase any component, consider just how much more Carver can enrich
your audio and video enjoyment. And then visit
your nearest Carver dealer soon.
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The Carver Sonic Holography quarrel. Pictured from
right is the 40001 Preamplifier, the C-9 sonic
Hclogram Generator, the Receiver 2060 with remote
cortrol and the C-I Preamplifier.
P1h to

CARVER
POWERFUL

ACCURATE

MUSICf-L

Carver Corporation
P.O.

Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98046

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology
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POP GOES THE PROBLEMS

The first time

walked into a rec- technology. became fascinated with
ord shop that sold Compact one of them: "laser rot." It seems that
Discs, the salesperson put on there was a growing number of reports
quite a performance of his own. Eager from owners of laser videodiscs that
to show me how durable the new little the discs literally began to "fall apart"
discs were, he dramatically threw one after being played a number of times.
of them onto the floor with all his might. should point out that laser videodiscs,
The floor, might add, was nicely car- unlike CDs, are basically made of two
peted. To add to the effect, he then slabs of plastic, both of which are coatground his heel onto the surface of the ed with the metallic reflecting surface
disc. (The label side was facing up, of that constitutes the information layer
course.) He picked up the disc, read by a laser pickup. Since laser
popped it into a CD player, and videodiscs can be played on both
punched a few buttons. Miracle of mir- sides, much like a vinyl recording, the
acles, the disc still played without so two slabs are sandwiched together.
much as a glitch or a skip.
What has been described in various
During the brief ensuing history of terms, including "laser rot," turned out
Compact Discs, we've all learned to be to be nothing more than a physical
a little more careful with our collec- separation of the two "halves." The
tions. That the disc survived the sales- separation was ultimately attributed to
person's demonstration was more a adhesives of poor quality, elements in
matter of luck than anything else. We polluted atmospheres that reacted
now know that even minor scratches chemically with the adhesives, unusuon the label side of a CD can potential- ally severe temperature/humidity conly wreak havoc when we try to play it ditions, or a combination of these three
on all but the most forgiving (and so- factors.
phisticated) CD players. But what
Whenever give a presentation conabout the ability of Compact Discs to cerning Compact Discs and the state
withstand other forms of environmental of their technology, one question that
stress?
always arises is, "How long will a CD
Not too long ago, several new terms last?" Clearly, there is no simple ancrept into the language of optical disc swer to this question. Treat a CD like
I

I

I

I

I
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the salesperson did in 1983, and it
may or may not last five minutes. Keep
the CD in its jewel box case, at room
temperature, at a relative humidity of
between 35% and 50%-and play it
once a year-and it's likely to outlast
your great-grandchildren. As we all
know, however, few of us are likely to
take this kind of care of CDs. And now,
with CD players becoming more popular in automobiles, new questions arise
regarding the proper care of these little
plastic wonders. Is it safe to leave CDs
in the glove compartment of a car in all
kinds of weather? Will a CD play immediately after being subjected to winter
temperatures in Minnesota-or after
sitting inside a car in Arizona in midsummer? How about a Compact Disc's
odds for survival in the 100% humidity
of someplace like the Florida Everglades in mid -July?
I decided to conduct my own experiment, using a few expendable CDs.
Let me state immediately that the environmental variables involved in an experiment such as mine are so numerous that I make no claim for total scientific control or methodology. After all,
CDs are manufactured in dozens of
plants, and there's no easy way to

check whether the plastic compounds
and base materials used in each factory are identical. Even within one
batch of CDs of the same musical material, there may well be variations in
quality and in the number of original
digital burst errors (as well as their
length or severity). Still, keeping all
these variables in mind,
hoped to
determine in a very general way just
what extremes of temperature and humidity a half -dozen Compact Discs of
I

mixed origin could take.
The CDs chose ranged in date of
manufacture from 1983 to the present-the most recent one having
been acquired just weeks before began my experiment. They were also
chosen for diversity of label. As for the
experiments themselves, they were
quite simple. started my tests by storing all six discs overnight in my food
freezer. The freezer is reputed to bring
temperatures down to around 0° F
(around
18° C). With the discs at this
low temperature,
planned to insert
each disc in a state-of-the-art CD player and in an inexpensive, portable CD
player known to have a minimum of
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988
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All those little capacitors, resistors and
semiconductors?
They make up what's known as a CD
player's analog filter:
A necessary evil designed to remove
unwanted digital noise.
While unfortunately
Hi -Bit DIRECT OUT
distorting otherwise
DI:
ON/OFF
crystal-clear sound with
phase shift.
Ahem.
Presenting YamaYamaha's exclusive hi -bit direct out
ha's
hi -bit
exclusive
bypasses
technology
the analog filter.
resulting in pure, crystal-clear sound.
direct output technology.
A revolutionary technology we've incorporated into our CDX 910U, giving you the
option of completely eliminating the analog
filter with the touch of a button.
Allowing you, in turn, to enjoy improvement in music you thought couldn't be
improved.
1

YAMAHA
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You'll also find 8 times oversampling.
Giving you incredibly accurate waveform
resolution and unbelievably
natural sound.
Hi -bit twin D/A converters
to improve dynamic resolution
and eliminate interchannel phase
distortion.
And a host of features that
add up to the most pleasurable
listening experience yet.
Stop by your nearest Yamaha Use the 46 -key
wireless remote, or
dealer today and hear the reuse Ihmaha RS
integrated amp.
markable new CDX910U CD
preamp or receiver
remote.
player for yourself.
We think you'll come away sharing our
philosophy that anything that comes between
you and your music is definitely a big
problem.
No matter how
HA®
small it may be.
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"The technology for a new generation
of loudspeaker systems was already here,"
says Henry Kloss. was just the first one to
put it together right."
"Right," in this case, meaning a stereo
system that allows the integration of speakers into a room in a way that's never before
been possible.
I

Ensemble.
The last loudspeaker
of Henry Kloss.
Ensemble combines two bass units, two
mid- to high-frequency units and something
you won't find in any hi-fi store on earth.
Your living room. Which now, because

of Ensemble's unique "system" designbecomes a seamlessly integrated part of the
sound propagation process.
The result is a system that gives you
perfectly balanced energy
throughout the full ten
octaves of music. And one
which, at the same time,

,rt :L

can be virtually invisible in
your living room.

T

The first speaker system

:

that doesn't
cheat you out of either
bass or space.
The fundamental
octaves that so much
of music is built on...
The almost sub audible but palpable
sounds generated by the big pipes of the
organ, the bottom of the acoustic or electric
bass, the low notes of the synth...
The frequencies completely ignored
in the so-called "mini -speakers" now

vogue...
Ensemble provides them. With two
dedicated, acoustic -suspension loudspeakers
whose jobs are solely to reproduce the bottom two octaves of musical significance.
It is by design, not afterthought,
that Ensemble comes with two, not one,
bass units.
Because the human ear can't easily
localize bass sound below about 150 Hz,
in

there is no need in a home music system for
the bass to emanate from the same source
as the higher frequencies. (And many acoustical reasons why it shouldn't.)
So to take advantage of this basic but
vastly overlooked fact, the bass units are built
small enough to be placed where they'll
produce the best sound, without visually
overpowering your room.
They area compact 12" x 21" x 4.5"
Yet they generate the low-frequency energy
that would ordinarily require either a pair of
very large conventional loudspeakers, or
adding on a massive "subwoofer." MoreoveE
using two separate easily placed bass units
dramatically reduces the creation of standing
waves-the bane of pure hi -ti reproduction.
Without detriment to the sound,
Ensemble's bass units can be placed beneath
the couch, on top ofthe bookshelf, or under
the potted plant.
And the result is
a happy coincidence:
p -44111114t.
\Vhere the units sound
the best is likely
where they'll look
so.
the best. Even if that
means not being able to
see them at all.

'4
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There isa lrrgeryoucan make, ffynudon't
mind taking montyfrom houseguests.
PlaceLnse,nblec satellites what. they're visible.
Then hide one ofthe bass units underthe
sofa, andput the other on thefloor
with a plant on it. ivhenjvurfiiends
army, he them to point out where
the hiss is comrrg/ivm. Thcy'l
point to the sate tes. Drrytine.

As for the other 8 octaves
of music.
The rest of the sound spectrum, from a
nominal crossover of 140 Hz, is reproduced
by a stereo pair of two-way satellite units.
Each incorporates a low -frequency driver,
crossing over at 2,700 Hz to a direct -radiator
tweeter that goes beyond audibility.
They are small enough (4" x 5" x 8"
high) to set the sound stage (or so-called
"imaging") wherever you want it.
Finished in scratch -proof, gunmetal
grey Nextel, they will look good for a lifetime.

What Henry Kloss tells his friends:
Every time t came out with a new speaker
at AR, KLH, or Advent, my friends would ask
me,"Henry, is it worth the extra money for me
to trade up?" And every time l would answer,
"No, what you've already got is still good enough"
Buf today, with the introduction of
Ensemble, I tell them, "Perhaps now is the time
to give your old speakers to the children"

Overcoming the fear
of paying too little.
This is more difficult than it may sound.
Because the Ensemble System sells for
an introductory price of only $499.
And it can be jarring to accept the notion
that a product actually outperforms others
costing several times more. But think back
on Henry Kloss' track record with AR, KLH,
and Advent. the best selling high-performance
speakers of their decades...Our commercial
success will come not from excessive prices
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Harty Koss. Afemlxfiof the Audlo Hall ofFame. The creatorofAcoustic
1><secork út the I9505; ;aJI út the I960's, andAdtirnt út the I970Ythe dominant speakers ofdrt* decades-now brvgs,}t?uDrsc7nble:
speakero stem of this enz.
the best
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on a small number of sales, but from selling
a lot of systems to a lot of people. You,
perhaps, among them.
The second thing you must overcome is
the misdirected notion that you must go to a
dealer showroom and listen to the speakers.
Because the fact is, the only
way to appreciate the astonishing
sound reproduction of this unconventional system is to audition it
in your own room environment.
Therefore, we sell only
factory -direct. Either by
phone, by mail, or by our
front door, to make it as
easy as possible to get the
speakers to your
front door.
They come with a
straightforward
30-day money back return policy.
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

Speaking directly to
the people who make the speaker.
lb our knowledge, no other hi-fi manufacturer invites you to call and talk about the
system. ("Hello, M1. Sony?" No way)
We welcome you.
In fact, the easiest way to buy
Ensemble is to call us with your
credit card in hand, and speak with
someone who will be happy to
walk you through, talk you through,
everythingyou might ever want to
know about the system.
From why or why not to buy
Ensemble, to questions
about installation, room
_

MOW

The Ensemble Stereo System:

2 bass units. 2satelltes. is
feet of wire. mounting units,
mtellgent documentation, and
a mum body (bur Conkicke
Sound) thrksaudio open)

placement and other related audio equipment.
lb get literature, to chat-or to order-the
toll-free number is 1-800-252-4434. (In Canada,
1-800-525-4434.) Fax # (617) 332-9229.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Newton,

Massachusetts 02158

E
E

Send more information
Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 days, for $499.
Um paying by
Check E MC
Visa
AE
Acct. Number
Si

Exp

tame

Name
Address
City'

Phone (Area Code)

State

Zip

Number

FOR IMMEDLITESERVICE:1-800-A1CA-HIFl
MA residents add 5% sales tax.

Suite 104

Extreme heat seems to pose
more of a threat to CDs
than does extreme cold
or high humidity levels.

error correction/servo-tracking capabilities. Each track was to be played, in
turn, using the track skip feature of the
player. Following this test, all surviving
discs were to be placed in an oven
which was regulated to a temperature
of 212° F (100° C), the boiling point of
water.
When the disc surfaces were stabilized at the higher temperature, would
play each track of each disc on both
CD players-again, requiring the laser
pickup to go from track to track ey
using the next -track feature. Following
this test, would place the discs in an
enclosure containing a steam vaporizer, thereby elevating the relative humidity in the vicinity of the discs to as
close to 100% as possible. The only
concession to the CD players would
make during the test was to wipe surface moisture from the disc before inserting it in the two machines.
Following these three tests, all
discs-those that survived, at leastwere to be returned to the freezer for
another round. My plan was to repeat
the entire sequence at least 10 times.
After subjecting all six discs to the
deep freeze treatment the first time,
was able to play all tracks on all six
discs on both CD players. After the first
heat treatment, however, was able to
play only the first four of six tracks of an
early, CBS -label CD without any malfunction. Although the laser pickup
was able to find tracks 5 and 6, it was
unable to stay on course, skipping
merrily through them in a matter of a
few seconds!
Examining the disc with a magnifying glass, detected a 3/4 -inch scratch
on the outer edge of the disc.
also
found a tiny "bubble" in the plastic
near the scratch. It was apparent to me
that both defects had been present
even before the test began. also detected warpage on one section of the
disc. It was almost as if one section of
the plastic had expanded at a nonuniform rate and an entire edge had "lifted upward." Once found this, it was
clear that no servo correcting system
could adequately compensate for the
severe deformity in the disc. saw no
point in subjecting it to the high -humidity test, which the remaining five discs
passed with no difficulty.
did feel,
however, that subjecting the now -defective disc to the freezer test for the
I

second go -round might prove instructive. Perhaps the cold temperature
could reverse the warpage and make
tracks 5 and 6 of the disc playable
once more. Unfortunately, such was
not the case. Instead, the warpage became more pronounced. When
attempted to access either track 5 or 6,
the player was hung up in an endless
and unsuccessful search.
finally
pressed the "Stop" button.
I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

as those of the first day. was able to
complete four test cycles for the five
remaining discs. By the end of the second day, with seven complete cycles
of heat, cold, and high humidity, all five
discs were tracked accurately through
all their selections by both CD players.
ran all five discs through three
more cycles on the third day. One of
the five, a very old Philips sampler given to me in 1983 by the co -inventors of
the CD, did develop a slight warp during the next to the last heat cycling.
The warpage was enough to cause
problems for the portable unit when
played the disc's outer tracks; the other player went through all outer tracks
without missing a beat.
On the basis of this admittedly small
sample of Compact Discs-and allowing for the somewhat arbitrary number
of hot/cold/high-humidity cycles-I can

r

After one more complete cycle o
heating and freezing, the defective
disc still could not successfully play
track 5 or 6. The laser pickup on the
more sophisticated player did locate
these tracks, but it could not successfully play through them without skipping randomly.
saw no point in including this defective disc in my experiments, so the
number of discs for the remaining tests
was reduced to five. A third cycle
through the freezer, oven, and vaporizer yielded no further defective discs. At
the end of a day's testing, all discs
were kept in the freezer overnight, rather than in the oven. This choice was
more practical than scientific: did not
relish the idea of leaving an unattended oven on overnight. The second
day's tests were essentially the same
I

I

offer these general conclusions:
1. Extreme heat seems to pose more
of a threat to CDs than does extreme
cold or high levels of humidity.
2. For whatever reasons, older CDs
might be more easily damaged by extremes of heat than the more recently
pressed discs. Whether an aging process and some change in the chemistry of the plastic is involved here (or
whether modern pressing plants are
using better grades of plastic) is something these tests were unable to establish with any degree of certainty.
3. Extremes of humidity have no effect upon the longevity or durability of
CDs, but moisture can render the surface of a disc temporarily unreadable.
It can also cover the tiny laser pickup
lens, rendering it somewhat opaque.
Neither humidity nor moisture is a permanent condition, however, and normal operation is always restored once
the moisture has evaporated or been
carefully wiped away.
4. Most important, my tests proved
that the occasional "separation" of the
two halves of a videodisc is not likely to
occur in CDs, which are manufactured
in a completely different molding process. Even the one disc that underwent severe warpage retained its integral structure. There was no evidence
of any separation of the thick, transparent plastic coating from the aluminized
reflecting surface that bears the digital
data read by the laser pickup. So
á1
much for CD rot!
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The Bryston Magic
believes the
purpose of an audio
system is to create the
three dimensional illusion of a live
musical event in your own home.
This sound stage involves the
placement of instruments, in
space, around, behind and in
front of the speaker system.
The audio system should
present the instruments in their
proper size, and the instruments'
harmonic structure, image, tonal
balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range should all sound believable.
BRYSTON

In

In order to accomplish this
three dimensional sound stage a
significant amount of effort is
required in both theory and
practice when designing an
audio product.

TO this end, Bryston has
originated and optimized
the circuitry used in all its
products to a degree of linearity
which approaches theoretical
perfection. From steady-state
signals, to high, low and mid frequency transients we understand the mechanisms and

Canada:

rsrs>t1

in

Marketing Ltd.

the United States:
Vermont

*4. Berlin,
(802) 223-6159
RFD

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

invite you to experience the Bryston
magic - a sound stage
your own home!
WE

In

57 Westmore Drive. Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6

(416) 746-0300

criteria necessary for musical accuracy over the full spectrum.
We have devoted years of
research to the elimination
of audible problems due to
phase shift, differential temperature effects, transient compression, envelope modulation,
and the subtle effects group
delay can have on depth information.

Montpelier, Vermont 05602

If you're a person who can sit back and
appreciate a truly fine performance, sit back
and consider the new Ford Probe...
Responsive.
At the command of your right foot, Probe's
2.2 liter fuel -injected engine will sweep you
off your street.
Balanced.
A four-wheel independent suspension
system provides taut handling, while Probe's

front -wheel drive gives you added tractinn,
even when good weather is out of season.

Precise.
Probe's power front disc brakes and -Dower
rack-and-pinion steering respond quickly
and accurately.
Detailed.
From the stitching on its ergonomicElly
designed bucket seats to the controls on its
standard AM/FM stereo radio to the optional

The new Ford Probe.
A performance you won't forget

Buckle up-together we tan save lives.

instrument cluster that tilts right along with
the steering wheel, every detail is scrutinized
right down to the last... detail.
Affordable.
One of Probe's most impressive features
may well be its price. It starts at just $10,459.
This base sticker price excludes title, tax and
destination charges. Prices higher in New
York. Optional wheels shown, $306 M.S.R.P.
The new Ford Probe. Climb in. Sit back.

And watch it perform.
Assured.
Ford covers all new cars with a 6 -year/
60,000 -mile warranty on major powertrain
components. Restrictions and deductible
apply. Also, participating dealers back their
customer-paid work with a free Lifetime
Service Guarantee, good for as long as you
own your vehicle. Ask to see these limited
warranties when you visit your Ford Dealer.

.r]

Have you driven a Ford...Iately? (CC.
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

FORCED COINCIDENCE
including musical siblings such as

?),

band music.
Somehow or other, this guy got the
urge to experiment-sort of risky in
such situations, you'll have to admit.
Most engineers find it best to stick to
the rules, unwritten or no, and get on
with the job. Not this one. "I was so
bowled over by my first spaced-omnis
recording [of concert bands] that it
took a couple of years for me to notice
that the instruments were a little bit
hard to localize precisely." That's quite
a whopper of a statement. First, it says
that he made a regular practice, for as
long as two years, of recording bands
with the sort of spaced -out array of
mikes am referring to. More interesting, he was "bowled over" by the
sound he got. How's that for corroboration? But in the end, his powers of aural
analysis led him to a correct conclusion, as discussed at length in June:
That stereo directionality does not primarily come from phase differences in
the direct stereo signals, the pair of
them, that you hear. The more specific
separation, so that you can "point to"
this source or that, comes mostly from
volume differences, which are the
mainstay of the coincident stereo approach and the reason that directional
cardioid mikes often play a vital part in
the coincident pickup.
My friend goes on to complete his
thought: "Contrariwise,
was left so
cold by my first coincident mike recording [in the small hall] that didn't
care about the pinpoint left-right imaging; in fact, it rather reminded me of
'multi -mike' techniques." (No surprise
since both rely on pure amplitude differences for the stereo effect.)
Now don't get hot under the collar,
you proponents of the always -useful
coincident systems. There are terrific
recordings-right and left, so to
speak-made by the enlightened and
informed use of coincidence.
am
merely saying that something more,
very subtle yet powerful, is missing.
And my friend agrees.
"In all fairness, have since learned
how to make better single -point recordings. For one thing always, but always,
avoid using a pair of cardioids, which
did use on that [first] occasion, because
with them there is literally no out -of phase information at all, whereas some
[strictly 180°] always sneaks in with the
I

.

I

Since practically everybody is in
favor of the popular and highly

safeguarded recorded stereo
sound we generally call "coincident"taken down by some combination of
two microphones placed, to all intents
and purposes, in the same physical
spot before the music-I have already
(June 1988) set out my own rather surprised reaction as a music listener.
Something, to my ear, is still missing.
What miss, very definitely, is the first
"real" stereo heard years back, recorded with a wide separation, or spacing,
between mikes for the two stereo channels. The distance varied in degree, of
course (having been as much as 10 to
20 feet), yet in every case produced a
complex of phase differences due to the
different distances the sound traveled.
(A common balancing and adjusting device has been a third mike at the center,
between the other two, which may be
blended in various ways into the two
main channels.) The human ear notoriously dotes on phase differences! Even
if they are a serious problem in a number of aspects of audio reproduction.
This month, after a suitable lapse for
mental digestion, yours and mine,
present a corroborating opinion, this
from within the active audio profession.
think was as surprised as he was to
find me agreeing with him. Are we the
I

I

I

I
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I

only two souls who have this odd feeling about current stereo recording?
Could be!
If you want, then, I'm fishing around
this month to see if can't pull in a few
more operators who might find the idea
interesting, worthwhile, and, more important, possible in the practical
sense. Instead of the coincident arrays
we see everywhere recordings are
made (and subsequently hear in the
sonic product), once again to try the
spaced array, discrete separate microphones at sizable distances from each
other. And in place of the ubiquitous
cardioids (for directionality), the allaround pickup of the omni mike.
Yes, the consequent phase differences, particularly the big -energy
bass, must be coped with-in broadcasting, in LP cutting. But as noted in
June, things are changing fast; an enterprising recordist who wants to take
the risk can surely cope, and the more
so as we get into digital and away from
the limitations of the LP, the cassette
(analog), and present AM/FM safety
standards, if may call them that.
This professional ally of mine goes
out into the field in the most businesslike way and makes recordings or
broadcast pickups, for direct and
practical use. All sorts of classical music, and no doubt plenty of other kinds,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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FOR UNDER $625 YOU CAN OWN AN AMPLIFIER
JIT/GED TO HAVE THE EXACT SOUND CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN ESOTERIC $3000 MODEL.
Bob Carver recently shocked the staid audiophile world by winning
a challenge that no other amplifier designer could ever consider.

The new M-1.0t was judged, in extensive listening tests by one of Americas most respected audiophile publications, to be the sonic equivalent of a PAIR

of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which retail for $3000 each!

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER CHALLENGE. Bob Carver
made an audacious offer to the editors of Stereophile Magazine. one of Americas

exacting and critical audio publications. He would make his forthcoming amplifier design sound exactly like ANY high-priced, esoteric, perfect ionist amplifier
(or amplifiers) the editors could choose. In just 48 hours. In a hotel room near
Stereophile's offices in New Mexico! As the magazine put it,

"lfrt uterepa' cible,

wouldn't it already have been done? Bob's claim was something uejust
couldn'tpass up unchallenged"
What transpired is now high fidelity history. From the start, the
Stereopbile evaluation team was skeptical (We unified Bob to fail We wanted
to hear a difference ')They drove the product of Bob's round-the-clock modifications and their nominees for "best power amplifier" with some of the finest

discriminating audiophiles in the world, Bob's new design is their sonic équal.
The M-1.Ot's secret is its patented Magnetic field Coil. instead of increasing cost, size and heat output with huge storage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplification delivers its awesome output from this small but powerful component. The
result is a design with the dynamic power to reproduce the leading edge attacks
of musical notes which form the keen edge of musical reality.

A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGES OF MODERN
MUSICAL REPRODUCTION. The M -1.01's astonishingly high voltage/high
current output and exclusive operat ion features male it perfect for the demands
of compact digital discs, video hi-fi and other wide dynamic range playback
media. The M -1.0t:
Has a continuous FTC sine-wave output conserr alively

rated at 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms 20 Hz to 20 kit with no
more than 0.15% THD.
hnduces 350-500 watts per channelofglISpower and 800.1100
watts momentary peak power (depending on impedance)
Delft ers 1000uatts continuous sine nave output at 8 ohms in
bridging made uiUmut modification.
/s capable afhandling unintended 1 -ohm .speaker loads.
Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short
Circuit Power Interrupt protection.

components in the world. Ultimately, after exhaustive listening tests wit t carefully selected music ranging from chamber to symphonic to high-impact

SHARE THE RESULTS OF VICTORY.

".. each time we'd put the other anplrfrer
in and listen to the same musicalpassage again, and hear

pop that led them to write,

We

Mte

you to compare the new M -1.0t against any and all competition.

Including the very expensive amplifiers that have been

exactly the same thing On the second day oflistening to
hisfinal design, ua'threw in the towel and conceded
Bob the bout. According to the rules... Bob had won."

deemed the M-1.0t's sonic equivalent. You'll discover that

the real winner of Bob's remarkable challenge is you.
Because

world class, superlative electronics are now avail-

able at reasonable prices simply by visiting your nearest

BRAIN vs. BULK. Pictured is a photo of the
20 -pound, cool -running M-l.Ot. Above it are the outlines

Carer dealer.

of the pair of legendary mono amplifiers used in the

Specificat.ons: Power, 200 watts/ch inner into 8 ohms

Steirophilechallenge. Even individually, they can
hardly be lifted and demand stringent ventilation
requirements. And yet, according to some of the most

0.19% TM. Long Term Sustained RMS power, 500 watts into 4 ohms,
350 watts into 8 ohms. Bridged Mono power, 9400 watts Into 8 ohms.
Noise, -110dB 1HF A- weighted Weight, 20 lbs.
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CARVER
POWERFUL

4CCURATE

MUSICAL
Distriburdin

P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood,WA 98046
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Coincident miking is
responsible for some
terrific recordings, but
something subtle yet
powerful is missing.
other pickup patterns. This gives the
recordings at least a little bit of 'warmth'
or 'depth' or whatever it is ...."
This, would guess, pretty much reflects the viewpoint of a lot of audio
people who use coincident techniques
with, shall say, a small grain of stereo
salt. The foot -or -so separation that
seemed to observe in Denon's "one point" array again seems pertinent.
should pause here to explain. My
friend and ally, the above quoted,
works at a Public Radio station. have
so far de-emphasized this because
believe that his thoughts and conclusions largely apply to other areas of
recording. Namely, any area where an
unhoked and natural all-over sound,
with a natural -seeming presence in the
consumer playback, is desired.
Now if am right (out of some personal experience), local Public Radio
stations, often sponsored and underwritten in part by a university or other
local institution, are allowed considerable autonomy to do what they wishand dare-with the material they put
on the air. This applies not only to programming, as a matter of course, but
also to the technical means used.
Some readers may remember my discussion, years ago, of the extraordinary mike pickup I saw at the Oregon
Bach Festival in Eugene. Large oblongs of transparent plastic hung giddily over the orchestra's heads or were
set oddly on the floor below the concert stage, aiming upward at an angle,
like so many zany music stands, toward the solo singers at stage edge.
PZMs. That was Public Radio, considerably supported by the University of
Oregon-station KWAX.
Nevertheless, this suggested a very
considerable independence of mind to
me, and still does. The PZMs, protoI

I

I

I

I

I

I

type do-it-yourself models before
Crown, have been retired, and all now
is coincident. New regime, assume.
On the other hand, the national PBS,
the big network that distributes its recordings to hundreds of PBS outlets at
varying times-and not,
gather, always the same network-follows a very
different principle. Perhaps necessarily, to avoid (so to speak) mismatches
and other local troubles, PBS sets up
strict procedures, just as rigid as the
network is large. This is inevitable, as
all can understand. But in some opinI

I
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ions, it goes too far, for the sake of it is not like a 3-D photograph or holouniformity and safety, when subnormal gram [or reality]."
intelligence is at work. (It always is.)
In a word-mono. Is not a mono reOn and off for a number of years, my
cording much like a flat photograph?
own homemade broadcast tapes were Major and satisfying clues as to space
aired on a fair number of individual and distance are there, but other clues
NPR stations, sent from one to another
are absent. Are they missed? That deon an extracurricular basis entirely outpends. Can they be provided? Perside the auspices of the national net- haps-but always at some cost, variwork. was told emphatically that these
ably different according to the situatapes-both the content and the Can- tion. That is what we are talking about.
by "engineering"-would never pass
This man's account essentially conmuster at the national level. But local
firms my thought, that strict coincident
enterprise liked them, and indeed a stereo is actually multiple monofew stations put them on the air via
many different mono sounds in differcopies, without even bothering to ask ent directions. The real stereo "depth,"
my permission nor to tell me when. At
the living ambience provided by varithat point,
cut off the source in a
able and multiple phase differences, is
hurry. The least they could do ...!
specifically removed by the coincident
Now, every station that originates
techniques. There's still much left in
broadcasts or recordings naturally sonic effectiveness. Plenty to keep us
hopes to get itself onto the big NPR all going. Yet something more might be
network, with its hundreds of outlets. added, if we will face up to the probWho wouldn't? (You've heard the tag lems involved.
lines plenty of times, so-and-so origiMy friend ends his comments on the
nating in such -and -such a city.) And NPR workshop with the appearance of
therefore there is a very heavy pres- an unexpected ally (not myself).
sure, in local operations, to conform lo Though his workshop leaders did not
the national standards.
understand his thinking (and listening),
"Last year," writes my friend, "I went he was reassured, later on, when he
to a workshop given by National Public found that "They had invited a music
Radio ... on classical music recording professor who did not know much
techniques. Overall, it was a really ex- about audio to listen and give his opincellent workshop, designed to give ion, and he preferred the spaced techproducers for local stations the skill to nique over all the others [my italics],
turn out tapes of 'network quality' ...
saying it sounded the most like listenMy one complaint about it was the
ing to music in the hall."
hard sell of strictly coincident miking
Forget the old concert hall bit-as
techniques. They had set up a make- I've said, this is still the standard
shift LEDE monitoring environment, phrase to use when you think a recordand we made tapes one night on an 8 - ing sounds the way it ought to. But the
track machine, which allowed simulta- professor used his good musical ears,
neous recording of the same event and, by golly, say he was right. Will
with four different stereophonic micro- you, the home (and car?) listener,
phone techniques. The workshop leas- agree with him? expect so.
ers all claimed to hear the most accuProfessionals can be forgiven their
rate representation with the coincidert wishful thinking, making things as they
(particularly M -S) techniques, and did want them to be. Convenient and all
not understand my objection that too easy. The consumer ear, when it
depth was lacking."
listens carefully, can be very objective.
Words, words! What is "depth"? Not
think, finally, you may understand
easy to say.
why have left my PBS friend anonyHe goes on: "To my ears, although it mous. would prefer to give his name
was possible to figure out how far back and even address, but the man's life
on the stage an instrument was by its work is involved, and I, for one, do not
relative amplitude, ambience ratio, wish to give him even a hint of trouble.
etc., the overall effect was still akin to If he wants to promote spaced -out stelooking at an ordinary photograph (or reo with his own people, he should do
painting): You can tell that some things so of his own choice, not mine. Good
are nearer and some farther away, but luck, John Doe!
A
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INTRODUCING SOUND
AS IT WAS MEANT TO BE HEARD
IN PLACES IT WASN'T.
subwoofer creates a 165 watt three-way speaker system
by directing the high and midrange frequencies to the
Mini -Advents while handling the bass frequencies itself.
The amazing thing is that our subwoofer can give
your system extra bass and added power while remaining
out of sight. Only seven inches tall and twelve
inches wide, it fits neatly ín any corner and
sounds great behind couches or plants.
Like all our speakers, Mini -Advents are
designed to look as good as they sound. Made
with real pecan wood, they'll look terrific wherever you put them.
Now that you know all about these great sounding loudspeakers that take up little
dlG,u
space, take a little time
iN
and listen to a pair at your
I,É.IrV
nearest Advent dealer.

For years, Baby Advent" bookshelf speakers proved
that you don't need a lot of space to enjoy accurate sound.
With our new M ini-Advents and Mini-Advent/Subwoofer System, you can get that sound in places you never dreamed of.
Mini -Advents are designed for people with little room
for loudspeakers. Less than a foot tall, they fit on
bookshelves. Tables. Even walls and ceilings,
when using optional mounting brackets. Perfect for completing a surround sound system.
THEY'RE SMALL, BUT DEFINITELY NOT
Our 5Y4" high excursion

SHORT ON SOUND.

Its

woofers and''/ " polycarbonate dome
tweeters supply Mini -Advents with 120 watts
peak power-quite powerful for speakers
this size. Tuned bass ports, too. So that
Mini -Advents get every ounce of bass from
such a small speaker cabinet.
FOR EVEN GREATER SOUND FROM SMALL
SPEAKERS, THERE'S OUR SUBWOOFER SYSTEM.

//?ADVE\T

When connected to the Mini -Advents, our
t988 International Jensen Inc
Advent' is a regGlered trademark
<

or

Sound as it was meant to he heard.

Inlernalmnal Jensen Inc
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

HELPING HISTORY TO REPEAT
Of course, there is still the matter of
the condition and technical quality of
the original session masters. Dolby A
NR was introduced in 1966 and was
quickly adopted for both classical and
pop recording. But what about all the
recordings made prior to 1966? After
all, we had been recording direct to
disc for decades, and had been mastering on tape since 1950. To transfer
recordings of this vintage to CD, record company engineers have to juggle
a lot of factors and decide whether to
copy the original recordings "as
sonic "warts" and anomalies notwith-

is"-

standing-or apply some remedial

now, most people who purchase CDs are aware of the
coding designations which indicate whether the CD was processed
from digital or analog master recordings. While the codes are in broad use,
a number of record companies have
resisted this system because they feel
many consumers will reject any CD not
made from a digital master. Unfortunately, this is indeed a factor, for many
people refuse to buy CDs which are
not inscribed with the DDD code that
indicates a digital pedigree.
prefer to think of these analog/digital CD codes as an audio sophistication index. The truly knowledgeable
audiophile and music lover knows that
the digital origin of a recording is no
guarantee of high-fidelity sound quality. Yes, Virginia, many superb -sounding, brilliantly engineered recordings
were made before the advent of digital
processing!
Those who insist that their CDs carry
the DDD imprimatur are denying themselves access to a vast treasure trove
of music. have pointed out that, prior
to the CD's introduction, only a fortunate few had master or first -generation
tapes to provide ultra high-fidelity music reproduction far beyond what was
By

I

I

36

processing to attenuate tape noise,
hiss, and impulse noise. If some engineers opted for processing, most of
the so-called "single -ended" noise -reduction systems produced modulation
effects, which many people found
more objectionable than the noise on
the recording! Thus, at present, analog
transfers to CD from Dolby A masters
are generally quite good in respect to
background tape hiss, while those
made from pre -Dolby tapes and discs
available from the very best phono- range from "tolerable" to distracting
graph systems.
and annoying.
Nowadays, when you buy a CD
A wealth of musical riches exists in
made from an analog tape recording, the vaults of the record companies. If
you can be fairly certain that the record these recordings could be transferred
company has used the original session to CD using some sonically transparmaster tapes, not the so-called "cut- ent processing that significantly imting masters," which were several gen- proved their sound quality, this would
erations removed from the original open up a new world of musical enjoymasters and were subjected to equal- ment for consumers (and extra profits
ization to cope with technical con- for the record companies).
straints of the vinyl phonograph recEnter the giant Philips recording and
ord. Needless to say, the digitally pro- electronics company of the Nethercessed CD glaringly revealed all the lands, and an enterprising American
sonic artifacts of this "quick and dirty" company, Sonic Solutions, of San
transfer method. Consumer complaints Francisco. Philips has been recording
and competitive motivation forced the the great artists of the musical world
record companies to use original ses- for decades and, of course, is part of
sion masters in their analog -to -CD the company which co -developed the
transfers. As a consequence, critics Compact Disc. Thus, it was to be exand consumers alike noted the im- pected that while currently engaged in
proved quality of the sound on the CD, an ambitious program of new digital
as compared to the sound of the same recordings, they would also reissue
recording on the vinyl disc. In the their enormous analog catalog on CD.
transfer of original analog tape masters And, in fact, they have established a
to CD, no generation losses, incremen- lower priced Silver Line series of CDs,
tal increases in tape noise, or other featuring fairly recent analog recordsonic degradations occur. Thus, for all ings, a great many of which are enpractical purposes, the CD is not a coded with Dolby A NR.
copy of the original analog tape masNow, however, Philips is issuing
ter, but the sonic equivalent of the what they call Legendary Classics on
master itself!
CD. The initial 15 discs, in the main,
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988
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Lofty ideas can open
new frontiers.
Coming up with a good idea and making it work are
two different things. Without technical expertise, even
good ideas fail to go anywhere.
So when we set out to elevate the art of sound reproduction, some people thought we were just dreamers. But by using vacuum tube technology, applying
new ideas, then engineering, designing and refining each
step, we raised the quality of sonic realism to new heights.
A perfect example is the SA -9/ 11 Isolinear

Preamplification System. Our uncompromising approach means maximum clarity
and dynamic response. The completely dual -mono design in every
single stage creates a perfect
stereo image. Add to that an
infrared remote control and
.
you'll enjoy convenience as
well as ultimate sound.

Call 800-247-6468 (in California 619-453-9090) to
find the Counterpoint dealer nearest you. Then go in
- - - and listen. See for
yourself how

quality sound
can make your
spirits soar.

.

SA-II with remote
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Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

Counterpoint, Irt:.. P.O. Box 12294, La Jolla,

G 92037

T
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Authorized Canton Dealers

Sonic Solutions'. system
removes tape hiss, surface
noise, and so on, without
hurting the integrity of the
original music signals

AZ Phoenix: Audio Video Specialists, Bruce Wardin & Associates

Scottsdale: Sound Perfection
CA Corona del Mar: Pacific Coast Audio Video Gardena:
Autanetcs Glendale: Marconi Radio La Crescenta: ChabamBedner Corp.
Los Angeles: Henry Radio, Paris Audio, Radioactive Sound, Audio Command Systems, B&M Electronics,
Supervision Mountain View: AMS Car Stereo Newhall:
Chatham -Becker Corp.
Oakland: Pro Audio Electronics Palm
Desert: Desert Stereo Sacremento: Home Express San
The
Auto
Bruno:
Edge
Stereo 8 Alarm San Francis°: Custom
Car Alarms, Harmony AN of Filma°, House of Music, Peter's
Auto Radio San Gabriel: Audio Concepts San Jose: Paradise
Sound San Leandro: MCM Audio Systems San Mateo: Mateo
High Fidelity Santa Ana: Sdid State TV -Audio Torrance:

Dimensions In Stereo Woodland Hills: Paris Audio
CO Aspen: Aspen Audio Boulder: Listen Up
Denver: listen
Up
CT Greenwich:

F. Steyer Design, Fairfield Audio 8

Video

Hartford: The Stereo Shop Old Greenwich: CARS.
Stamford: Bob & Ray's Television Shop
DC Washington: Myer-Emco, Provide°, Inc.
DE Dover: Sound Studio
Newark: Sound Studio
Wilmington: Sound Studio
FL Altamonte Springs: Electronic Creations
Boca Raton:
Sound Plus Wood Coral Gables: Sound Performance Daytona
Beach: Audio Video Analyst FL Lauderdale: Sound Design &
Engineering Jacksonville: Behrens Audio Lab Miami: Las
Fabricas Naples: Stereo Garage Tampa: Monte's Rolling
Sound, Sensuous Sound Systems Tequesta: TV 8 Audio Center
HI Honolulu: The Audio Shoppe
IL Aurora: United Audio Centers Chicago: United Audio Centers,
Hi Fi Hutch Deerfield: United Audio Centers
Naperville: HI Fi
Hutch Niles: United Audio Centers Schaumburg: Hi Fi Hutch,
Audio
United
Centers Vernon Hills: United Audio Centers Villa
Park: Hi Fi Hutch
IN Carmel: Tan Doherty's Custom Audio Michigan City: Audio
Connection
KS Kansas City: Brands Mart Midwest Overland Park: Brands
Mart Midwest Wichita: Custom Sound, Inc.
MA Cambridge: Audio Video Environments, New England Audio
Wellesley: The Music Box
MD Owings Mills: Lighting Experiences Rockville: Myer-Emco
Salisbury: Sound Studio
MN Brooklyn Center: Audio Kng Burnsville: Audio Kng
Edina: Audio Kng, Schdes Enterprises, Inc. Minneapolis: Audio
King, Audio Systems & Design Minnetonka: Audio King SL
Paul: Audio King Wayzata: Audio by Design MO St Louis: T.
Melodious, Antech Labs, Inc.
NC Charlotte: Stereo Sh°,vcase
Winston-Salem: Audio Video
Concepts'Ed Kelly's, Inc.
NE Lincoln: The Sound Environment Omaha: The Sound
Environment
NJ CliHside Park: Entertainment Environments Deptford: Hi -Fi
Connect on Englewood: Udo's Automotive Livingston:
Elecuomedia Design, Inc. Marlton: Hi -Fi Connection Millburn:
Professional Audio Consultants Springfield: Kartunes Motile
Electronics Nlesl Caldwell: Samm Sound West Long Branch:
Woodbridge Stereo Center Woodbridge: Woodbridge Stereo
Center
NV Las Vegas: Mobilsound of Las Vegas
NY Albertson: Legend Audio Video Astoria: Steinway Sound
Brooklyn: Rabson's Stereo Warehouse Hauppauge: Audio
Interiors New York: Audio Exchange, Cosmophonic Sound,
Custom Media Designs, Inc., Harmony House, Rabson's
Oceanside: Sound Insights
Port Jefferson Stn: Designation
Rego Park: Continental Sound Rockville Centre: Audio
Command Systems
Southampton: Chatos Custom Sound
Staten Island: Clone Audio West Nyack: Audio Video Systems,
Inc. Westbury: Audio Exchange White Plains: Audio Design
Associates
OK Tulsa: Imperial Sound
OR Eugene: Bradford's High Fidelity
PA Ardmore: All That Jazz Bethlehem: Canlen Audio Ephrata:
Stereo Barn Lancaster: D S Audio, Stereo Barn Oxford:
Electronic Services Philadelphia: David -Mann Ltd., Teppers
Autosound Wyomissing: D S Audio
RI Middletown: Soundings
TN Memphis: Opus 2 Associates
TX Austin: Audio Dimensions Dallas: Preston Trail Audio
Houston: Groove Audio Video San Antonio: Bjom's Stereo Do
signs
VA Falls Church: Myer-Emco Virginia Beach: The Media
Room, Videaama
WA Seattle: Definitive Audio
WI Milwaukee: Flanner 8 Hatsoos Music House
WV Princeton: The Sound Post

See our ad in this issue for more Information
Canton N. America (612) 333.1150

not only have historical significance,
but are drawn from analog recordings
considered to be extraordinary performances by some of the world's greatest musicians. Some of the performances go all the way back to directto -disc recordings, while others are on
analog tape predating Dolby A NR.
Obviously, with recordings of this rature, there were both steady-state and
impulse -noise problems, and this is
where Sonic Solutions stepped in with
their unique new digital noise -reduction system. Called NoNoise, this system is claimed to remove tape hiss,
hum, surface noise, clicks, pops, and
other anomalies without adversely affecting the integrity of the original music signals. Philips engineers transfer
the original master tape or disc to a
new professional digital audio tape,
which is sent to Sonic Solutions. There,
the digital data from this tape is transferred to large computer disks, and

Sonic Solutions engineers assess
noise problems using special analytic
programs.
If the recording contains clicks and
pops, Sonic Solutions employs a program incorporating techniques developed in artificial intelligence research.
It identifies the clicks or pops, and recreates sound to replace the area they
occupied. Since this work is reconstruction rather than removal, the precise duration of the original performance is preserved.
To reduce surface noise or tape
hiss, Sonic Solutions engineers analyze the spectral composition of the
underlying noise floor. Over 2,000
points in the audible spectrum are
measured to yield an accurate estimate of the unwanted noise. A special
computer program then uses this estimate to perform "microsurgery" on the
sound, reducing the noise without affecting any subtlety in the original.
Over 53 million separate computations
are performed on each second of
sound. After processing, the "de noised" version is rerecorded on a new
digital tape. This tape is now the master for the usual processing to CD. In a
manner somewhat analogous to digital
tape editing (in which sections of the
signal can be stored in a memory, and
edits can be rehearsed until seamless,
before committing to the final edit), the
Sonic Solutions processor thus can
38

manipulate and operate on the noise
artifacts while in the digital domain.
The first CDs of the Legendary Classics live up to their name. How about a
pairing of Maurice Ravel, in 1932, conducting the Lamoureux Orchestra on
his famous "Bolero" and Sergei Prokofiev conducting the Moscow Philharmonic in a 1938 performance of his
"Romeo and Juliet, Suite No. 2"? Compact Disc, of course, and mono, too!
What an opportunity to hear their ideas
on these famous works! Another CD
features Sviatoslav Richter performing
Mussorgsky's original version of "Pictures at an Exhibition" and other works,
recorded in Sofia in 1959-mono
again! Among others on this series,
there's Pablo Casals-once more in

mono-performing

in Beethoven's
"Archduke Trio," Bonn, 1958. recordI

ed Casals' last traversal of the Dvofák
cello concerto, in stereo, in 1959, and
speaking of that piece, the Legendary
Classics line includes the great performance by Emanuel Feuermann (New
York, 1940). Another gem is a 1962
recording of Pierre Monteux conducting the Amsterdam Concertgebouw in
Beethoven's "Eroica." Yet another is
the great George Szell conducting the
Concertgebouw on Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 and Sibelius' Symphony
No. 2 in 1966 and 1964, respectively.
(Here we have stereo recording.) The
other Legendary Classics CDs are of
equal stature and interest. They will be
available in the U.S. soon.
Several British critics have reviewed
Legendary Classics-the Mozart Requiem with Karl Bóhm conducting the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra (recorded in 1956), Stravinsky's "Soldier's
Tale" with Igor Markevitch conducting
(1962), and Schubert's "Die Schóne
Müllerin" with Gérard Souzay (1964).
As reported in Gramophone, the reviewers were highly impressed by the
recording quality and felt the NoNoise
process did a particularly effective job
of cleaning up these older recordings
while leaving the musical values intact.
am anxiously looking forward to
these Legendary Classics CDs. If the
NoNoise system lives up to its promise,
it will afford all of us the opportunity to
savor some great performances, with
sound far surpassing that which was
available when the recordings were
originally issued.
A
I
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You've invested too much in your
audio system, CD's, LP's, and tapes
not to hear all that's there.
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There's an incredible
amount of enjoyment,
excitement, and beauty
trapped inside all audio systems. And in CD's, LP's, and
tapes!
You can't hear it. Or get it
out. Until now.
Now you can unlock sound
that's so spectacular you'll
hardly believe your ears.
The key is BBE.
What's BBE?
Experts say it's:
"The most hearable advance in
audio technology since high-fidelity itself."- Music Connection
Magazine
"Clearly one of the most important
advances in electronic reproduction of music to come along in my
lifetime.
Leonard Feather, Los
Angeles Times, Washington Post
Jazz Critic
What's The BBE Effect?
"The effect is shattering!
Music Technology Magazine
"Whether you are playing LP's,
CD's or tapes, the system comes
alive."- Music & Sound Output
Magazine
"I can't imagine working on another album without BBE."- Steve
Levine, producer of The Beach
Boys and BPI Producer of the

"-

"-

Year.

What's the BBE Difference?
It's "like the difference between
high-fidelity speakers with and
without pillows in front of them."
Radio World Magazine
Better Sound Than The Masters
Music Technology Magazine made
cassette copies using BBE. It told
it's readers: "The cassette sound-

-

ed better than unprocessed masters!"
Actions Speak Louder Than
Words
When Michael Jackson tours,
members of the Michael Jackson
Band make sure BBE gets into the
act.
No Artificial Flavoring
Rather than adding artificial elements, BBE restores natural harmonic balances that are present in
live performances.
Let's Get Technical
Technically, BBE restores the proper harmonic structure of sound by
compensating for amplitude and
phase distortion.
The BBE SYSTEM:
Divides the audio spectrum into
three bandwidths
Applies specific phase corrections to each band
Continuously monitors program
material
Makes dynamic high -frequency
amplitude compensations as
required
BBE Really Fits In
Measuring 16 1/2" x 9" x 1 3/4",
BBE fits perfectly into your audio
rack. Then just plug it into your
wall socket and standard tape
loop.

Full Money -Back Guarantee
If you don't hear all the sound
you've never heard with the new
BBE 1002, return it within 30 days.
We'll refund your money.
Full Warranty
All BBE products are backed by a
full year's warranty on all parts
and labor. And by our reputation
for innovation and leadership in
the audio and electronics industries.
Easy to Own
Cost of the remarkable BEE 1002 is
Enter No. 34 on Reader Service Card

?coo NC. »COEL
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only $189. Pay by check. Or, if
more convenient, a major credit
card. If you have a Macy's charge
and are in New York or New
Jersey, pick up your BBE 1002 in
any of their audio departments.
Easy to Order
It's as easy as one, two, or three.
1. Call us. Toll free.
1-800-233-8346.
In California, 1-800-558-3963.
2. Complete and send us the
coupon below.
3. Stop by the audio department of
any Macy's in New York and New
Jersey and take a BBE 1002 home.
Don't miss all the sound you've
never heard. Order now.

"DII

Sound Inc.
5500 Bolsa Ave. Suite 245
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 897-6766

1-800-233-8346
In California, 1-800-558-3963

law
Send me

BBE 1002 unit(s) at $189 each.

residents add apphcable
It rush shipping requested, additional charge is
determined by destination. Canadian resicents please
write for additional information.)
(U.S. currency only. California

tax.

Enclosed is a check for $
Or please charge to my:
0 Visa O MasterCard
American Express
Card#
Exp. Date
Signature
Name (print)

Addrass
City/State/Zip
Area Code / Phone No. (To facilitate shipping)

DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

THE END OF THE BEGINNING
"Digital Domain" first appeared, in April 1984, wanted to start my stint at Audio
with a splash. So shocked readers by
declaring that analog media had been
a mistake. said that an analog signal
is indistinguishable from the noise and
distortion inherent in the medium and
declared that this "spells
failure for an audio information -storage system."
expected a few letters,
and received many. A lot of
people were really steamed.
They couldn't understand
how the high art of analog
technology could be so easily dismissed. They argued
that analog, whether acoustic or not, was the only true
carrier of audio, and that
digital could only form a numeric approximation of the
original event.
But also got a lot of letters from readers expressing complete agreement.
They immediately accepted
the notion that digital technology inherently promised
far greater returns. It was
that unexpected response
which actually made a believer of me. Unsolicited enthusiasm for the new technology made it clear to me
that its success was no
longer in question.
got
down to business, trying to keep track
of digital's rapid progress.
It was a tough job because things
happened fast and furious, particularly
in the pioneering digital audio sysWhen

I

I

I

D/A converter, because only one -bit
words are output.
Speaking of D/A converters, we saw
players with one, two, or even four converters. And their word lengths varied
from 14 to 16 to 18. Upstream, we saw
all kinds of error -correction algorithms,
including players that diagnosed the

I

players were soon joined by
portables and changers.
Car players were intro-

duced,

I

some observers originally predicted
that the advent of digital technology
would reduce all products to the sameness indigenous to ones and zeros, the
exact opposite came true. A real binary renaissance occurred. Technology
sprouted in all directions.
We saw laser pickups with one- and
three -beam designs. There were players with brickwall analog output filters,
and with two-, four-, eight-, and 16 times digital oversampling filters. Compact Disc co -inventor Philips has even
devised a chip set with a 256 -times
oversampling filter; this innovative design doesn't even have a traditional
40

prevent that noise from entering sensitive analog output stages. To prevent
spurious beat frequencies, some Compact Disc players used a single master
clock to synchronize multiple circuits.
CD players themselves
branched out into diverse

forms. Single -disc home

I

tem-the Compact Disc. Whereas

quency clock information spraying
around), and countermeasures were
introduced. Some players used opto isolators to block digital noise and to

kind of error they had encountered and
selected the appropriate correction
method. As the circuitry got more sophisticated, the parts count grew
smaller. Early players had masses of
chips in their primary sets; that new
Philips chip set has two.
Although we heard more than a few
tall tales about digital audio, we also
encountered unexpected yet bonafide
twists and turns in the technology.
Data recovery, it turns out, isn't entirely
immune to many banes of analog storage, such as vibration. Suddenly CD
players appeared with elaborate anti vibration measures, including isolation
feet, floating disc drives, sandwiched
cabinet metals, and even fairly exotic
transport parts made of composite ceramic and fiberglass materials.
It was soon discovered that all digital
data is dirty (due to all that high -fre-

including trunk -

mounted changers. As competition heated up, all kinds
of features appeared. Some
players flashed a light when
there was a disc error, some
randomly selected tracks,
some had pitch control, and
most were programmable
and came with remotes. You
could buy a CD player for
$90 or $9,000, and hear
claims that machines at either end of the price spectrum would sound the same.
CD players had subcode
jacks for a while, then those
faded away. Apparently, the
jacks will begin to appear
again on some new players,
in the guise of graphics outputs. Many players sported
digital audio output jacks. These jacks
tapped data off before the analog conversion section, to deliver the error corrected bit stream to an outboard
D/A converter (perhaps in a preamplifier). On some players, that digital interface appeared in two forms-electrical
coax and optical fiber.
The Compact Disc itself underwent
several dramatic transformations. No
one could decide on its maximum
playing time. At first, as pressing
plants ventured into that tricky submicroscopic business, we were lucky
to get 60 minutes. Then disc length
crept up toward 70 minutes, and
reached the announced limit of 74.
Now, an 80 -minute disc has appeared.
And slowly, disc prices have started to
relent a bit.
At whatever length, that shiny 12 -cm
platter was the exclusive property (like
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988
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Exactly how easy is the Revox B203/205 Control
System ... ?
Press the "CD" button on the B205 Wireless
Remote Control. The B203 Timer Controller turns
on all the required components, and your Revox
B226 Compact Disc player fills the room with
music.
Want to jump from CD to tape? Press the "Play"
button, and the Revox B203/205 Control System
shuts down the CD Player and changes over to the
Cassette Deck for you.
One button, one finger. That's how easy it is.
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6203 Timer Controller end B205 Wireless Remote Control

Why is it so easy? Because the B203/205 is so
smart. lest its memory ... tell it that you want to

wake up to a favorite CD on Saturday at 8 AM and
a classical music station at 9 on Sunday. Then tell it
to play an album at 5:30 Monday evening, just as
you walk in the door.
The B203/205 does it all for you. But it will do
much more too.
Through íts RS232 port, link it to your Personal
Computer. Load our simple program, then give the
Timer Controller a series of instructions. Put it
through its paces. Program it with as many sets of
instructions as you like. The B203 responds, and
your Revox audio system does it all automatically.
You don't lift a finger. Not even to press a button.
There's absolutely nothing like it.
Civilized, solid, smart. Like all Revox equipment,
the B203/205 Control System is built in Switzerland
to exacting standards of excellence. TYy the Revox
Easy System at your nearest audio specialist. It's
the Easiest anyone's ever seen. For information, call
or write Studer Revox America, Inc.
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REVOX

1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, Tennessee 37210
(615) 254-5651

Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card
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Die reine Musik, Pure Music, La musica pura, La pure musique.
If you are looking for loudspeakers with the sound, the fit, the finish of German precision technology, Canton is your clear choice.
For fifteen years Canton has been dedicated to the notion that the
best sound color is no sound color. So whether it's Brahms or Berry,

Miles or Mozart, you can count on Canton to provide the music, the
whole music and nothing but the music.
Argentina

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Denmark

Dominican Republic

To achieve this our German craftspeople build every

component

that goes into a Canton loudspeaker. Our engineers investigate
every possible technological improvement, but don't innovate
merely for innovation's sake. Our designers and cabinet-makers
assure that Canton loudspeakers have a look of unparalleled
sophistication and timelessness.

Finland

France

Great Britain

Greece

Hong Kong

Italy

Japan

ct
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Time and again critics have agreed: "The absolute hit of the
entire test... is the small Canton GL 260. Everyone who hears
it... shakes his head with astonishment.." "(The CA 30) was
the sure winner in the newly introduced premium class... (It)
stands in the reference class as no super -speaker before it:'
"With its Pullman Set 400... Canton has scored a smash hit'

Netherlands

Norway

Saudi Arabia

Singapore

Spain

For a brochure on Canton home and automotive loudspeakers, please
contact: Canton North America, Inc., 915 Washington Avenue South,
Minneapolis MN 55415-1245, telephone (612) 333-1150.
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Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
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Soon control circuitry itself
will go digital, with digital

equalization, gain control,
balance, switching, and so on.

music lovers. But its incred- in profits from another recordable meible storage capacity soon attracted dium, videotape.) Still, R-DAT is here.
other corners. CD-ROM was intro- You can walk into your Ford dealer
duced for data -storage applications. today and buy an R-DAT player and
CD-V was announced as a combina- premium sound system for only
tion audio/video storage medium. CD-I $1,540. However, the 1988 Lincoln
holds great promise as an interactive, Continental which carries it costs
multimedia format. The CD also shrunk slightly more.
With all the excitement of CD and the
to an 8 -cm size, called CD -3. Now that
graphics appears destined to be rein- notoriety of R-DAT, many people have
troduced, there is talk of CD -G. Just to come to equate digital audio with its
make sure no one gets confused, the storage media. This is only the opening
original CD has officially been re- salvo. Just as digital technology has
named CD -DA, which stands for Com- upgraded that weak link in the audio
chain, it will upgrade the other links.
pact Disc -Digital Audio.
Hardly a day goes by without yet Many preamplifiers already contain
another flavor of CD. The most recent D/A conversion circuitry to permit a
digital -to -digital transfer from a digital
is THOR-CD, a recordable/erasable
disc announced by Tandy Corpora- storage medium. Soon, the control cirtion. (THOR stands for Tandy High - cuitry itself will go digital as well, with
intensity Optical Recording.) As "Digi- digital equalization, gain control, baltal Domain" readers know, recordable ance, switching, etc. Similarly, the day
CD technology has been around for isn't far off when digital power amplifisome time, and includes the MOR ers will be introdu9ed. That should
(magneto -optical recording) system really cause a stir in vacuum -tube enwe examined some time ago.
claves!
About the only thing that has reMost of audio's diehard notions are
mained the same is the sampling rate in flux. In the analog past, the storage
of 44.1 kHz. That good old number has medium was all important. The storage
never varied. (One question we haven't accuracy (or lack of it) largely detergotten around to is exactly where that mined the sonic quality of the end result. With digital, storage is relatively
decidedly odd amount came from.)
Of course, CD was only part of the unimportant. As long as enough of the
fast -paced digital story. R-DAT was data is there to permit the audio sigannounced, but it quickly met opposi- nal's reconstruction, the medium is
tion from record labels. (These compa- good enough. And why bother with
nies apparently were unwilling to suffer separate components? All you really
the same fate as the software manu- need is a minicomputer with storage
facturers that banked zillions of dollars and user interface.
it or not) of

In

short, as many readers confident-

ly expected, digital audio is redefining

the art and science of audio technology. Moreover, this is just the beginning. Digital technology has taken the
first small steps required to upgrade
storage. But new kinds of digital signal
processing, and even newer kinds of
storage, are in the wings. Add entirely
new concepts in hardware and software, such as hypermedia-a human,
idiosyncratic way of integrating information-and it's hard telling in which
direction things might go.
One thing is sure. Digital audio is off
to a great start. Most audiophiles are
strong supporters (voting with their
pocketbooks) of digital audio technology, and look forward to any future
advances made possible by the creativity it engenders.
In the first "Digital Domain," the stated objective was to "achieve an understanding of digital audio, in terms both
of bits and bytes and of the philosophical nature of this important technological development." Now that we're entirely comfortable discussing things
like sampling rate and hypermedia, our
goal has been met.
hope Audio readers have
Thus,
benefited from, or at least enjoyed, this
column. Since my goal of introducing
digital audio technology has been
served, it is time for this author to say
goodbye and move on to other professional responsibilities. Thanks for including me in your reading itinerary,
and thanks for all those letters.
A
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RICHARD C. HEYSER
SCHOLARSHIP LOAN FUND
The purpose

needful graduate students to pursue advanced studies
of acoustical engineering or audio related subjects.

is to assist

in the field

Contributions muy

be sent

to:

Richard C. Heyser Scholarship Loan Fund do Audio Engineering Society
60 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10165-0075 USA
Tax deductible status pending final approval by IRS.
Until it is obtained, please make checks payable to:
The Audio Engineering Society

Note on your check this is for:

THE RICHARD C. HEYSER
SCHOLARSHIP LOAN FUND

THE CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB HASETHE MUSIC YOU WANT.

TAKE ANY 6 FOR 14
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362228. George MichaelFaith. (Columbia)

361675. Stung-.. Nothing
Like The Sun. (A&M)

356154. Whitney Houston 354902. Fleetwood Mac
-Whitney. )Ansto)
-Tango In The Night.
(Warner Bros.)

219477. Simon &

Garfunkel's Greatest

339226. Gershwin:

Hits. (Columbia)

Rhapsody

-

In Blue;

more.

Thomas, Los Angeles Phil.

246868. Jim Croce
Photographs & Memories )pgtsl-CBS Masterworks)
-His Greatest Hits. (Sap) 341073. A Decade of
Steely Dan. ¡MCA)
256560. Cat Stevens
Cat Stevens/Greatest Hits. 344184. Copland: Billy
)A&M)
The Kid/Rodeo Ballets
Slatkm, St. lours Sym.
308049. Creedence
(Dtgra/-Angel)
Revival
FeaturClearwater
ing John Fogerty/
344622. Anita Baker

-

Chronicle. 20 greatest

hits!

¡Fantasy)

319996-399998.
Motown's 25 e I Hits
From 25 Years. (Motown)

321380. Barbra
Streisand's Greatest
Hits, Vol.

II.

(Columbia)

359927. Debbie Gibson
-Out Of The Blue.
(Atlantic)

-

-

Rapture. (Elektra)

360115. Bruce SpringsteºnTunr el Of Love. (Columbia)

364695. Wynton MarsalisBaroque Music For Trumpets.
(CBS Masterworks)

367250. Brahms: Double 354449. U2 -The Joshua 357640. Wynton
Morsalis-Standard
Concerto; Piano Quartet Tree. (Island)
.3-Stern; Yo -Yo Ma; etc 287003. Eagles Greatest Time. (Columba)
(Digital-CBS Masterworks)

Hits 1971-1975. (Asylum)

348987-398982. Linda
Ronstadt-'Round Mid-

336396-396390. Billy

night. (Asylum)

349985. Johnny Mathis/
Henry Mancini -The
Hollywood Musicals.
(Columba)

350587. Kathleen Battle
Sings Mozart. (Angel)

350736. Rolling Stones

-Rewind.

¡Rolling Stones

Records)
346445. Beach Boys
Made In U.S.A. (Capital)
353771. Bolling/Rampal:
346544. Kenny G -Duo - Suite e2 for Flute & Jazz
Piano Trio. ¡Agtal CBS)
tones. (Ants)

Joel's Greatest Hits,
Vol. I & 2. ¡Columba)

361618. Introducing The

Hardline According

Perjhro (Digital
Masterworks)

362129. Belinda Carlisle
364703. Bartok: Sonata
-Heaven On Earth. ¡MCA) 2 Pianos & Percussion;
362236. Tony Bennett- Brahms: Haydn Varia-

357871. Tchaikovsky:

(CBS Masterworks)

Ipgral-Pro Arte)

356501. Benson/Klugh

358127. Kronos Quartet
-White Man Sleeps.

(Warner Bros.)

356667. Heart -Bad
Animals. ¡Capitol)

364018. Foreigner
Inside Information. (Atlantic)

5-

CBS

365247-395244. Verdi:
Requiem -Men, Phila. Or.

AI

362293. Andres Segovia,

-The Segovia Collection

365254-395251. Vladimir

I) Bach. Digitally

Feltsman's American "Live"
Classics)
Debut. (Dgrta/ CBS

357087. Grateful Dead- Australia. ¡MCA)
362525. Steve
In The Dark. ¡Arista)
359018. Pat Metheny
wood -Chronicles. Nord)
357368. Hiroshima -Go. Group -Still Life (Talking),
362657. Madonna -You
ICr:ffen)
(Epr)
Idol
-Vital
360107.
Billy
348110. Buddy Holly
Con Dance. ¡Sire)
357616-397612. The Best 359075. Aerosmith-PerFrom Orig. Master Tapes. Idol (Chrysalis)
manent Vacation. (Geffen) 359711. Brahms: Piano
(Dgttally Remastered--MCA( 361279. World's Greatest Of The Doors. (Digitally
Murray
Quartet, Op.
Renasrered-Elektra)
361048. Diane Satuur
Overtures-Strauss,
Peraha, Members Of The
348318. The Police
and the Count Basie
361170. Yes -Big
(rnet
Suppe, more. (Agra,
Every Breath You Take
Orchestra. Digital GRP) (D,g,CBS Mosterworks(
Generator. (Atco)
Pro -Are)
The Singles. ¡A&M)
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361519. IÑXS-Kick.
365189. James Taylor363648. The Manhattan
(Atlantic)
Never Die Young. (Columba) Transfer -Brasil. (Atlantic)

The age of CD sound is here -and you
have a practical new way to find the CDs
you want. As your introduction to the CBS
Compact Disc Club, you can choose any 6
CDs listed in this ad for le. Fill in and mail the
application -we'll send your CDs and bill
you for le plus shipping and handling. You
simply agree to buy 4 more CDs (at regular
Club prices) in the next two years -and you
may then cancel your membership anytime
after doing so
How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month... plus new hits
and old favorites from every field of music.
In addition, up to six times a year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually
at a discount off regular Club prices, for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing -it will be
shipped automatically. If your prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have
Selections with two numbers contain

2

k
362079 Michael Jackson
J
arnson
365494 G eorgqe Harrison
-Bad. (Epic)
Cloud Nine. (Da4s Horse)

at least 10 days in which to make your

decision. If you ever receive any Selection
without having 10 days to decide, you may
return it at our expense.
The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices, which
currently are $12.98 to $1598 -plus shipping
and handling. (Multiple-unit sets may be
somewhat higher.) After completing your
enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership at any time; if you decide to
continue as a member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, just return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation.
So why not choose 6 CDs for le right now?
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $6.95
It's a chance to gel a seventh selection at a
super low price!

CDs and count os 2

-so write in both numbers.
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CBS

Master works(

(Columba)

Live In (Vol.
Remosrered-MCA

Peraha &

G. Sdti

362277. Neil DiamondHot August Night II.

Nonesuch)

358929. Elton John

tions-M

Bennett/Berlin. (Columba)

Volans; Ives; Banok: etc.

(Dgytal

-

(Columba)

To

357657. Beethoven: Piano Terence Trent D'Arby.
Concerto No
Mu ray (Columba)

355164. Vladimir Horowitz
S.
Plays Favorite Encores.
aWaltzes
symphony
H1--ProSymphony

-Collaboration.

363739. Branford Marsalis-Renaissance.

361402. Tiffany. (MCA)

s1

,f

ingo

-A Love Until The

End Of Time. (CBS)

(Jne/Arta)
366443. Good Morning
Vietnam -original motion
picture soundtrack. (A&M)
348649. Pachelbel Canon
& Other Digital Delights-

k*

-

360016. Spyro GyroStories Without Words.
(Digs/al-MCA)

365130. David Lee Roth
Skyscraper. (Warner Bros.)

ECBS COMPACT
P.O.

-

365825. B Ily Ocean
Tear Down These Walls.

Davis, Tororto Chamber
Orch. (Dgrol--Fanfare)
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P.

-

Masterworks)

365262. Placido Dom-

DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
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Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. Send ire the 6 Compact Discs listed here and bill me 14 plus

shipping and handling for all s,o. agree to buy lour more selections at
regular Club prices in the coming two years -and may cancel my
membership at any tine alter doing so.
I

SEND ME THESE 6 CDs FOR

My main musical interest
HARD ROCK

oriel: (But
SOFT ROCK

is ¡check

I

Mr
Mrs.

IC

may always choose from any category
JAZZ
CLASSICAr
POP/EASY LISTENING

Mss
Pnnr Fire Nome

Address

-

-

last Nome

'flood

Apt

-

City
State

Zip

Yes

Do youhaveo VCR? (04).
Do you have(' credo, card? (03).

No

0 Yes

No

8HV/XK

BHW(XM

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
one more CC right now of the super low price
of lest 5695. which will be billed to me.
Note we reser ve ere Net to reject any application or cancel any membersthp otters not
ava:ade in APO FPO Ails/se. Hawa::. Puerto Rico. please write to details of alternative
alter
Carraeau residents ,er weed from Toronto Appicatje sales tan added to all °ears.

Laassralmembessev_ddbee CBS

CasgcaClub
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EQ & NR:

STRIKING

AB
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recordists stick to standard equalization settings to
match the tape type being
used: 120 µS for Type (normal) tapes,
and 70 µS for Type II (Cr02) and Type
IV (metal) tapes. In fact, the majority of
tape decks set EQ automatically, decoding the holes in the edge of the
cassette. Some decks do, however,
permit the user to switch -select the EQ,
sometimes independently from the
bias level. There are possible advantages in being able to do this: Using
120-4 EQ for higher high -frequency
MOLs (but higher noise) or using 701LS EQ for lower noise (but lower high frequency MOLs). This relationship is
based, of course, upon using the same
EQ setting for both recording and playback.
You can't necessarily assume that
tapes made with noise reduction will
always be played back with that same
NR mode. Actually, it's rather common
for a tape made with NR, especially
Dolby B NR, to be played back on
another recorder, such as an inexpensive portable, that does not have Dolby
B NR. The sound usually will be a bit
too bright, but that's not bad, particularly when compared to what happens
when tapes encoded with Dolby C or
dbx NR are played back without decoding. And if the NR systems are different, what then? And with an EQ
change?
IVost

I

120- vs. 70-µS Equalization
Using the same equalization for recording and playback will yield a flat
frequency response, provided the
deck is well matched to the tape. This
is true for either 120- or 70-1.1S EQ, as
can be seen in Fig. 1. When 70-µS

HOWARD
46
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playback equalization is used with a
tape made for 120-µS playback EQ,
however, there is a large droop in the
kHz (top trace).
response above
From the same relationship, there is a
large boost (middle trace) when 120µS playback EQ is used with a tape
needing 70-1.1.S EQ. The addition of
Dolby C NR in the first case (bottom
trace) causes a doubling of the droop,
and the great loss in high -frequency
content is very audible.
The conclusion at this point is that
the playback EQ might be changed on
purpose to bring down excessive
brightness (120 to 70) or to bring up a
dull high end (70 to 120), but if Dolby
NR is involved, the effect will be much
more exaggerated. The change with
Dolby B NR would be less than what is
shown in the figure, but the recordist
should be aware of the possible effects. The boosts or droops from playback EQ changes would not be increased by using dbx NR, however.
1

Dolby B vs. Dolby C NR
As stated earlier, tapes encoded
with Dolby B NR may seem overly
bright if not decoded, but will still be
acceptable for noncritical playback.
Similar statements have been made
concerning the playback of Dolby C
NR tapes with the use of Dolby B NR
decoding. Figure 2 illustrates that there
is not a large difference in the playback response when using Dolby B NR
decoding on a tape made with Dolby C
NR. At meter-zero level (top trace), the
response with Dolby C NR decoding is
very flat, but response with Dolby B NR
decoding falls slowly above 2 kHz, with
a rapid roll -off above 10 kHz. This occurs simply because the Dolby B NR

ROBERSON
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Illustration Kurt Vargo

record/playback EQ lets
you trade low noise
for high -frequency MOL.

decoder does not compensate for the
Dolby C NR anti -saturation and spec15 dB
tral -skewing encoding. At
(middle trace), there is very close correspondence in the responses over the

-

great majority of the entire band. At
30 dB (bottom trace), there is some
elevation in the response above 500
Hz with Dolby B NR decoding. This is
to be expected, because Dolby B NR
does not have as much encoding
boost or decoding cut as Dolby C NR
at this low level.
Figure 3 presents the other side of
this comparison: Dolby C NR decoding
on a tape encoded with Dolby B NR.
The reverse of the results in Fig. 2 is
shown: A high -frequency boost, especially at meter zero (top trace), and a
reduction in level above 500 Hz at
30 dB (bottom trace), except for the
peak at 20 kHz.
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that,
over a range of important levels, relatively small response differences result

-

-

ti

Fig.

1-Wrong equalization

in

playback. Top traces were recorded
with 120-4 EQ and played back with
120- and 70-µS EQ. Middle traces
were recorded with 70-4 EQ and
played back with 70- and 120-4 EQ.
Bottom traces are same as top set
but recorded and played back using
Dolby C NR. (Vertical scale:
5 dBldiv.)
48

when using Dolby B NR decoding on
tapes made with Dolby C NR, or vice
versa. The high -frequency boost with
Dolby C NR decoding at meter zero
(Fig. 3) was a bit much, however. All
this demonstrates that Dolby B NR
should be selected for playback of
Dolby B NR encoded tapes, as is possible with any cassette deck that has
Dolby C NR.

Dolby C vs. dbx NR
Every so often, someone makes a
statement or asks a question indicating
a belief that the dbx and Dolby NR
systems are pretty much alike and that
encoding and decoding differences
are minor. Figure 4 should help resolve
this misunderstanding. Recordings
were made at five meter levels, in 10 dB steps from +10 (top trace) to -30
(bottom trace). Dolby C NR was used
for the recording, but dbx NR was
used in playback. Two basic effects
resulted from this combination: Severe
response deviations across the band,
and nonlinear changes in level at all
frequencies.
Three factors contribute to the results shown in Fig. 4. First, dbx decoding includes expansion even at the
highest signal levels, but Dolby C NR
decoding does not expand when the
signal amplitude rises above Dolby
level. Second, dbx decoders have
high -frequency cut even at very high
levels, but Dolby C NR decoders actually boost high frequencies. Finally, the
dbx decoder's response is the same at
all levels, but the Dolby C decoder
applies a broad high -frequency cut
that deepens and extends lower in frequency as the level is reduced. Notice
how the 10 -dB steps in the overall record level are rendered into changes
of 4 to 16 dB in playback, depending
on the frequency and overall level. The
negative results are very obvious and

most unsatisfactory with any sort of
music.
recorded with dbx NR and
Next,
then used Dolby C NR in playback.
Record levels ranged from + 10 (top
trace) to -40 dB (bottom trace), with
the zero -meter level set without NR
switched in. Figure 5 illustrates the
very poor responses from this combination. Because Dolby C NR does not
have expansion or high -frequency cut
at higher levels, the 10 -dB steps have
been reduced to 5 dB or even less,
and the high end is elevated 10 dB or
more. Only at -40 dB (relative record
level) does the response become
roughly flat. This is another hopeless
case of bad sonics that emphasizes
the lack of compatibility between dbx
and Dolby C NR.
I

Dolby C with dbx NR
Some time ago, Technical Editor
Ivan Berger ("Spectrum," August
1985) commented on using both Dolby
and dbx noise -reduction systems. The
aim is to get a large reduction in noise
with less susceptibility to low-level
noise pumping. The combination is set
up using the deck's built-in Dolby NR
system and an external dbx processor.
tried the combination, using a Nakamichi CR -7A deck with Dolby C NR
and an external dbx 224 processor.
Figure 6 shows the record/playback
responses from + 10 (top trace) to
- 30 dB (bottom trace), relative to meter zero. (The - 20 and
30 responses were purposely shifted up to put
them in the same figure.) Except for a
I

-

little roll -off at the high end, the responses are very flat for most levels.
To show how little response is affected
by adding dbx to Dolby C NR, the
traces for the combined NR systems
are overlaid on traces made with Dolby
C NR alone.
Figure 7 shows what happened with
further reductions in level, from -30 to
60 dB, all with Dolby C NR alone and
also with dbx NR added. The results
remained really quite good, although
the Dolby C NR response at -60 dB
has a rise in noise at both the low and
high ends.
was pleasantly surprised by how
good the responses remained over the
70 -dB range shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
They emphatically confirm that the two
NR systems will not adversely affect

-
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2-Recorded with Dolby C NR
and played back with Dolby B and C
NR. Top pair at zero meter level,
middle at - 15 dB, and bottom at
- 30 dB. See text. (Vertical scale:
5 dB/div.)
Fig.

Fig. 3-Same as Fig. 2 but with Dolby
B NR during recording. Note the
bottom trace's midrange deviation at
-30 dB; see text.

flat recorder response, such as that
provided by the Nakamichi CR -7A
used in these tests. Adding a bit of
equalization after the NR decoders-a
dB at 12
boost that increased from
KHz to 2 or 3 dB at 20 kHz-would
make all the responses fit within ±2
dB from 30 Hz to 20 kHz. To keep the
1

equalizer filter from adding unwanted
noise, prefer to keep the slight roll -off.
I

Summary
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4-Effects of recording with
Dolby C NR and playing back using
dbx NR. Recording levels, from top:
+10, 0, -10, -20, and 30 dB.
See text. (Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.)
Fig.

-

.

'

5-Reverse procedure cf Fig.

-t

.¢

6-Effects of using Dolby C NR
alone and Dolby C NR in conjunction
with dbx NR, in both recording and
playback; see text. Traces made
using both NR systems are overlaid
on traces made with Dolby C NR
alone; note the close match at most
levels. Recording levels, from top:
+10, +5, 0,
10, -20. and
5,
-30 dB. (Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.,
with traces at -20 and -30 dB
shifted up for clarity.)
Fig.
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4,

here using dbx NR during recording
and Dolby C NR during playback.
See text. (All other test conditions
same as Fig. 4.)

i-

I

_;;7,471

Fig.

7-Same as Fig. 6 but for
recording levels of (from top)
-30, -40, 50, and -60 dB.
Fig.

-

Equalization changes are valid options, when the deck permits, for getting better record/playback high -frequency MOLs (120 µS) or lower noise
(70 µS). If the equalization is changed
,ust for playback, a noticeable change
will occur in the level of the higher
`requencies, which may or may not be
desirable. If Dolby NR is used, the
change in playback EQ causes exaggerated effects, usually unwanted.
Changes from Dolby B NR encoding
to no NR or Dolby C NR in playback
will be noticeable, but perhaps acceptable in noncritical listening. Changes
trom Dolby C NR to Dolby B NR in
playback may be similarly acceptable.
Adding or taking out Dolby C NR decoding when listening will cause gross
and unacceptable sonic effects.
The effects would be most unwanted
with dbx NR as well, if the playback
does not have the needed decoding or
if decoding is added when the recording had no encoding. Using Dolby NR
decoding with dbx encoding, or dbx
decod ng with Dolby NR encoding,
produces severe response and level
distortions of the original signal, and
the combinations have no place in normal listening.
It is possible to use both dbx and
Dolby C NR together, by using an external dbx encoder/decoder and a
deck with Dolby C NR built in; this will
have minimal effects on response and
level linearities. It is up to the individual
user to decide whether the complexity
and cost is worth the possible reduction of low-level noise pumping.
As a generality, can state that EQ
and NR modes should not be switched
between recording and playback. This
discussion, however, may help the
carefu user understand the relationships better and choose certain combinations to gain the most satisfactory
Q
overall results.
I
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(cord producers
generally feel

5

that they are in
the business of

marketing talent. \\'bile Tom Jung (the
".1" is pronounced. as in
"jazz-) is no exception. the
founder and president of
I)ig;'tal \lusic I'rducls be- 1
lieves in delivering a lot nI'
technology with his music.
The entire !Imp catalog.
which has grown Io nearly
.,o....
c
Iwo dozen litles since the
First discs were pressed ill
I9ni. was recorded on a
\litsubishi \-till digital machine. .lung's newest
prcijects also benelil from his love affair with
(lass -A electronics and such exotica as herd-hrrilt
ribbon microphones. high-perlinnrauce cables.
and the Cello \udio Palette. The fact that (Imp
has never produced an 1,1' is also telling. although
early on. its proprietor did make one concession Io
the marketplace by offering real -lime analog cassettes.
.lung's company is now based in a chic condominium complex which stands by Long Island
Sound in Manikin'. Connecticul. Ile hails from

;'

1

You were involved with the first recordings made on 3M's experimental digital recorder back in the early '70s.
How did that come about?
We were doing a direct -to -disc project,
so it was a perfect opportunity. At that
time, most sessions were multi-track-I
think our studio was 16-track-but
always felt that certain aspects of audio quality were actually going backwards as the tracks increased. So
had a keen interest in recording live to
2 -track.
I

I
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\linnesota. where lie got his
start in the record industry.
years
as a disc cutler.
ago. hronr that shot. Jung
moved to field recording
and been studio work. During those years. he reconled

-

everything

from

polka

1runts In :11111 -voice choirsand even a couple of hit
rock n' lull songs.
In 19119..lung and a producer friend got togrether
with outside investors and
built a state-of-the-art recording, studio called Sound
811.

(Its

Ihen-futnrislic

name. Jung confesses. was dreamed tip 1w the ad
whir. credited \11th naming Hormel's Gun, 81 ham
while drinking Val 1)9 scotch.) By 1979. the business
had grown substantially. and .lung found himself in
management. Hoping to produce his own molds.
he migrated east and soon became a busy freelancer in the buzzing hive of New Turk studies.

\\'bile free-lancing. be made many professional connections and continued lo fir1rrrrlate his dream.
1\'ilh the Iirs1 drug recordinp. nmslered in 1982 and
Transferred Io (;I) in 1983. 111a1 dream was
realized.
U./,.

And the 3M prototype was a 2 -track
machine. What was it like?
It was a little R2D2-looking machine.
They nicknamed it Herbie. It had an
instrumentation transport, used -inch
instrumentation tape, and went at 45
inches per second. You couldn't cut
the tape with a razor blade; you
couldn't do anything with the unit but
record and play. As long as we were
doing a direct -to -disc project, where
we were going for a whole side, it
didn't matter that editing wasn't avail -

J -1_1_

1
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able. Even sequencing, cutting in
dead air between movements or between tracks, was a problem. There
would more than likely be a click at the
splice. The machine was unbelievably
unreliable. When you made a recording and went to play it back, you just
kept your fingers crossed that something was going to be there. But when
the 3M prototype worked, it sounded
great.
You did a recording of Flim and the
BB's, who have since become key
dmp artists, on that machine. How did
you discover the group?
At the time, Flim and the BB's was kind
of a studio band. They were doing the
lion's share of the recording work in
Minneapolis, working for various producers and artists. We were all friends,
and it was an opportunity to do something on the jazz side, which is where
my roots are.
That's right, you were a bass player.
When did you move east?
In 1979. Sound 80 was 10 years old
and had grown to about 28 people,
and was more of a management figurehead than a creative person. Something clicked around the time we tried
the digital recorder in the studio with
Flim and the BB's, and really felt that
digital was going to be the future of
recording music for consumers. At that
time, my wife and
started talking
about what fun it would he to have a
small, high -quality jazz label concentrating on the kinds of things we wanted to do. We also started looking
around the country for the best place
to do this and, obviously, zeroed in on
New York, which is the jazz capital of
the world. But 1979 was not a good
time to fulfill our dreams because there
was a crunch in the record business.
On the other hand, felt we really had
to make the move. figured, well, with
my engineering and production background, could find work on a freelance basis, and did. It was also a
great opportunity to meet a lot of players and, as it turned out, that worked
beautifully.
met people like Warren

Flim and the BB's and then three more
recordings. Was that your first album J
on the label? And why are they the D

t

.1

ling willi I"Iini and

dominant dmp group?
Recording with those guys was always
real comfortable. From the first album,
they zeroed in on the wide dynamic
range, the fact that the noise floor was Is
30 -some dB lower than on the typical
analog recording. They really used that á
extra range in terms of the music they
composed and played. I've always
been in favor of trying to maintain natural dynamics, and these guys thought,
wow, with the noise floor down in the
80s to
90s, there's real dynamic
potential for some new music. And ó
they came up with it. It was a real
Ú
natural thing, musically and technically, for us to work together. Actually, the
first project we did was a solo piano
recording with Billy Barber. The sec - rcif
ond project was Flim and the BB's.
And what came next?
We did Warren Bernhardt's Trio '83 al- abum, Joe Beck's be -bop record, and
then Jay Leonhart. Those five albums
were complete-recorded, edited, and

1313's

-

barr«'n 13('rulcirII

I

I

I

I

I

I

Bernhardt, Joe Beck, and Gerry
Niewood in the studio, and began a
casual dialog about starting a label
and asked if they would be interested.
The response was overwhelming. So in
'82, we started doing some recording.
You did an early dmp recording with
I
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can-in '82. It took until the end
of '83 before anybody would say,
"Yeah, we'll take your master tape and
make you a batch of CDs."
Getting CDs pressed back then was
an enormous problem, wasn't it?
had verbal commitments from quite a
few plants, but we were too small and
unknown. The major labels got the
press time.
When you finally got your first discs,
in the

I

I

-

I

hltil.l gol

Ih(' noise
11(1(11' Ú(1\A1 lo !he -911s.
There was real potential.
_

I(11'

tiOfIl(', )1('\\ IIIII.sI('.

¿111(I

Flint and Il1e 1313's
ratite III) with il by
zeroing ill on Il1lII
wide Outline range.

how did you go about distributing
them?
Our first CDs were probably among a
couple of hundred available in the
world. When we first got them, went to
MIDEM [a record industry conference]
in Cannes, France to look at the worldwide market. Of course, there wasn't
any at that time, and that was a bit of a
rude awakening.
was probably the
only person there walking around with
CDs in my bag. When got back, we
really felt that, because of the kind of
music and the dynamics, a ripe market
for us might be the hi-fi market. So we
got to know some manufacturers, went
to Consumer Electronics Shows, and
basically handed out software. Everyone was very receptive.
Even then, you refused to make LPs.
Did people think you were mad?
I

I

I
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They did. For a period of time, we did
make a real-time duplicated cassette.
it didn't want to get into LPs because
Ñ felt there weren't any good, high-qualim ty LPs made on this continent.
figured, why should we start a new label
with something that was going to be

readily on the piano. I'm sure many of
the sonic differences we hear aren't
being neasured.
The harmonics of a piano are incredibly complex...
That's right. Especially the high -frequency harmonics. And the wavefronts
that can be established with a strong
player are severe. We've found that
some of the op -amps used in conventional equipment really can't accurately track these waveforms.
So you turned to unconventional
equipment?
was thoroughly discouraged with the
sound of so-called "professional"
equipment-the consoles and mixers
availab.e to the trade. By the time we
started dmp, using op-amps-and not
even using them to their full potentialwas commonplace in professional audio. With multi -track recording, console design was so feature -oriented
that the signal path took a back seat.
That's when started making a depar-

en

1,

I

I

I

rn

short-lived?
Are you still manufacturing analog cassettes?
No, but we recently started to make
digital cassettes.
You've been quoted as saying that
these are sonically superior to CDs.
Our DATs are better than our CDs.
There are two reasons for this, and I'm
not sure which has the most significance. We record everything live to 2 track on the Mitsubishi X-80 digital recorder at 48 kHz, and we do a digital
conversion to 44.1 kHz for the Compact Disc. So it's a lower sampling
frequency, and a conversion takes
place. Even though it's a number crunching digital conversion, there are
some sonic differences between it and
the master tape. When we make a
DAT, we go digital to digital, from X-80
to DAT. There's no conversion involved, and we maintain the higher
sampling frequency. The combination
of those two things yields better results. maintain that a higher sampling
frequency is better, especially when
you're dealing with nuances like the
color of the reverberation in a hall or
extreme high -frequency detail on percussion and piano harmonics.
The X-80 is only one part of the dmp
equipment equation. In terms of the
complement of hardware you employ,
you're on the leading edge of recording technology. How do you evaluate
this stuff? Is it strictly by ear?
About three years ago, we bought
what consider to be a very sophisticated piece of test equipment. It's a
Hamburg Steinway grand piano. It provides a reference. You can put your
head in that piano and then listen to
the results of whatever, however you
recorded it, out of a very high -end
playback system, and you can really
hear the differences. It helped me find
weaknesses in the recording chainthe microphones, power supplies, cables, mike preamps, line amps, mix
amps, and analog -to -digital conversion techniques in various digital recorders. These things show up quite

.

.lay Leonlrarl

I

I

.Irn.

13r'á

ture from conventional recording
was looking for someequipment.
thing that would give me the flexibility
to do contemporary recording, but with

k

I

the purity of passive or virtually no

I

I
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electronics.
You make a point of using Class -A
electronics. Why?
think looked at and listened to everything, and my background is technical
enough to know what happens in
Class -A biasing and circuitry. It really
makes sense. This amplifier's cooking
all the time; it doesn't wait for the signal
to come through and then demand that
the power supply deliver something it
might not be able to. This thing is
turned on all the time, so the music
doesn't change its characteristics. To
my ears, it has the most natural electronics i've ever come across. started
to realize this when we got the Hamburg Steinway. It was real apparent
that piano transients and wavefronts
were realized through Class -A electronics, whereas they were just
squeezed through in more conventional op -amp designs. The 5534 op -amp
is used extensively in equipment these
days, particularly in pro gear. And as
eliminated 5534s from the signal path,
the sound kept getting better.
Tell us about your choice in microphones.
discovered early on that a lot of the
I

__\ViLti Vl't'\ discouraged
I\ the sound M. so-called
Inr(Ii'ssiOnill equipment.
the consoles and mixers

il\'illlillll(, lo the trade.
TIIiII's \vIIV II°n(-'II
I

lo unconventional
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nr Steinway grand

provides a reference
and helps us to find
weak links in the
recording chain. I'm
sure that many of the
d i f'f é) e n ce s we hear
are not being measured.

condenser microphones used in making analog recordings were not well
suited for digital. With analog, things
happen, like high -frequency saturation, so what you have to do in the
recording is pre -emphasize what you
want to retrieve. So the industry started
making microphones that were purposely hyped on the high end just to
maintain sizzle from instruments. Now,
a lot of the criticisms of early digital
recording can be related to just taking
these old techniques and simply replacing the analog recorder with a digital recorder. All of the high -frequency
bumps came back overly bright and
harsh-all the things that digital got
blamed for. Well, early in the game,
ference in the world, but I've found that
said let's reevaluate the microphones different cables sound different. Monand start at the beginning.
sort of ster Cable sounds different than Cello
rediscovered ribbon mikes, which
cable, which sounds different than the
had used for years with brass and cer- new, experimental, linear -crystal cable

vere phase shift, which really starts to
mess with harmonic integrity. That's
why like Cello's broad -Q, wider, spectrum -shaping approach to equalization.
Isn't this the approach Mark Levinson
and his designer, Dick Burwen, took
with this piece of equipment?
Yes. had some professional equalizers modified to get broader curves
than Cello has, and these professional
equalizers sounded better for it. I've
just acquired a digital equalizer, and
it's part of the DAT mastering stage.
It's basically a 24 -bit internal equalizer
I

I

that does some serious number crunching and mathematics. It's a six band equalizer. I've had the company

I

in Germany that built it, Harmonia Mun-

di [not to be confused with the French
record company of the same name],
design some special curves, which are
software changes, to resemble the Audio Palette. Now have those kinds of
curves available to me digitally. So
once get something converted to digital, once do my original recording,
can still get another crack at doing
some spectrum shaping in the mastering process in the digital domain. Basically, the Harmonia Mundi allows me to

I

I

tain instruments.
found they had a from Japan, which I'm using right now.
much smoother high end; a lot of the Basically, it's an entire copper crystal
characteristic brightness of condens- stretched out to about a meter in
ers was gone.
length. end up using different cables
But are there attendant problems with for different instruments, depending on
ribbon microphones?
the response characteristics.
The problem is that their output is ex- You try to use these characteristics to
tremely low. Working in big rooms, as
your advantage?
do, with long microphone cable lines,
Absolutely. like to think of myself as a
was losing a lot of high -frequency in- purist, but don't throw out the idea
formation in the cable. So had some that equalization is necessary somepre -preamplifiers built for me, again times to get the right tonal balance,
Class A, discrete. In the studio, put particularly in the area of recordirg
these as close to the performer, as drums. And I've yet to record a piano
close to the microphone, as can, and that doesn't require some equalization.
use the shortest possible cable (in
don't like to use a lot of it, though. try
many cases, only 3 meters). So get to use as little as possible because it
my gain-say, 50 or 60 dB close to has its own coloration. On the other
the microphone, which helps preserve hand, to get the tonal balance and the
some of the detail this poor little ribbon spectrum like requires a little shaping.
mike is trying to drive down the cable.
do this with the cable if can, but if
By bringing the signal up to or near line can't, insert an equalizer.
level, and by balancing it at that point You prefer the Cello Audio Palette.. Do
with a good line amplifier, can drive you do all your equalization on that?
several hundred feet of cable with vir- Not all of it, but as much as can. At 10
tually no losses. feed the signal into grand a pop, don't have a lot of them
my rig, which is virtually a line -level standing around. On special projects,
mixer. have the ability to grab up to [Cello founder] Mark Levinson has
30 dB of gain in my mixer, but basically been nice enough to loan me a few.
bring everything in very close to line We've used three or four of them on
and then mix at line level. The advan- several projects. think the Cellos protage is that more harmonic accuracy is vide the most musical equalization I've
maintained.
ever heard. In typical professional
You also use some pretty exotic ca- equalization applications, you have a
bles. Do you really find the nature of million frequencies, and you're able to
the cable makes that much difference? equalize little, narrow bands. But those
Everything makes a little difference.
little, narrow bands, or high -O equaldon't think one thing makes all the dif- ization curves, also produce more seI

I

I

I

I

I

I
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make level and balance
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changes-

along with equalization changeswhile going from one digital format to
another. do the original recording on
the X-80, razor -blade edit the master,
then transfer it to DAT-all in the digital
domain, without going through any
converters. Then build my CD master

I

I

I

I

on DAT. The new Bob Mintzer record
was the first project mastered to DAT.
The disc plant actually took a DAT and
converted it to 44.1 kHz for transfer to
Compact Disc. Now, through all these
conversions, the signal never comes
back to the analog world, it just stays
numbers. So it's an endless number crunching deal until someone actually
puts a disc in a player and brings it
back to music.
If you think enough of the DAT format
to use it as a master tape, do you also
see it as the dominant format of the
1990s? Is it going to replace the Com-

pact Disc?
don't think so.
see DAT and CD
coexisting, as LPs and cassettes did
for years. They're two different mediums, and think CDs have certain advantages that DATs will never have
I

I

I
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Jung's
and can never have. DAT is a magnetic medium-it's subject to wear; it
doesn't have the track access that CD
does; it doesn't have the archival quality. It does have one advantage,
though, and that is a higher sampling
frequency. The industry itself, think,
will probably stay with the lower sampling frequency because most digital
masters are made at 44.1 kHz. There's
really nothing to be gained by going
from 44.1 up to 48. If the original recording is 44.1, you're not going to
capture any more high -frequency detail by going to 48. For a little company
like us, trying to carve a niche in high quality recordings, it makes digital all
that much more viable for the audiophiles-the people who are really trying to hang on to the LP. Higher sampling frequency and the lack of conversion actually get you closer to the real
thing, and that's what audiophiles are
looking for. Ideally, they'd love to see
96 -kHz sampling, but it really isn't possible to do that economically at this
time.

StanlirI listening mom/office

I

I
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How close are we to that elusive "real
thing," to hearing an exact reproduction of your Hamburg Steinway or of a
9 -foot Baldwin grand?
We're getting closer, but there's a long
way to go. think it's remarkable, doing
it the way we do, that we get this close.
You've developed a unique way of recording big bands. Could you explain
that process and tell us how it
evolved?
I've always been a big band fan. When
was a kid, if Stan Kenton or one of the
big bands came through Minnesota or
North Dakota or South Dakota on a
tour, I'd talk somebody into driving me
there. And I'd stand right in front of the
stage to get the thrill and sheer energy
of this 18- or 19 -piece band blowing
right in my face. was forever frustrated with the way records sounded, and,
as got better and better equipment,
found that the big band sound just
wasn't on the disc.
What, specifically, wasn't there?
Harmonic detail, think. You heard this
glob of sound that resembled a big

Cassettes and LPs
have coexisted for years.
I see DAT and CD doing
the same. They're

diftéient mediums,
and Compact Discs llave
advantages that analog
tapes will never have.

I

I

I

I
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band, but it really didn't have the nuances of a live performance. And, of
course, it had things that weren't in the
live performance, such as distortions,
harshness, microphones and mike
preamps that were overloading, things
like that. This always gnawed at me.
And having recorded many big bands Jung setting up
myself, felt that the sound was getting was as wrong as on any record I'd
had the idea of
ever heard. Then
getting as pure a signal path as possible from a single -point source pickup,
meaning one microphone. By setting
up the band around this one microphone, the balance would be achieved
acoustically rather than electronically,
used a bior artificially, if you will.
directional ribbon stereo microphone
and then set up the band in two semi4",
circles. We were really dealing with two
stereo images-reeds on one side of
the mike, brass on the other. One stereo image was the reeds; the other
was the brass. It was an X -Y configuration, of course, so the images folded 11011
intzi'r with :lung
together in a left-right situation. Thirteen horns were recorded with one microphone, and balance changes and
corrections were achieved through
old-fashioned placement-slide back
3 inches, move up 2 inches. When you
soloed, you stood up and walked to
the mike, up to a mark on the floor. And
that's how we achieved balance. think
we came much closer to the live band
sound-even though we were taking
this incredibly complex thing, harmonically, and trying to force it out of paper
(lllv('1't IIl~
cones.
You prefer recording in large rooms.
11111ti1(' t111(l
Why is that?
In a big room, the early reflections are
to
()Il('s is
displaced enough in time where think
a very
the direct sound from the instruments
really gets a chance to develop. The
lllOI'('
sound doesn't get colored by a reflection that's too early.
\vl' ill gel
You've also worked on movies-The
Cotton Club, Annie, Dressed to Kill.
¿1lItllPlltl('ity.
How much room for improvement is
there in movie sound?
think there's a lot that can be done in
movies, and I'm amazed that more
hasn't been. With videotape and some
of the competition that movies have
right now, it seems that the theater,
other than providing a place to go,
could offer a lot more visual and audio
quality. Certainly, with digital sound,
I

I

I

I

I

I
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there are endless ways to improve cr)
soundtracks. But it's a very involved
process when you think about it, because everything-from dialog to 0co
sound effects to music-would have to
be recorded digitally.
n
ro
What improvements do you feel are m
ó
needed in digital recording?
think there's a great deal of improvement to be made at this very critical
point of converting from analog to digital. Converting something as delicate
as music and harmonics, and converting all of the nuances to zeros and
ones accurately, is a big, big, important step. That's an area that needs
more attention.
also think a greater
degree of accuracy can be achieved
through more accurate conversions;
the analog electronics surrounding the
converters and filters have been grossly overlooked. Again, we go to all this
trouble to stay Class A up until the time
we feed the signal into a digital recorder. In most digital recorders, you go
through that same 502 5534 op -amp
before you even get to the analog -to digital converter. These areas really
need to be cleaned up.
You said early in this interview that you
set out to start a "small, very high quality jazz label." Yet you're often
seen as an audiophile specialty label.
How do you feel about that?
almost resent that a little bit because
think the most important part of what
we're doing is the music; the sound is
really secondary. If can bring realism
to the music in a recording, I've done
my job. But one of the things I'm trying
to pay more attention to is finding really
great tunes-those killer numbers that
could be standards some day. The rest
is all a means to an end. The music is
what's really important.
Let's talk about that. The fact is, dmp
has a distinct musical signature in that
you've put together a stable that includes a lot of seasoned studio musicians, largely New York -based. Clearly, these people move in the same circle because they keep showing up on
one another's albums.
Some of the finest musicians in the
world live in New York City. It's a real
kick for me to assemble a roomful of
really great players. To have such a
great stable of musicians available to
choose from and to work with is a great
pleasure and an honor.
I

I

I

I
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They are, in fact, often musicians
who've played with some of the top
recording stars. Outside the studio
world, though, they're generally unknown. Along with a hell of a lot of
virtuosity, don't they bring some marketing problems with them?
Well, it's definitely difficult, and it's very
challenging. But it's also very rewarding when you can make something
happen. All we're trying to do is make
as good a record as we possibly canboth musically and technically-and
then expose it. We've recently started
paying a lot of attention to radio, and
with the Thom Rotella Band, we've had
some terrific success, even though it's
hard to label their music.
In fact, much of the music you record
is a little like something or a lot like
something else. Your artists perpetually cross stylistic boundaries and tend
to elude characterization. Is this because, in their day-to-day studio work,
they come in contact with so many
styles of music-because they're just
so versatile?
Rather than do something that's been
done before, the artists we work withlike us-want to do something different, something that hasn't been done
before. A group like Flim and the BB's
is a good example. don't think there's
anybody that really sounds like Flim
and the BB's. The band comes off as
four guys having a real good time making music they like to play. And think
our audience is attracted to what we're
trying to do. It's different, it's fresh, and
it's fun.
There's always more than one producer credited on your albums. Not only
do you credit one or more of the performers as producers, but you list your
own name last. Is this simply politeness, or do your artists have a lot to
say about what their albums contain?
They do. It's definitely a cooperative
effort in terms of choosing material.
see us as equals. It's important to me
that the artists feel good about the music they're recording. Hopefully, we
can do that and accomplish some accessibility at the same time.
You've expressed a distinct prefer-

and acoustic instruments, rather than
computers and synthesizers, is that
more of the artist's personality-or
soul, if you will-can come out.
Yet there are electric guitars and drum
machines and synthesizers on your re-

cordings.
Absolutely. try to look at the synthesizer as another instrument, not as
something replacing instruments.
think synthesizers are overused today,
and maybe overreact a little in trying
to downplay them. But think they do
have their place. The synthesizer is an
instrument that's no more or less important than any other. But I'm bothered wnen it starts replacing drums
and pianos and many things that
should be acoustic.
A few minutes ago, you used the word
I

I

I

I

"accessibility." That seems to me a
critical aspect of the dmp musicál signature. Yet your Pugh-Taylor album,
which showcases a bass trombone, a
tenor trombone, and some pretty radical compositions, directly contradicts
this philosophy.
worked with and listened to Dave
I

I

I

I

ence for acoustic instruments over
those that are electronic.
I'm attracted to that real human being
playing that acoustic instrument. The
nice thing about recording musicians
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988

Taylor and Jim Pugh in the studio, and
I loved
the way they sound. When we
started talking about a project, we addressed the issue of the risks we were
willing to take. And in some of the compositions that were written for them, we
took great risks, broke a lot of rules,
crossed a lot of boundaries. We also
learned a lot, and don't regret doing
the project.
believe a lot of people,
particularly in the foreign markets,
would like to see us do more of that
kind of recording. We aren't apt to do
it, because the business itself is much
more competitive today. Without trying
to be commercial,
do get a great
sense of accomplishment by recording
good music that can reach a lot of
people.
There's a Jewish legend in which a
rabbi is asked to define Judaism while
standing on one leg. If you were asked
to recite the dmp philosophy while
standing on a single leg, how would
you respond?
The direction of the label is definitely
jazz -oriented. hate to say jazz, but
keep coming back to the term "jazz oriented," because think the common
denominator for these recordings is
that all of them are improvisational-at
least in part.
I

I
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
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S/N Ratio (at 80 dBf): Mono, 95 dB;
stereo, 87 dB.
THD (at 80 dBf): Mono, 0.015% at
100 Hz, 0.009% at kHz, 0.02% at 6
kHz; stereo, 0.02% at 100 Hz, 0.02%
at kHz, 0.07% at 6 kHz.
1

S/N Ratio: 50 dB.

Image Rejection: 40 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 60 dB.
AM Output Level: 150 mV

at 30%

modulation.

1

Capture Ratio: 0.8 dB.
Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
85 dB.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, +0.2, -0.8 dB.
Image Rejection: 70 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 100 dB.
AM Suppression: 70 dB.
Spurious -Response Rejection:

PIONEER
ELITE F-91
TUNER

80 dB.

Subcarrier Rejection: 60 dB.
Muting Threshold: 25.2 dBf.
Stereo Separation: 65 dB at

60 Hz, 25 watts.

Dimensions:
x

18 in. W x 35/16 in. H
127/16 in. D (45.7 cm x 8.4 cm x

31.6 cm).

Weight: 11 lbs., 7 oz.
Price: $600.
Company Address:

(5.2 kg).
P.O. Box 1720,

Long Beach, Cal. 90801.
For literature, circle No. 90

1 kHz;
55 dB, 20 Hz to 10 kHz.
FM Output Level: 650 mV at 100%

modulation.

Manufacturer's Specifications
6M Snc%^n
FM Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 9.8 dBf. Sensitivity (Loop Antenna):
µV/m.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
Selectivity: 40 dB.
12.8 dBf; stereo, 34.8 dBf.

(7)

General Specifications
Output Impedance: 900 ohms.
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,

150
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Rather than design a "me too" tuner, Pioneer's engineers
have come up with some innovative circuits in the Elite F-91
that result in measurably better and audibly better FM performance. The first of these is an FM i.f. circuit that has been
given the acronym ARTS (for Active Real-time Tracing System). This system eliminates the need for choosing between
narrow and wide i.f. bandwidths. Pioneer states that it actively follows the selected signal to provide both the lower
distortion normally resulting from wide bandpass and the
high selectivity of narrow bandpass. From my station logging and listening tests, gathered that the system dynamically tailors bandwidth to the instantaneous modulation of
the incoming signal. also saw evidence that the r.f. section
has some capability of tracking the signal; even when my
FM signal generator was deliberately detuned from the
frequency indicated on the F -91's display, minimum distortion and perfect center tuning were maintained.
The second circuit innovation in the F-91 is described as
a Digital Direct Decoder, Type Ill. This stereo demodulation
system takes the output of the ARTS i.f. circuitry and converts it into digital form before converting the signals into
stereo analog outputs. Pioneer maintains that this digital
operation reduces noise, distortion, and signal degradation.
Improvements also have been made in other circuits,
such as the r.f. front-end, to provide sensitivity and selectivity that are equivalent to those of a tuner with a four -gang
tuning capacitor.
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Among the F -91's many convenience features, its 24
station presets memorize not only station frequency, but
also such characteristics as the preferred mono/stereo and
high -blend settings for each station. The automatic tuning
circuit gives you a choice of three signal strengths below
which it will ignore incoming signals. For unattended recording in conjunction with an external timer, the F-91 can be set
to tune in three different preselected stations as the timer
turns it on and off. The F-91 also has a built-in audio signal
generator, tuned to around 330 Hz. When switched on,
output from the tuner is equivalent to 50% modulation level.
This signal can therefore be used to set up recording levels
on a tape recorder prior to the beginning of the program you
want to record.
Structurally, the F-91 makes extensive use of anti -vibration materials. A "honeycomb" chassis and large insulators
are used to achieve high rigidity. Local circuit blocks are
built into modules and filled with epoxy resin to damp any
resonances.

Control Layout
10,22

15123

12/24

AUDIO/AUGUST 1988

A power switch and the pushbuttons needed for programming unattended recording are located to the left of the
major display area. This fluorescent display indicates AM or
FM frequencies, station preset number, program memory
mode, auto -tuning threshold level, signal strengtn, muting,
and stereo/mono status. When the high -blend mode has
been selected, that fact is also displayed, as is the activation of the record -level check function.
Twelve numbered pushbuttons to the right of the display
are used to program and select presets. Presets 13 through
24 are selected by pressing another pushbutton that acts as
a shift key. Fairly large "Up" and "Down" tuning buttons are
located below the station presets, as are eight smaller
buttons. The upper row of these includes the shift key and
buttons for memory sexing and FM and AM band selection.
Below them are buttons for "Tuning Mode," "Muting" on/off,
multiplex mode, and, a bit to the right, the record -level
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One of the things I liked
most about the F-91 was its

ability to deliver minimum
distortion even when it
was slightly detuned.

D,stortion

Noise

Level 1d01):
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generator switch. The tuning and multiplex mode buttons
operate sequentially: Pressing "Tuning Mode" cycles the
Elite F-91 through manual and three levels of automatic
tuning, each requiring a higher minimum signal strength
before it will lock in on a station. Pressing the "MPX Mode"
button selects stereo, mono, or high -blend operation.
The rear panel is equipped with a 75 -ohm coaxial connector for hooking up the FM antenna transmission line. An
accessory transformer is supplied for those who use 300ohm, twin -lead cable. Spring -loaded terminals are provided
for the supplied AM loop antenna, which does not mount on
the tuner's rear panel, as is usually the case, but is designed to stand or be mounted wherever it will pick up AM
signals best. Two control input terminals are also provided,
for interconnection with other Pioneer components bearing
the "SR" symbol. (This symbol denotes that these components can be operated via a remote-control module supplied with Pioneer amplifiers bearing that same mark.) The
usual left- and right -channel output terminals complete the
layout of the rear panel.

Measurements

P,oneer F-91

3

Figure is a plot of mono and stereo residual noise as a
function of signal strength for the F -91's FM section. In
mono, 50 -dB quieting was attained with a signal strength of
only 12.5 dBf, a bit lower than the 12.8 dBf claimed by
Pioneer. In stereo, 50 -dB quieting was reached with an input
signal level of only 34 dBf, again slightly below the 34.8 dBf
claimed by the manufacturer. While was unable to confirm
Pioneer's specs for ultimate signal-to-noise ratio of 95 dB in
mono and 87 dB in stereo (my signal generator's residual
noise was a limiting factor here), did register readings of
85.5 dB in mono and 83 dB in stereo for an input signal level
of 80 dBf. The EIA/IEEE Standard for FM tuner evaluation
calls for these measurements to be made at the 65-dBf
input signal level. At that level, obtained a reading for
signal-to-noise ratio of 85 dB in mono; in stereo, however,
S/N decreased somewhat, to 79 dB.
Figure 2 is a plot of THD + N versus input signal level.
Usable sensitivity in mono (the signal level at which noise
plus distortion ecuals 3%) measured 10.0 dBf, close to the
9.8 dBf claimed by Pioneer. For strong signal levels, THD +
-kHz
N was an amazingly low 0.018% in mono. For a
modulating frequency, stereo THD + N fell short of the
claimed 0.02%, though it was certainly low enough: measured 0.07% at 80 dBf and 0.085% at 65 dBf. Figure 3
shows how THD + N varied with modulating frequency. In
mono, it measured 0.0095% at 100 Hz and 0.028% at 6 kHz.
In stereo, the results were 0.079% at 100 Hz and 0.056% at
1
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4.01100.
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-1.000

Figure 4 is a plot of frequency response for the FM
kHz, there was a slight roll -off
section. Referenced to
below 100 Hz, reaching -0.7 dB at 30 Hz. After a slight
rise, amounting to no more than about 0.3 dB at 5 kHz,
0.5 dB at 15 kHz.
response went down to
In the sample tested, the subcarrier product output was
high. In fact, when attempted to measure stereo separation, the residual 19 -kHz signal that was present made the
separation appear to be no more than 32 dB, as indicated
by the upper dashed curve of Fig. 5. Since this subcarrier
1

-2.000

-

-3.x00
-4.000

I

-5.00020

100

Fig. 4-FM frequency
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Ford Motor Company
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the highest quality
American cars and trucks
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Quality is Job 1.
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The AM section was quite
sensitive and met or beat
spec on selectivity, S/N,
and i.f. rejection, although
frequency response was poor.
Frequency
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product signal does not represent actual crosstalk, inserted the filter that normally use when measuring S/N ratio
and THD + N. This filter has a cutoff frequency of 15 kHz,
the highest audio frequency normally broadcast by FM
stations. Once the filter was inserted in the measurement
path, the separation reading increased to better than 61 dB
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1 kHz and 100 Hz, and 46 dB at 10 kHz, as shown in the
lower dashed curve of Fig. 5.
Next, turned on the F -91's high -blend circuit while keeping the filter in the signal -measurement path. Under these
conditions, you can see in the dashed curve of Fig. 6 that
separation remained well above 30 dB at low frequencies
but that it decreased to less than 5 dB at 10 kHz. Note, too,
that the frequency response of the modulated channel was
affected by the blend. Response, shown by the solid curve
in Fig. 6, was down 4 dB at 10 kHz.
Further evidence of the subcarrier leakage noted earlier
was obtained when made my usual spectrum analysis of
the left- and right -channel outputs with a 5 -kHz, left -only
signal fully modulating the FM carrier. The sweep in Fig. 7
extends from 1 to 100 kHz. At 5 kHz, the modulated channel
establishes the 0 -dB reference level. Crosstalk at the output
of the unmodulated channel is represented by the dashed
curve, and, at 5 kHz, the separation is still a very high 58 dB.
However, there is also a fairly high-level component at 19
kHz, only about 42 dB below the 5 -kHz reference level, as
well as a 38 -kHz component that is only about 53 dB below
the reference.
Capture ratio measured 1.0 dB. Alternate -channel selectivity measured almost exactly the 85 dB claimed. Image
rejection was 72 dB, and AM suppression measured a very
high 68 dB. Spurious -response rejection measured 85 dB,
while i.f. rejection was greater than the 100 dB claimed by
Pioneer.
The stereo threshold was set at 20 dBf. The three auto tune settings (the signal strengths needed for the auto -tune
mode to stop when intercepting a signal) measured 35, 45,
and 50 dBf. The eight bars which indicate relative signal
strength in the main display area were more meaningfully
calibrated than usual. The first bar illuminates for signal
strengths of about 30 dBf, the fifth bar at around 50 dBf, and
all eight with signal strengths of 77 dBf.
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176.4 kHz sampling rate

dual D/A converters

U

analog frequency/phase contouring

11.

---
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dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc
Player has been worth waiting for. Now
there's a CD player with analog audio
circuits as technically advanced as its digital stages.
Since the human ear can only appreciate musical
sounds in their analog format, Adcom began with the
objective of producing the first affordable CD player
whose direct -coupled audio output would deliver the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound.

rA

.

Class "A" Makes A Difference
Designers and engineers usually use Class "A"
audio circuits where price is no object. In its purest
form, Class "A" offers a highly sophisticated level of
audio amplification, often demanded by those who
can distinguish outstanding sonic performance from
the merely average. Adcom's GCD-575 employs a
no-compromise, Class "A" analog audio amplifier
section which provides superior resolution by more
clearly defining low-level information.
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This higher resolution makes an audibly dramatic
difference in the musicality of CD reproduction. To
achieve this result, the analog audio circuits in the
GCD-575 were based on the same proprietary high
speed linear amplifiers used in Adcom's GFP-555
preamplifier, universally recognized for its outstanding
musical integrity.
No other CD player at any price uses these superb
audio components.

Digital Sound At Its Best
Adcom's selectable analog frequency/phase contour
circuit enhances the musicality of CD's which have
been poorly mixed, or digitally over equalized. Subtly
contoured by the Al -PC, many of these CDs become
more listenable, with mach of the fatíguíng harshness
and "glare" reduced. In addition, the stereo image and
sound stage becomes more focused allowing for a
more natural sonic presentation.
(Over please)

e Adcom GCD-575
Details You Can Hear
Importantly, Adcom's CD player is
designed with a low output impedance
(100 Ohms) so that it can operate up to
its maximum capability with a wide
variety of associated equipment. It is
not only compatible with virtually all
input stages of amplifiers, preamplifiers,
tuner/preamplifiers, etc., but also
permits the use of longer interconnecting audio cables, when required, with
minimal signal deterioration.
Additionally the GCD-575 is
supplied with a high quality, low-loss
audio cable to prevent the sonic smear
that conventional audio cables tend to
cause. The use of this special cable and
the 100 Ohm output impedance permits
the GCD-575 to be used with Adcom's
SLC-505 passive straight line controller.
If no other source equipment will be
used, the variable output (front panel
controlled) can be used directly into
your power amplifier, bypassing the
preamplifier circuits normally required
by other CD players.
A multi -winding power transformer,
connected to three separate tightly
regulated power supplies for the audio,
digital and display circuitry, insures
isolation of the different functions and
optimal operation of each without
interference.
The four special heavy feet installed
on the GCD-575 are reversible metal
castings. On one side, the flat surface
insures a wide contact area. The reverse
side is cast with built-in "Iso-points"
which, when used in a three-foot
configuration, operates as a "tripod"
support system.
A special polarity -inverting switch
permits you to reverse the normal
positive polarity to negative (inverted)
polarity. This corrects playback of CDs
in which the polarity was incorrectly
recorded (inverted), or for use in systems
in which one of the components causes a
reversal of correct polarity.

Full Function Remote Control

Specifications
Frequency Response: 5Hz - 20kHz,
+0.1, -0.5dB
Signal-to-noise Ratio: 105dB
Dynamic Range: 98dB
THD: 0.0025%
LMD (70Hz difference): @ 5kHz

0.00018%

Channel Separation (1lkHz): 95dB
Interchannel Phase Shift:
@ 20kHz Less than 1.8°

Output Impedance: Fixed 10052/
Variable 10052/Digital 75fí
Output Level: Fixed 2.5V RMS
Variable Greater Than 4.5V RMS
Digital 0.5V peak-to -peak

Sampling Rate: 176.4kHz
Quantized Bits: I6-bit linear
Power: 120VAC/60Hz
(Available in 220/240V, 50Hz)
Dimensions: 17" (430mm)W x
11-1/4" (285mm)D x
3-7/16" (87mm)H

More Features For Better Value
Other features include a full function
remote-control system with random
access track capability; low group -delay
digital and analog filters; triple-beam
laser format; a direct digital output;
playback of 3 -inch discs without an
adaptor; and a very-high -quality
headphone output.
The GCD-575's advanced facilities
include:
Programming of up to 24 tracks
Programming of any phrase
Audible fast forward and reverse
Adjustable introscan
Auto space
Display functions include:
Elapsed time on track or disc
Time remaining on track or disc
Programmed tracks
Track being played
Number of tracks up to 20
Why Should You Listen To Us?
Over the years, Adcom has earned a
reputation for delivering superb performance at a modest price. The GCD-575
keeps faith with this tradition.
Once again, Adcom clears an
innovative path through the jungle of
confusing claims about "digital" sound,
and provides a logical and direct path
to musical purity.
If you've been waiting for a CD player
which faithfully reproduces all of the
music, not just bits and bytes of it, you'll
want to visit your nearest authorized
Adcom dealer right now... because while
it may be true that all good things come
to those who wait, you've waited long
enough for a CD player this good.

Optional: Model RM-3 rack mount

A

adaptors. Available with white front
panel.

11

Weight:

12

lbs. (5.5 kg.)

Specifications subject to change
without notice.
©1988 ADCOM
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Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5
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The F-91 is one of the few
tuners that can extract
every bit of sound quality
that current FM transmission
practices permit.

The AM section was quite sensitive, measuring around 20
µV of directly applied signal for a 20 -dB S/N ratio with a 30%
modulated signal. Other published specs, such as selectivity, S/N, and image and i.f. rejection, were all met or exceeded. On the other hand, frequency response of the AM
section (Fig. 8A) was very poor. Without applying the pre emphasis called for by the new, voluntary National Radio
Systems Committee Standard, response was down 6 dB at
80 Hz and 2.3 kHz, referred to 1 kHz. After applying the
compensating pre -emphasis, high -frequency response improved somewhat, extending to 3.3 kHz for the -6 dB point
(Fig. 8B). It is clear, however, that Pioneer has not tried to
conform to the new NRSC de -emphasis recommendations.

Spectrum Analysis of 5 kHz
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Use and Listening Tests
One of the things I liked most about the FM performance Fig. 7-Separation and
of the Pioneer F-91 was that the unit was able to deliver crosstalk components for
minimum distortion even when it was slightly detuned. This 5 -kHz FM modulating
characteristic is associated with the ARTS feature. I logged signal, plus subcarrier
55 usable station signals when the tuner was connected to and sideband
my rotatable outdoor antenna. With the "Tuning Mode" components (see text).
function set to Auto 2, the number of signals at which the
tuner stopped was reduced to 43, while in the Auto 3 mode, Amplitude tdB) versus frequency (Ma); AM Tuner section,
the number of captured signals was further reduced to 34.
Those listeners who would prefer only the most noise -free 5.0000
FM reception possible would do well to select this mode.
Even stereo station signals received in the Auto 3 mode will
have S/N ratios of around 65 dB, while mono signals will
yield ratios of well above 80 dB. Of course, if using Auto 3 -10.00
results in your missing some of your favorite stations, you -15.00
can always switch back to Auto 2 or Auto 1. If residual noise -20.00
during stereo reception is still too great, you have the
-25.00
additional option of switching in the high -blend circuit.
30.00.
All of this versatility adds up to a tuner that should meet
the needs of just about any FM radio enthusiast. Given a -35.00
good, strong FM signal that is not overmodulated, the sound 90.0020
16
100
quality reproduced by the F-91, feeding one of my reference
Bewas
superb.
reference
my
speakers,
and
amplifiers
A
cause so many FM stations now use Compact Discs as B
program source material, it's become almost essential to AMplltude (d0)
Frequency (Hz), AM tuner Se0tion.
own a tuner capable of delivering the dynamic range that lY.tltlY
such discs demand. Of course, most stations use a fair 5.0009:
amount of compression when playing discs that have an
unusually wide dynamic range. Even so, it is not uncommon
to receive signals that have at least 10 dB greater dynamic
range than FM audio signals had in the pre -CD era. That -10.00
makes this Pioneer tuner, with its S/N ratio of more than 80 -15.00
dB, even in stereo, ideal for the digital audio age. suspect
-20.00
(but have no proof) that the unusually high level of residual
subcarrier product output was peculiar to my sample, since -25.00.
the tuner met, or nearly met, all its other specs. In any case, -30.00.
it shouldn't cause any problems unless you try to record an
-35.01)
FM program onto your cassette deck, using Dolby NR and
100
Ik
not using the deck's MPX input filter. The Pioneer F-91 must -90.0020
be considered as one of only a few models that can extract
every bit of sound quality permitted by current FM transmis- Fig. 8 -AM frequency
sion practices. Now all we need are more stations sending response for signals
out signals that are good enough to be taken full acvantage without (A) and with (B)
NRSC pre -emphasis.
of by this and other high -quality FM tuners.
Leonard Feldman See text.
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"McIntosh ... no other transistor ampliter
is capable .of reproducing as well."
R

"All the sounds, even those different one from
ánother, remain separated and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and un-

common clarity.
....A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail
The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid -range contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
of stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
aúd1ke environment of a majesty that no other
amplifier is capable of reproducing as
urell." Ne we say more?

...
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For a copy of the
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and information on tli clntosh MC 7270
Amplifier and other Mclnfbrth products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, bilk T. A47
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904E-0096
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The McIntosh

T 22

Loudspeaker Sy tern delivers
Extra Realism
Extra Depth

The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
exp_ ession of the louds)eakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
-t
combination of co-nponent
Darts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker
Dridlge to the domi lion of
-eproduced musical realLy. The
sigh -frequency rad_ator column is

Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

ft

an illustration of tt=e riyi:t
cm-bination. The 23 tweeter

elements can reprcduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz,
:v¿tt- the lowest measured

inte-modulation distortion.
Because each twee-er mechanism
handles a small quantity of the
total power, extremely bw
quaitities of distortion a -e
developed. The total coknnn
radiates the energy in a half
cylindrical time co-ordinated sound
field. The low distortion.
transparency of sound, thherence
of sound images, definition of
musical instruments, ar.c musical
balance is simply a revelation that
ºu must experience.
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Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card

r inforrnatiba on the McIntosh XRT 22 SP.AKERS and
o her Mcfntcsh products write:
F

handcrafted with prude in the United States
by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, DEPT. A
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
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THD + N: 0.003% at kHz.
THD: 0.003% at kHz.
Wow and Flutter: Below measur-. Dynamic Range: Greater than 96
1

1

able limits.
D/A Conversion: 16 -bit, four -times
oversampling.
Number of Programmable Se-

lections: 20.
Output Level: 2.0

V rms.

Power Requirements:

120 V a.c.,

60 Hz, 30 watts.

Dimensions:
x

131/8 in. D

x 3'/2 in. H
(46 cm x 8.9 cm x

181/2 in. W

33.3 cm).

MARANTZ CD -94
CD PLAYER
AND CDA-94
D/A CONVERTER

Weight: 271/2 lbs. (12.5
Price: $1,700.

kg).

Converter
Sampling Rates:
D/A

90 dB.

Digital Input Levels:

Systems 1
and 2, 0.5 V peak to peak; optical,
-15 to -23 dBm; tape, 0.5 V peak
to peak.
Digital Tape Output Level: 0.5 V
peak to peak.
Analog Output Levels: Fixed, 2.0 V
rms; variable, 4.0 V rms; balanced,
2.0 V rms; headphone, 75 mW at
600 ohms, 14 mW at 8 ohms.
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 25 watts.

32, 44.1, and 48
kHz (automatic selection).
D/A Conversion: 16 -bit, four -times

Dimensions:

oversampling.
S/N Ratio: 101 dB.

Weight: 25.3 lbs. (11.5
Price: $1,700.

Manufacturer's Specifications
Compact Disc Player
Frequency Response (with 44.1 Frequency Response: 4 Hz to 20
kHz Input): Fixed -level output, 2
kHz, ±0.5 dB.

Dynamic Range: Greater than

dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than

Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.1 dB; variable output, 2 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.1 dB (output
level at maximum); balanced outputs, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.3 dB.

96

dB.
S/N Ratio: 96 dB.

L

t

x 13'/8 in.

x 3'/2 in. H
cm x 8.9 cm x

181/8 in. W

D (46

33.3 cm).
kg).

Company Address: 20525 Nordhoff
St., Chatsworth, Cal. 91311.
For literature, circle No. 91
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More and more audio equipment manufacturers who offer
CD players are also beginning to manufacture and sell
separate, stand-alone, digital -to -analog converters. What
we are generally told is that, although the company's top CD
players deliver excellent sound quality, the use of a separate D/A converter will provide an additional small measure
of sonic perfection to a system. A stand-alone converter can
be linked to any CD player that has a separate digital
output. Most will also respond to digital inputs from DAT
players or recorders (at 44.1 or 48 kHz) and from digital
broadcast receivers (at 32 kHz) such as those available in
Europe and Japan.
The Marantz CD -94 player and CDA-94 D/A converter not
only are perfectly matched cosmetically, but are intended to
work as a pair to provide the "ultimate" in CD playback
performance. I did a comparison study between the CD -94
operated alone and the CD -94 and CDA-94 operated as a
system. Essentially, this involved two complete lab testing
sessions, using the various test discs available for this
purpose. Before I get to the results of this head -to -head
contest, let me describe the components themselves.
Both the CD -94 and the CDA-94 can be purchased either
in a black -satin anodized finish with oak or rosewood side
panels or in a rose -gold finish with rosewood side panels.
Up to 20 "blocks" of programming can be memorized by
the CD -94, using numeric keys on its front panel or on the
supplied remote control. A "block" can be a track number, a
track -plus -index number, or a time-into -track number. Shuffle (random) play of all tunes is possible, and Favorite Track
Selection, first introduced in Magnavox and Philips CD players, is also featured in the Marantz CD -94. Favorite Track

AUDIO/AUGUST 1988

Selection, or FTS, enables you to store track information for
a maximum of 226 discs. The number of discs decreases
with the number of tracks selected for each disc. Foi example, if five :racks are memorized per disc, disc capacity of
FTS will be 150. If 20 selections per disc are memorized,
however, the number of discs that can be handled will drop
to 70.

Both optical and coaxial (wired) digital outputs are provided on the CD -94, as well as unbalanced analog outputs.
The CDA-94 D/A converter is equipped with two sets of
coaxial wired digital inputs, an optical digital input; digital
tape monitoring facilities (for use when listening to a DAT
recorder connected to the unit), and a headphone output
jack and level control. The converter automatically switches
to the correct sampling frequency to match the digital input

Rear panel of the CDA-94 converter.
Note the multiple digital connections
and the balanced analog outputs.
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The promise of stand-alone
D/A converters is better
sound than one gets from
the companion player alone.
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Fig.

1

19k-2.00

-Frequency

response of left and right
channels, from 5 Hz to
20 kHz, for the CD -94 player
alone (A) and for the
combination of the CD -94
player with the CDA-94
converter (B). For this
and other figures, solid
curve is for the left
channel and dashed
curve is for the right.

signal fed to it. The converter has balanced and unbalanced
fixed -level output terminals as well as variable -level unbalanced output terminals. Both the CD -94 and the CDA-94
use D/A converters with four -times oversampling and digital
filtration. According to Marantz, however, the CDA-94's design further protects signal integrity by using separate circuit boards, power supplies, and power transformers for the
digital input-output section, the D/A converters, and the
analog amplifiers. This extra care is said to provide a signalto-noise ratio that is 5 dB better than the CD -94's. The CDA94 also features an "Absolute Phase" switch that can compensate for phase inversion which took place anywhere in
the recording chain.
72
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1

-40.901..0092.06k4:00

ó:09G

11.00k16.bkV2.10k

14.0k

11.1214

18.0k'

20'0k

Fig. 2-Phase response
for the player alone (A)
and for the combination (B).

CD -94 Control Layout

Secondary controls and pushbuttons of the CD -94 are
hidden behind a nicely damped swing-down hinged panel
along the bottom of the unit's front. The only features and
controls visible with the hinged panel closed are the display,
the CD drawer, the power switch, and buttons for drawer
operation, FTS activation, forward and reverse track advance, play (and replay of the current track), plus a rocker
for pause and stop. The display tells you just about everything you would want to know concerning the current status
of the player. The time displays can be changed to show
total remaining time on the disc as well as remaining time
and time elapsed in the current track. Small numerals along
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988
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BL\t"s Model 801 -the recording industry's Reference
Standard Monitor -was the inspiration for inno-atior.
Dramatic developments in tedrioiogy and enc osurre

design have lit the fuse. B&W's Matrix

801

Seres 2

personifies the state -of -the -a: ten years on.
This magnificent successor sets he new

standard far

professional and home user al Ire. With no comnerc.al

compromise. Rich in Matrix technology, 801 Series

2

registers accurately even beyond audibility.
Phenomenal sound. Clean and utterly uncoloured

OLtstanding imagery with tight nnbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy a special place in

world esteem.
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BX \\lioudspeakers or America, P.O. Box 653. &W do, New York 14240 (-í 16) 297.0595
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The CD -94's conveniences
include shuffle play,
Favorite Track Selection,
and automatic music scan.
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Fig. 3-Spectrum analysis
of residual noise vs.
frequency for `(quiet"
track of the CD -1 test
disc, using the player
alone (A) and the
combination (B).

the lower edge of the display show the total number of
tracks (up to 24) on the disc.
Ten small numbered buttons behind the hinged panel are
used in programming by track, index, or time. Additional
buttons determine the type of programming you want to do
and the type of time display you want. You can select shuffle
play, repeat mode, and automatic scan (to listen to the first
10 S of each track on a disc). Buttons for forward and
reverse index, fast -forward, fast -reverse, and a timer on/off
switch (for use with external timers) are also behind the
hinged section. Most of the features on the front panel of the
CD -94 are duplicated on its supplied remote control.
The CD -94's rear panel houses the optical and wired
digital outputs in addition to the analog outputs. All signal
output jacks, except the optical, are gold-plated. The panel
74

-98.0

-188.0-100

Fig.

-90.0

4-THD

-80.0

.70.0

-60.0

-50.0

-40.0

-30.0

-20.0

-10.8

0.0 -100

+ N vs.

signal level for the player
alone (A) and for the
combination (B).

also holds a switch and jack for use with a remote-control
bus system used by several Marantz components.

CDA-94 Control Layout
At first glance, the CDA-94 D/A converter's front panel
resembles that of the CD -94. It, too, has a display area and
a hinged flip -down panel. The only controls visible when the
hinged panel is shut are the power switch and a large rotary
volume knob for the variable output terminals on the rear
panel. The display area shows which input has been selected, whether the monitor switch is on or off, and which
sampling frequency (32, 44.1, or 48 kHz) is currently being
converted. A stereo headphone jack and level control are
behind the hinged panel, as are switches for input selection,
tape monitoring, and "Absolute Phase."
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988
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While the CDA-94 converter
has both unbalanced and

balanced analog outputs,
the CD -94 player has only
the unbalanced kind.
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vs.

frequency, for signals at
0 -dB (maximum) level,
using the player alone (A)
and the combination (B).

The digital connections on the converter's rear panel
include an optical input, two coaxial electronic inputs, and
coaxial tape input and output jacks. The analog connections
are all outputs, including fixed -level and variable unbalanced outputs and a pair of 600 -ohm balanced outputs. A
fuse -holder completes the rear -panel layout.

Measurements

Fig. 6 Spec rum analysis
of 20 -kHz signal for the
player alone (A) and for
the combination (B). Note
the 24.1 -kHz "beat" tone.
(Sweep is linear, from
0 Hz to 50 kHz, and
vertical scale is 10 dB/div.)

tion. Where both solid and dashed curves are shown, the
solid curve represents results for the left channel, and the
dashed curve represents the right channel.) In order to
detect any slight differences between the response of the
CD player alone and that of the combination, set the test
system to plot all the way down to 5 Hz, instead of my usual
10- or 20 -Hz cutoff. If you look very closely at Figs. 1A and
1B, you will notice that response of the CD -94 player alone
was actually marginally flatter, down at the low end, than the
combination. Both hookups yielded slight and almost identical degrees of ripple at the high frequencies, suggesting
that the gentle analog filters following D/A conversion are
identical in both components. Response was down only 0.1
dB at 20 kHz for the CD -94 alone and was down 0.2 dB for
the tested combination.
I

Using mainly my EIA Standard test disc (the CD -1, produced by CBS Records) with my Audio Precision System
One test setup, measured most of the significant performance characteristics of the CD -94 and the CDA-94.
Frequency response of the CD player alone is plotted in
Fig. 1A, while the results of combining the CD -94 and CDA94 are shown in Fig. 1B. (In these and all subsequent
graphs, figures labelled "A" apply to the CD -94 alone, and
Interchannel phase response was perfect when using just
figures labelled "B" apply to the CD-94/CDA-94 combina- the CD player (Fig. 2A) and was equally perfect using the
I
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Three Or Four Speaker Sound
One AmpWill BlowYourDoors Ciff
Warning: Sherwood's new SCP-1002 TriashenteNNf
mode car stereo amplifier may be hazardous
to your hinges.
That's because the SCP-1002 Tri-mode
is busting out with power. Plus it's flexible
to the max.
Put it together with a couple of high-performance
speakers luid pump up the volume to the tune of 120 watts
per channel.
Snap it into a three -channel setup and rap 60 watts
through two speakers, and a rude 120 watts through a centerchannel subwoofer. There's even a sub -bass equalizer button
for extra thunder.
Or, if you like, hook the SCP-1002 up to front and rear
speaker pairs and blast 60 big ones from each corner of your
passenger compartment.

And the real deal: you can pick one option
today and another tomorrow without having

to pick up another amplifier.
For baby booming, Sherwood also offers a
90 watt per channel SCP-802. Both at about the
same price as conventional automotive amps.
So if you're looking for flexible power and
excellent value in a car stereo pump, Sherwood opens the
door. For sure.
Find out more about this new kind of car stereo
amplifier at your local Sherwood car stereo authorized dealer.
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The CDA-94 has both
optical and coaxial inputs
for two digital sources, plus
one digital tape loop for DAT.
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Fig. 8 -Deviation from

separation for the player
alone (A) and for the
combination (B). Leakage
between channels was
almost identical in both
directions.

perfect linearity for
undithered signal, using
the player alone (A) and
the combination (B).

CD-94/CDA-94 combination (Fig. 2B). One advantage
claimed for the CDA-94 did show up when
measured
overall A -weighted S/N ratio for both hookups. The player
alone yielded -112.23 dB for the left channel and -114.53
dB for the right. Measuring S/N via the outputs of the CDA94 yielded marginally higher figures: -115.56 for the left
channel and -115.89 dB for the right. As have pointed out
in previous reports, these S/N results are really a measure of
the analog output stage's noise characteristics instead of an
indication of the effectiveness of the D/A conversion process. Track 4 of the CD -1 test disc is an "infinity zero" track;
it does not exercise the D/A converter circuitry of a CD
player or of a stand-alone D/A converter. So, what's been
shown by this test is that the CDA-94 has a quieter analog
stage than the CD -94. If you will recall, that was one of the
claims Marantz made for this separate D/A converter. FigI

I

78

-10.00.100 -9

/

ures 3A and 3B seek to determine in which section of the
audio spectrum the CDA-94's analog stage excels in its low noise characteristics. Using the Y3 -octave spectrum -analysis function of tie Audio Precision test system,
plotted
residual noise versus frequency for both setups. In the
region between about 100 Hz and 2 kHz, it is clear that the
CD -94 operating alone exhibited more residual noise, especially in the left channel.
Figures 4A and 4B show how THD + N varied as a
function of recorded level. In these graphs, THD + N is
shown as dB below maximum recorded level. Ideally, these
curves should be virtually horizontal. In fact, you can see
that at recorded levels approaching maximum, the analog
section of the CD -94 begins to contribute distortion. At 0 dB,
the overall THD + N is only 86.7 dB below maximum
recorded level. For the CD-94/CDA-94 combination, the
I
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Hear the future.
Now
Generation III Loudspeakers represent the
future of sound reproduction from American Acoustics. Designed to meet the most demanding requirements of the listener, every Generation III Loudspeaker reflects disciplined attention to detail. Excellent clarity and spatial transparency. Full tight bass.
Precision highs. Smooth
transition throughout the
sound spectrum. Advanced component design. Balanced speaker
configuration within
an acoustically correct
enclosure. It means
unparalleled sonic
precision.
-

Designed and constructed by uncompromising
American craftsmen, who by the way, have built something else into every Generation III Loudspeaker. Confidence. In the form of an industry -leading ten year
limited warranty.
Because we know today's listener will be tom morrow's listener, too. See your American Acoustics
dealer soon and hear the future.

Generation ifi
Loudspeakers

-_

ti

American Aco

by

The Mitek Group One Mitek Plaza Winslow,
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The D/A circuits on the
CD -94 player and CDA-94
stand-alone converter are
of the same type, but the
CDA-94 is more elaborate.
Deviation (row linearity at
10. OMB

lo. levels

(dB)

vs Level

CD -94.
...(dB); Marantx
.. ......................18.00

sip.

......

8.440001

.t

,8.000

6.8800

2. 431000

results at maximum recorded level are -88.5 dB for the left
channel and -89 dB for the right channel. These figures
show that although the CDA-94 D/A converter has higher
noise and distortion at all levels below about -18 dB, its
analog output section has a bit more headroom than does
the CD -94 Compact Disc player's.
For a signal recorded at 0 -dB (maximum) level, THD + N
kHz measured 0.006% for the player alone (Fig. 5A).
at
Using the combination, THD + N for the same test tone was
slightly lower for the left channel, 0.004%, and even a bit
lower for the right (Fig. 5B). was disappointed, though, in
the fact that at 20 kHz, the "beats" associated with most
(but not all) CD players were present, regardless of whether
measured the CD-94 alone or with the D/A converter. In
either case, apparent THD + N was 0.2% at 20 kHz. Of
course, this higher figure does not represent actual harmonic distortion. It is a measure of the beat -frequency component that shows up when a 20 -kHz test signal combines with
the CD's sampling rate of 44.1 kHz to create a spurious out of-band component at 24.1 kHz (Figs. 6A and 6B). For both
hookups, the 24.1 -kHz beat was exactly 40 dB below the
desired 20 -kHz signal. Using the CDA-94 offered no advantage here.
Figures 7A and 7B show how separation varied with
frequency for both test setups. In these figures, both channels are represented by solid curves, and there is virtually
no difference between left and right. For the CD -94 alone,
separation at 1 kHz was 112 or 113 dB, depending on the
channel measured. At 16 kHz, this player offered 108 or 109
dB. Surprisingly, separation for the combination was somewhat less than that of the CD -94 by itself, although the
results were still more than adequate for excellent stereo, by
anyone's criteria. Despite the extra care taken in the construction and layout of the CDA-94 as described by Marantz, it is nonetheless interesting to note that separation for
the combined setup was around 105 dB at 1 kHz and just
under 100 dB at 16 kHz.
Figures 8 through 11 are all concerned with the characteristics of the digital -to -analog converters used in the CD -94
and the CDA-94. In particular, these figures give us some
idea about the linearity (or lack of it) of the D/A converter
components in these two units.
For Figs. 8A and 8B, first measured the linearity of the
systems from 0 dB (maximum recorded level) to -90 dB,
using a track of the CD -1 test disc that contains undithered
signals at gradually decreasing discrete recorded levels.
Then, rather than plot the results as input versus output, let
the Audio Precision test system translate the results into
deviation from linearity, which is much easier to interpret.
Using these undithered signals, linearity of the CD -94 was
excellent down to -80 dB. However, as expected, the
player departed from linearity for the -90 dB recorded level
by a modest 3.8 dB in the left channel and 6.5 dB in the
right. In the case of the CDA-94, deviation from perfect
linearity was greater at -80 dB than it was for the CD -94,
and was off the graph at 90 dB. am forced to use the test
disc's entire undithered sweep, from 0 to -90 dB, even
though undithered signals do not give very meaningful results below 80 dB for this test. Therefore, didn't draw any
final conclusions about the CDA-94's performance. Yet con 1
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Fig. 9 -Deviation from
perfect linearity for lowlevel, dithered signal,
using the player alone (A)
and the combination (B).
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Fig. 10 -Linearity
deviation for EIA "fade -to noise" test of dynamic
range, using dithered
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FOR PEAK POWER HANDLING,
YOU NEED SPEAKERS
AND SUBWOOFERS
THAT RISE TO THE OCCASION.
At Phase Linear, our new U.S. made
graphite subwoofers and two-way speaker perform with amazing clarity, at
any level.
Each is constructed, (as are all the
speakers in our line) of our exclusive
felted and molded graphite fiber. A material, because of its unsurpassed lightness
and strength, that responds more quickly
and accurately than heavier paper cones
to intense fluctuations in the dynamic
range and peak power levels of your amp.
The result? Car stereo music with such
paper
Graphite
transient response
it
it's brilliantly clear
1
i
at rumbling lows
and stratospheric
,

t

I

/

.T

i

highs.

OUR GRAPHITE
SPEAKERS AND
Time
SUBWOOFERS
HANDLE TREMENDOUS AMOUNTS
OF POWER. TREMENDOUSLY QUICKLY.
11[ 6RAFltiIE

tr.

oREEREIXE

Both our new subwoofers, and all our
speakers, boost their power handling on
a moment's notice from an amp.
Our 8" PLS 800 handles 100 Watts
RMS, 300 Watts Peak. Our 10" PLS 1000

an even more impressive 150 Watts
RMS, 450 Watts Peak. In addition, both
subwoofers have remarkable systems
compatibility. Simply stated, they can
be crossed over, up
to 1000 Hz, to complement any other
series of drivers.
This power and
flexibility provide you with tremendous
volume and depth of sound, as well as a
tremendous variety of sound.
Our new PL 2690 6" x 9" two-way is
not to be outdone, however. It handles an
exceptional 80 Watts RMS,180 Watts Peak.
Plus we've built into it bi-amplification
capabilities. Which means you can hook
up a separate amp to each speaker for
even clearer highs and lows than you'd
normally get with our 2172" polycarbonate
dome tweeter, alone.
THEY'RE DESIGNED TO PERFORM SUPERBLY
NO MATTER HOW YOU MOUNT THEM.

9" speaker, the ne'.v PL 2690
two-way, (much lower priced than any
previous Phase Linear 6" x 9") can he

As a 6"

x

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

mounted in almost any rear deck. Which
makes it an excellent full range, or
bi-amplified rear channel/rear fill/mid
bass driver you can use in component
systems.

Our graphite subwoofers can be
mounted in rear decks, behind your seats,
or in custom-built enclosures for deep
rumbling bass well into the 20-30 Hz
range. The graphite drivers are optimally
designed for free air installations and are
also great in ported or sealed enclosures
if you want tighter bass response.
WE ALSO BUILD A POWERFUL LINE
OF

AMPS.

Luckily,

at Phase
Linear we
build amps
with enough
power to give our
speakers a good run for their
money. Amps like our new PLT 150 Turbo,
and its smaller companion, the PLA 15.
So if you've been thinking of buying
speakers and subwoofers for your car take
some time and listen to our Phase Linear
line. With the right equipment, they'll
not only raise your musical standards.
They'll lift your spirits. On any occasion.
,.'
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Making the best of sound technology.

Extensive listening made it
obvious that this CD player
not only was packed with
features, but sounded good.

.

.

t
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A

A

B

B
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Fig. 11-Monotonicity test
for the player alone (A)
and for the combination (B).

Fig. 12-Reproduction of
1 -kHz square wave by the
player alone (A) and by
the combination (B).

sider what happened when used dithered signals to check
low-level linearity. For the player, the deviation was less than
3 dB at the -90 dB level for the left channel and nearly 6 dB
for the right (Fig. 9A). Now take a look at Fig. 9B. These
results were obtained using the CDA-94 as the D/A converter and applying the same low-level, dithered signals from
the test disc. Once again, the CDA-94 curves fall off the
graph.
On the "fade -to -noise" signals of the test disc, the signal
starts out at 60 dB and fades linearly into the noise level,
or down to -120 dB, in less than 30 S. A special procedure
of the Audio Precision test gear translates this changing
signal into a plot of deviation from linearity, and, as you can
see in Fig. 10, the CD -94 operating by itself is far and away
the winner in this case, too!
The last test track of the CD -1 is called a monotonicity
test. Ideally, in Figs. 11A and 11B, you should see the
signals rising in equal steps, with the negative -going signals
having the same amplitude steps as the positive -going
signals. For the player alone, this was essentially true. In

Fig. 11B, using the separate converter, you can see that the
second, third, and fourth steps from the left exhibit an
asymmetry between their top and bottom edges. This suggests less than perfectly linear operation of the CDA-94's
D/A converter components.
Theory tells us that the maximum dynamic range that one
can obtain using the EIA's proposed method of measurement (assuming "perfect" D/A converter chips) is just over
98 dB. Readings of more than 98 dB. actually indicate
nonlinearities in the D/A chips. Based on the fade -to -noise
test discussed earlier, would have come up with a much
higher dynamic range figure. This suggests again that the
D/A chips in both the CD -94 and the CDA-94 are less than
perfect, with the chips in the CD -94 the better of the two.
Using the simpler EIAJ method of computing dynamic
range, came up with readings of 87.1 dB for the CD -94 and
an even better figure of 92.7 dB for the left channel and 95.9
dB for the right with the CDA-94. The player, as might be
expected, exhibited no measurable level of wow and flutter,
and clock accuracy was within 0.0139% of being perfect.

I

.
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....remarkable!
e

par.a.digm (par'adim]

noun: serving as an example or model of how something should be done.
Every once in a great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above
the current variety of clever designs and marketing hype. When this occurs the new level of
performance achieved can be readily heard by
both the ardent audiophile and the novice listener.

Paradigm is a breakthrough loudspeaker that

provides a level of musical truth that simply must
be heard.
Oh yes, the pr ce for such glorious perforthat's even more remarkable.
marce? Well

...

¡
riFClFu...¡9above
all.
el

II

music

In the U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Atiagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fen:nar Dr, Weston, ON M9L2R6
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

The performance differences
between the player and the

player/converter combo are
more visible in the graphs
than they were audible.

Figures 12A and12B show how a -kHz square -wave test
signal was reproduced by the CD -94 alone and by the
combination. The vertical scales on my oscilloscope were
set a bit differently for the two photographs, but could
detect no significant difference between the two resulting
waveforms. The same held true for Figs. 13A and 13B,
which show how a unit pulse was reproduced in both test
setups. In testing the CDA-94, it was gratifying to note that
the polarity of the unit pulse was correct when the unit's
phase -reverse switch was in its normal position.
1

I

Use and Listening Tests
listened extensively to the CD -94, operating alone, and
was very pleased with what heard.
have recently acquired a new set of reference loudspeakers, the Infinity RS 9
Kappa units, and must say that it has taken me awhile to
get used to their awesome bass response and somewhat
more brilliant high end. All of us tend to get used to our
loudspeakers, and when we finally change (and we surely
must from time to time, as the state of the art improves), it
takes a period of adjustment to become familiar with their
"new" sounds. Nevertheless, given some of the most recent
CDs in my collection, such as a Telarc recording of Mozart's
Symphonies Nos. 25, 28, and 29 (CD -80165) and a Delos
recording of Rachmaninoff's Symphony No. 2 (DCD-3071),
it was obvious that
was dealing with a good -sounding CD
player. Moreover, its many conveniences-such as Favorite
Track Selection, shuffle play, and extensive programming
facilities-make it one of the more full -featured players that
have passed through my lab and listening room recently.
The real evaluation started when hooked up the CD -94/
CDA-94 combination. All listening tests for this pairing were
done using optical coupling between the two units. selected this method because Marantz and others claim that it will
provide audibly better results than a wired digital -to -digital
connection. (The same hookup mode had been used for the
I

I

I

I

I

Fig. 13-Single-pulse test
for the player alone (A)
and for the combination (B).

I

I

bench measurements.)
During normal listening, could not detect any difference
in sound quality between the two setups. Oh, every once in
awhile,
seemed to think that one or the other sounded
better on certain passages of music, but with careful level
matching, found it almost impossible to favor one hookup
over the other in an overall sense. There were moments, in
the quieter passages of the Rachmaninoff recording, when
felt that the CD -94 alone provided a cleaner, more transparent sound. Switching to the combination, during those same
quiet passages, seemed to add a bit of sheen to the string
sounds. Though not unpleasant, the string sound did not
I

I

I

I

seem totally lifelike to my ears.
The CD -94 does not boast the linearity of some other
high -end players have tested recently, yet it certainly has
many compensating features that may justify its high price.
I'm afraid the same cannot be said of the CDA-94 converter.
If the sample tested is representative of the full production
run, can see only one reason for spending as much money
to own this component as for the player alone: The need for
D/A conversion of sampling rates other than the CD's 44.1
kHz. Even so, there are other D/A converters that cost less
and do a better overall job. Marantz seems to have batted
500 with this pair.
Leonard Feldman
I

.. o,w
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I

I

The CD -94's remote control.
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Pioneer's Revolutionary Audii)7Video Receiver
This is all you need to turn your existing electronic
equipment into a superior A/V system. Because this
revolutionary invention not only makes all of your
audio and video components work better. It makes
them -won better... together.
For example, you'll see a better picture, due to
a one-of-Mind split-screen videc enhancer that
actually sharpens and focuses every video image.
You'll hear a better sound too, due to three surround
sound listening environments. And please, don't be

(V)

confused ay what others may promise, because th .s
machine delivers Dolby Surround® Sound, tie fines:
in tie world.
Yet even with all these dramatic impr- ments,
- easier
your individual components have never
tc cperate. The reason: Pioneer's ultra-sophicated
59 -Junction system remote control:
Pioneer's Revolutionary Audio/ideo Receiver:
It makes all the components you already cwn, all
together better.

PIoNEEIT
A

CATCH THE SPIRIT OF
©1986 Pioneea Electronic (USA) Inc., Long

b.

TRUE PIONEER

Bead, CA *Pioneer's VSX5000 remote ontrols all Pioneer SR" compor ents. ®Dolby
Enter No. 26 on Readér Service Card
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A.

How it uhrks.
A hriefcotltersation with Bob Caner.

Q.

Horcc((rr The Amazing Loudyreakerput out so much
ponerfrd, extended bass?

Free

-1

Br(defo ce A total ofh suhrr rHJins. each with lima the
exclusion ( rtg(dar bass dramfor a dotal (li.placernent
(area tunes etrm:sion )(Valium' 2000 cubic inches The INC

f

firy((encl'3dBpoint is INII,

POWERFUL

Distributed in Canada by:

evolution
technology

A.

use n ribbon (birer'?

Berd((sc''h(',cnauJoft! ribbon is nothing short rJgloriars!

(fiu(fúirl(ud(irit'eranouurlies and nrAaotrrnrr9Nenns.

"'Amazing Lou(l,p(arkKn's e.rtenule(l line source drrter
a mcjek'ic' sonic image Wit lidnnlh'f l(r(ris in .3 -dimensional
acoustic .s/X(('('.Simultaneously. it r(pYK/(KY'S(R( amazing
anmrntl ofiuusie'((l detail tLkrfs.sinrplr unmatched bi'ani'
cn:c

paint .coinr(' (biter:

no/ aItpkalspeakerad. &caleieihe AmtízingLolyd-

7%úcic

yx'akc'r kale t'N.Jrrrg bill a /tp/c cal.,/rake,:
Phis

ism

'Prue. the

speaker rules

Cower ad.

even a typical

t

Amazing Loudspeaker breaks so many conventional

-

and succeeds so spectacularly at it

-

that were

tempted to fill this ad with a litany of hertz.

"IN overall sound is spectacular, i(s bass perpn-m-

watts and exotic buzz words the way our

rurcesur/uec.ee s /1ur/ rfa/nlo.c/ aur rr/berspeaker

ow might rrrune.

competitors ads do.

s71:7r1a1IlPr7Elr'

Because there's hound to he quite a store behind a speaker

that's

51'2

tall and vet just

éet

l

12

inches thick. Especially when

Bob

Carver has a hand (or rather two hands. both feet and a rear or so

of lab time) in its creation.
But ingenious design is only our means to an end.

ning of a dramatic awakening that will
re -define for You the yew essence of music.

The Amazing Loudspeaker can etch
a

'the begin-

-150 image is as 'ride. rleep and ruulli-lrn'ererl
I hare eh wt. heard. Only Infinity's 53 5.000
Reference Standard impressed me more."
llen,j Mild
OS

sonic image so detailed you can almost see rosin drift from

a

how

1101 ;171/,v/7A17.

onto the polished surface of a violin.
It can

Ili Pirlelill' Editor

brighten sour listening mom with the sheen of a #4 A

drumstick on

a

Zildjian hi -hat cymbal. Or darken it with the smoker

midnight growl ofa battered baritone sax.
It can stun your senses and rear-

range your furniture with thunderous sal-

"It solves certain design problems and aehier'es
certain sonic results with a simplicity r,nrlflair
Ihrl can only he called, u rll. arnn_irr,t;:
'

14 /ee'.

vos of tight. perfectly controlled low bass.

ICc'l

DIE. -11111011/177C

meticulously separate every instrument and vocal on
a dense. multi-tt ck mix and project each in sharp relief at precise
It can

points across the sound field.

i

In short. the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker restores what time

and reading too many speaker ads often takes away.

__.l

...

Sheer wonder.

U

We have merely touched on the

"Its pdee is ridi['ulouS/y lou'.pn'what it does
rehuí conrpruahle products cost."

highlights o1 this truly amazing loudspeaker. We'd be happy to send von more

Julian I lir:cc'h

information includ-

,s7EREU REt'IEI1"

ing reprints of several great reviews.
9. BId rererr7 ribbon drirerT inefficient?

I.Not 'then dew;t¿neKl with enough nwqne,ie /ield.cb'eugtb. Fact
enovrnag
: rna;it l.oudsy,.ulvh'r/61)0)1 uses .30 /eel
)1e2<inu sJHK'ie/I /IK76ceKlfie'lrl lup., I / .y2d8 e/firienel:
almost tu lee as f/irient reo al/i' 0/iKr rihhon llxrl goes down l0
!(MNL-. Our,l l-1.(1//xrrtv. urnpli/ier I'icids peakATl,c exceeding
llhirlB: up to 1/00 with an .11 í Ñ r.l hn e Ruin ample to
ile/II rl'tl.+'1'Irlphxl//ir'al ehkb/171 S.plHie' ptdt e 1: /I/l1) mu. center
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However.

if your immediate

interest is the sensation of a

listening room melting away to reveal the crystalline clarity of pure
music. von need only visit your nearest Carver dealer.

lour amazement will begin when you discover

just how afford-

e

able the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker really is.

.

CARVER

ACCURATE

MUSICAL
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 21
kHz, ±3 dB.
THD: Type IV tape, 0.8%; Types and
I

II

tape, 1%.

S/N Ratio: 66 dBA with Dolby
72 dBA with Dolby C NR.

Weight: 13 lbs. (5.9 kg).
Price: $995.
Company Address: 19701

South
Vermont Ave., Torrance, Cal. 90502.
For literature, circle No. 92

B NR,

Separation: 37 dB at kHz.
Crosstalk: 60 dB at kHz.
Erasure: 60 dB at 100 Hz.
Input Sensitivity: 50 mV.
Output Level: Line, 500 mV;
1

1

headphone, 5 mW into 8 ohms.
Wow & Flutter: 0.027% wtd. rms,
± 0.048% wtd. peak.
FastWind Time: 80 S for C-60 cassette.

NAKAMICHI
CR -4A

Dimensions:

CASSETTE DECK

H

16'5/16 in. W x 315/16 in.
x 1016 in. D (430 mm x 100 mm

x 265 mm).

CR -4n
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Nakamichi's CR -4A deck features their discrete three head recording system. The manufacturer emphasizes that
this configuration-with physically separate record and
playback heads-offers a number of advantages. Among
them are the ability to align each head gap individually for
the best magnetic performance, and superior isolation between record and playback. Nakamichi also states the design gets more accurate results from the deck's manual bias
88

i

and calibration system. The transport is an asymmetrical
dual -capstan design for minimum wow and flutter.
Both Dolby B and C NR are included, with an MPX filter
that can be defeated for more extended high -frequency
response. The CR -4A provides a manual change of equalization; use of 70-µS EQ with Type tapes will reduce noise,
while using 120-4 EQ with Types II and IV will increase
high -frequency headroom.
I
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Control Layout

a series of selections as well as for making tapes to
play on decks which do have search modes.
Below the buttons and switches are the large, angled
transport buttons. From the left are rewind, stop, play, fast
forward, pause, and record, each of which has a large
function symbol on its face Stop, play, and pause also have
good -size green LEDs inset into their top edges, and record
has a similar indicator in red. It is possible to switch directly
between play and the fast -wind modes without pressing the
stop button, but the deck will stop itself very briefly for the
transport cam to do its work. Record mode, however, can
only be entered from stop mode; it is not possible to go into
record from either pause or play, though that would certainly
be helpful to some users. A push of the record button puts
the CR -4A into record -pause mode; pushing the play button
then initiates recording.
Below the transport buttons are eight pushbutton switches and two knobs. To the left are the interlocked "Tape
Selector" (bias) buttons for "EX(I)," "SX(II)," and "ZX(IV)."
I'm a little surprised to see that manual bias selection is

spacing

The front panel has the typical Nakamichi look, light -gold
lettering on a black background. The combination of colors
gives good legibility over a wide range of lighting levels. The
eject button is at the upper left of the panel, with the power
on/off button and the gold-plated headphone jack below.
The cassette compartment door opens smoothly with a
push of "Eject." Access for cleaning and demagnetization is
fair, becoming excellent with the removal of the cover. A
push of the play button will move the head assembly up and
start the dual capstans driving the pinch rollers even if no
tape is in place. This can be helpful in cleaning the tape
path, but caution is needed to ensure that nothing gets
caught between a capstan and a pinch roller.
The cassette carrier is not as rugged as it might be, but its
metal and plastic frame is more rigid and more accurate
than the typical all -plastic ones. When the door is pushed
closed, the supply hub spins in the rewind direction to
remove any tape slack. If the tape is already snug, there is
substantially no motion to affect cueing. A light in the compartment makes it easy to see the status of the tape pack.
The head assembly is well constructed, and there are
some eye-catchers in the tape compartment, too: Nakamichi tape guides, the pressure -pad lifter, and the maLe finish
of the capstans for better tape gripping. would be remiss if
didn't mention the accessibility and extent of the head
assembly adjustments, although I'm not encouraging users
to fool with them. Too many decks cannot be adjusted easily
for best performance, even by service technicians.
To the right of the tape compartment, along the top, is the
display panel. On the left is the green -LED, fcur-digit
counter, and to its right, the green -LED horizontal peak responding meters, with 13 segments for each channel. The
normal scale, which is between the channel -level displays,
extends from -40 to + 10 dB, a fairly broad range. found
5, but the
the gold -colored numbers easy to read up to
red numbers for 0 and above were a bit obscure.
In "Calibration" mode, the meter scales are expanded, as
indicated by small numbers reading from -10 to + 5, with
"Cal" at meter zero. The top LED display, normally for the
left channel, is used for "Bias"; the bottom one, normally for
the right, indicates "Level." (A discussion of calibration
procedure will follow.) To the right of the meter display are
four small, green status indicators for "Monitor" ("Source"
and "Tape") and "Dolby NR" ("B -Type" and "C -Type").
Below the display panel, from left to right, are the counter
reset button and three -position switches for the tape counter memory and for operation with an external timer.
The "Memory" switch selects "Memory Stop" at 0000, "Off,"
or "Auto Repeat" (which rewinds from the tape's end to
counter zero and then replays until the function is turned
off). The "Timer" switch selects "Play," "Off," or "Rec."
Next on the right is the "Monitor" ("Tape/Source") pushbutton and the momentary -contact "Rec Mute" button with
its red -LED indicator. This button must be held in as ong as
muting is desired; the CR -4A does not automatically mute
for a period of 4 S, then stop the tape, as many other decks
do. It is true that this Nakamichi deck does not have a
search mode to stop fast -winding when it detects such 4-S
spaces, but its automatically timed muting is very helpful for

Tape Guide

Tape pad

Supply Capstan (023),

I

Takeup Capstan 02.51

Tape -Pad Lifter

I

-
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I

Playback

Takeup Pinch

Head
Roller
Erase Head
Record Head Preloading Guide
Supply Pinch Roller
I

The transport features dual capstans, three discrete
heads, and a tape -pad lifter.

Playback Head

Tape -Pad Lifter

Record Head

Playback -Head Base

Erase Head

Playback -Head
Zenith Adjustment

Record -Heat
Zenith Adjustment
Record -Head Base

Record-Heac-Base
Retainer Screw

Playback -Head
Azimuth Adjustment
,

Playback -Head -Base Retainer Screw
Playback -Head Height Adjustment

Main Base

Playback -Head Zenith Adjustment
Record -Head Height Adjustment
Record -Head Zenith Adjustment
Record -Head Azimuth Adjustment

Multiple adjustments al ow service technicians to
tweak the CR-4A's head alignment with extreme
precision.
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The transport was fairly
quiet in fast wind and

outstandingly quiet during
playback or recording.
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Fig. 1-Record/playback
response to "PN/Music"
test signal (see text),

recorded with Dolby C
NR. Top three traces
recorded at rms levels of
+5 dB (+10 on CR-4A's
meter), using Nakamichi
EXII, SX, and ZX tapes,
respectively, and with
bias- and level -calibration
pots at center detents.
Next three traces
recorded at rms levels of
0 dB (+7 on the meter),
using the same tapes and

I

calibration settings.
Bottom trace is for ZX
tape, at an rms level of
0 dB, after slight bias
trim. (Vertical scale:
5 dB/div.)

I

required, but the inclusion of the "EQ(µSec)" switch (next
on the right), with its choice of "120/70," is consistent with
the manual bias switching. There are advantages in being
able to select equalization for the best overall results with
the music being recorded. would have liked, however, to
have a red indicator go on whenever the EQ choice was not
the normal one for the tape type in use.
To the right of the EQ switch are the "Calibration" pots"Bias" to the left, "Level" to the right, and an "Off/On" button
in the center. (A small red LED indicates "On," which is very
important since it is impossible to record while in calibration
mode.) The pots have definite center detents, perhaps
slightly too stiff. The knobs are somewhat small and have
smooth surfaces; a larger size or some light knurling would
make them easier to turn.
Calibration is started by going into record -pause mode,
resetting the counter to zero, and turning on "Calibration."
(Dolby NR should be off.) Pushing the play button starts the
I

90

actual recording of the deck's two test signals. The average
15 -kHz level for the two channels is shown on the top
("Bias") meter, and 400 -Hz on the bottom ("Level") meter.
As mentioned earlier, these meter scales are expanded to
facilitate making accurate adjustments. The position of the
"Monitor" switch has no effect on the display: In calibration
mode, playback is always shown. First, bias is adjusted to
make indications for the upper and lower meters the same.
Then, level is adjusted so the lower display matches "Cal."
If necessary, bias is readjusted to get the upper indication
exactly to the "Cal" mark. Finally, turning off "Calibration"
triggers an automatic rewind to counter zero in preparation
for actual recording.
To the right of the calibration controls are pushbutton
switches for "Dolby NR" ("Off/On" and "B/C") and "MPX
Filter." All front -panel button switches have a good feel, but
their status is a bit hard to see in dim light because the
controls are the same color as the panel.
Furthest to the right along the bottom is the "Output" level
control-always a good thing to include, in my view. Above
it are concentric, large -knobbed "Master" and "Balance"
recording -level controls. The "Balance" ring, which is larger
and to the rear, has a nice, soft center detent. This control
functions by attenuating the channel opposite the direction
in which it is turned: Turning the knob to the left, for example, lowers the level in the right channel. expect that its use
would become quite natural after awhile.
The back panel has the expected stereo in/out phono
jacks, which have nice gold-plating. Also on this panel is a
system -remote DIN -type socket which can be connected to
either the RM-5 wired remote or to other Nakamichi components equipped for system remote operation.
got a look inside the CR -4A by removing its top and side
cover. One large p.c. board covered about three-quarters of
the chassis area. Two other boards were at a higher level:
One held most of the power -supply components, and the
other carried the meter and calibration circuits. A vertical
board was behind the meters and controls, and several
small boards were placed at various points.
Parts quality was high, and all were identified clearly with
white lettering. Some of the boards were a bit springy, but in
general they were well supported. The soldering was excellent, with substantially no flux-except at the hand -soldered
points. Interconnections were made with multi -pin plugs
and sockets, using either ribbon cable or bundled single
wires.
The transport was fairly quiet in fast -wind and outstandingly quiet in play or record. The two flywheels, each driving
a capstan, are of good size, which should aid smooth tape
movement. The cam action appeared to be quick and
efficient, and it certainly was quiet.
judged the general
construction of the rotating elements and support structure
to be rigid and reliable.
The power transformer, which was mounted on a side rail
near the back panel, had a surrounding shield. After a
period of use, the shield was just warm to the touch. A p.c.
board on the rail next to the transformer provided clip mounting for three fuses. The two side rails greatly helped to
make the overall construction rigid. With the cover in place,
it was even better.
I
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Prism Effect
What has prism effect, a refractive phenomenon, to do with audio equipment?
Nothing, except that it is the simplest analogy to
describe what our sophisticated XM-3" Mobile
Electronic Crossover does to audio signals.
When an ordinary ray of white light passes
through a prism, it is systematically separated into
the primary colors of the spectrum-optically
much more aesthetic than the original light.
Similarly, when an audio signal enters the XM-3,
the original signal is then separated, via various
controls, to the front and/ol rear tweeters, midranges and sub -woofers, creating distinctive
bands of the audio frequercy spectrum that are
space and user -specific.
Specially engineered features such as Front
and Rear Pre -Amp Inputs and Front and Rear
Outputs as well as a constant Sub -Woofer
Output, Asymmetrical Electronic
Crossover which has two
high-pass (32-400 Hz
variable)
%

crossover points for the front and rear outputs and
a low-pass (32-4C0Hz variable) crossover point
for tfa sub -woofer output, Woofer/Enclosure
Equalization engineered for optimizing bass
response, Phase Irwerter allowing the sub -woofer
output to be shifted 180 degrees out -of -phase to
compensate for in-vehicle acoustical abnormalities and Frequency Multiplier Switch which, by
multiplying crosscver points for the front channel,
transforms the XM--3 from aEBl-AMP SYSTEM to a
TRI-AMP SYSTEM, etc., all contributed to create
the PRISM EFFECTand make the XM-.3 the most
versatile electronic crossover ever manufactured
for automotive use.
Coust-c ..a sound investment.
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The CR-4A's response goes
low enough for organ music,
which reduces distortion
at higher frequencies, too.

Table I-Record/playback responses
With Dolby

-20

limits).

Without NR

C NR

Dolby Lvl

-20 dB

Dolby Lvl

dB

world, there would be no energy this high, except
perhaps with some wild synthesizer setting.
Calibrating the deck to each tape was a speedy process
requiring just a few seconds -unless the tape was near the
extremes of the deck's bias and/or sensitivity ranges. The
CR -4A provided substantially exact matches, with very flat
record/playback responses for 75 out of the 78 tapes tried.
The minimum bias setting was too high for a Fuji ER (Type I)
tape had on hand, and there was a 3 -dB peak at 20 kHz
with the Type II Memorex CDX and Triad EM -X formulations.
This peak seemed to correspond to the one at 18 kHz which
measured in my playback -response tests, but these were
the only two tapes which produced such obvious peaks.
Record/playback responses were measured with my latest version of "PN/Music," which is flat on a third -octave
basis from 25 Hz to 2 kHz. It then rolls off to a shelf of -8 dB
from 5 kHz to 16 kHz, with a further roll -off at 20 kHz. This
frequency envelope is very close to that for the most challenging music. Compensating equalization was used on the
deck's output, so my analyzer would show a flat display
when response was flat, except for the drop at 20 kHz. Tests
were made at rms levels of 0 dB (which made the peak reading meter's + 7 LED flash) and 5 dB (which made the
+ 10 LED glow steadily). At the higher level, the results
showed some occasional clipping of the highest peaks in
the deck's output.
Figure
shows the record/playback responses; the
traces for +5 dB are at the top (EXII, SX, and ZX, from the
top down), followed by the three 0 -dB responses in the
same order. These traces all show response with the deck's
calibration pots at their zero detents. The bottom trace
shows response for ZX after turned the bias pot slightly to
the right to get exact calibration. All these responses are
admirably flat, and the higher level responses demonstrate
the value of Dolby C NR at the highest frequencies. Table
in the real

(-3 dB

Tape

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Nakamichi EXII
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

9.9
9.9
9.8

21.5
13.9
25.3

9.9
9.6
9.6

24.9
23.5
26.0

9.9
10.0
9.7

12.0
9.6
17.0

9.7
9.5
9.5

26.0
24.6
27.1

I

I

Table

II

-Miscellaneous record/playback

I

characteristics.
Erasure
At 100 Hz

At

At

1

kHz

Jitter

Error

-90dB

42dB

68dB

10 -kHz A B Phase

Crosstalk

Sep.
1 kHz

15°

MPX Filter

At 19.00 kHz

-29.6dB

10°

Table III-400 -Hz HDL3 (%) vs. output level
(0 dB = 200 nWb/m).
Output Level
Tape
Nakamichi EXII
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

NR

-10

-8

-4

Dolby C
Dolby C
Dolby C

0.11

0.17
0.19

0.32
0.40
0.22

0.13
0.07

0.11

0

HDL3 =

+4

0.58

1.3

1.12

3.0
1.15

0.56

+8

3%

- 6.0
I-

3.0

4.0

+8.0

Measurements
The playback responses with TDK (120-µS) and BASF
(70-4) calibration tapes were within ± 1.0 dB, relative to
the level at 315 Hz, from 63 Hz to 12.5 kHz. There was some
rise in responses at the lowest frequencies because of
fringing from the full -width test tapes. There also was a rise
in level at the highest frequencies with the Type II and IV
tapes, reaching +2.7 dB at 18 kHz. The tape play speed
was as accurate as could measure, closer than ± 0.1%.
Dolby play level indicated zero on the meter, as it was
supposed to for the Nakamichi deck.
Quick checks in calibration mode showed that the level
pot had a range from -3.4 to +2.6 dB at 400 Hz, and the
bias -level control could adjust the 15 -kHz level from -4 to
+3 dB, both relative to the center-detent position with
Nakamichi ZX (Type IV) tape. needed a little calibration
myself, as had expected that rotating the bias pot to the
right would increase bias and drop the 15 -kHz level. Actually, rotating the pot to the right decreases the bias, which
increases the 15 -kHz level. Thus, the bias meter indication
changes in the same direction as the pot is turned, just as
the level indication does with its pot.
Nakamichi supplied samples of their EXII, SX, and ZX
tapes, but really wanted to see how well the manual -bias
and level -calibration process would work with a wide variety
made my tests using pink noise as the
of formulations.
source, and switched on the deck's Dolby C NR, which
emphasizes any response and level deviations. had to roll of f the pink noise at 25 kHz to prevent in -band modulation;
I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

lists the -3 dB limits with a sine -wave test tone for the three
tapes, with and without Dolby C NR, at Dolby level and at
-20 dB. The value of Dolby C NR at higher levels is further
demonstrated, and the reduction in the roll -off points at -20
dB with NR is minor indeed.
Except for the roll -offs at the frequency extremes, the
record/playback responses at -20 dB for EXII and SX were
flat within ±0.5 dB. The ZX response met the same limits,
except for a sharp 2 -dB peak at 22 kHz. The 10 -Hz low frequency limits are typical for a Nakamichi deck but quite
unusual in general. The lowest frequencies of most music, of
course, are octaves higher than this, but the CR-4A's 10 -Hz
response allows recording the lowest organ tones and reduces distortion at higher frequencies as well.
Bias in the output during recording was very low. Table II
lists some miscellaneous record/playback test results. The
68 -dB erasure of ZX metal tape at 100 Hz is excellent, one
of the best have ever measured. The 42 -dB separation is
good, and the crosstalk was at least 90 dB down. The
interchannel phase error and jitter were also excellent. The
attenuation of the MPX filter was a very good 33.9 dB at
19.16 kHz, but it was a bit less effective at 19.00 kHz, where
measured 29.6 dB. The frequencies of the calibration
tones for level setting and bias adjustment were very close
to 400 Hz and 15 kHz, respectively.
I

I
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There were few audible
clues as to whether I was
listening to the tape or
the source, even when I
switched back and forth.
better than the specs -although they are lower than those
for a few other decks, including some higher priced Nakamichi models. Some lower cost decks also have attained
higher S/N ratios by restricting their high -frequency re-

Table IV -MOL vs. frequency.
Frequency (Hz)
Tape
Nakamichi EXII
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

400

NR

40

100

Dolby C
Dolby C
Dolby C

+4.7

+6.8

-2.1

-4.2

-5.5 +8.1

1k

2k

-6.0 +5.3
-4.0 +2.9
+7.2

+8.0

4k

6k

-4.6

+3.6 -0.6

+2.0
+6.0

+0.1

-2.6
+3.4 -0.4

I

-a

Table V-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and
CCIR/ARM weightings.
CCIR ARM (dB)

IEC A Wtd. (dBA)

W/Dolby

C NR

DL HD=3%

Tape

(a

Nakamichi EXIT
Nakamichi SX
Nakamichi ZX

66.4
69.8
68.7

72.4

73.8
76.7

Without NR

WIDolby

Without NR

C NR

1

(á DL

HD=3%

(a DL

HD=3%

(a DL

HD=3%

51.7
57.2
55.0

57.3
60.6
62.6

68.4
71.7

74.4
75.7

71.1

79.1

49.4
55.9
53.3

55.0
59.5
60.9

Table VI -Input and output characteristics
at

1

kHz.
Level

Input

Line

Overload

Imp.,
Kilohms

Output

Sens.

49 mV

>31 V

36

Line
Hdphn.

Level
Open Ckt.

Loaded

490 mV

415 mV
398 mV

500 mV

sponses.
The input and output characteristics (Table VI) are basically right to specification. would, however, prefer a lower
output impedance to minimize loading when the CR -4A is
feeding some professional equipment having 10-kilohm input impedances. The clipping level, relative to meter zero, is
higher than for most decks
desirable feature. With an 8 ohm load, the headphone output was 4.2 mW for each
channel. High to very high levels were obtained on all of the
headphones tried.
The two sections of the input pot tracked within dB over
an attenuation range of 60 dB down from the maximum -level
setting -excellent performance. The sections of the output
pot met the same criterion for a 50 -dB range, which is quite
good. Turning the balance control left reduced the level of
the right channel -up to 56 dB at its maximum left setting.
The control had a very good nonlinear effect: It reduced the
level just 2 dB in the first 30° of rotation, and 10 dB at 90°.
Balance controls which have a linear effect can be too
touchy for fine adjustment of relative channel levels.
The CR -4A peak -responding meters have 13 light -green
segments for each channel. Only 12 of these are effective
level indicators, as the
40 segment is always on. Because
of the inconsistent relative positions of the LEDs and the
level numbers, couldn't be certain what the turn -on thresholds should be for a number of the segments. Those that
seemed obvious were all within ±0.5 dB of the calibrations.
The steps below zero were somewhat coarse, but those
above were each about 2 dB. This resolution is actually
quite good, particularly as the meters are peak -responding
and the maximum recording levels are above meter zero for
the three tapes. did, however, conclude that accurate level
setting would be easier if the LEDs changed color above

Imp.,
Ohms

Clip (Re:
Meter 0)

2.1k

+19.3 dB

13

-

I

Table Ill shows the third -harmonic distortion (HDL3) for
the three tapes at 400 Hz with Dolby C NR. The lowest
amplitude was 10 dB below Dolby level and was increased
in each case until the output showed HDL3 had reached 3%.
Distortion was lowest with Nakamichi ZX tape, highest with
SX tape.
In the past,
have measured HDL3 across a frequency
band from 50 Hz to 4 kHz or above, at a level 10 dB below
Dolby, for one of the three tape types. Such results indicate
how distortion increases at the frequency extremes, but
decided to change how present this information (Table IV).
First,
reduced the lowest frequency to 40 Hz, because
recent tests have shown that a fair percentage of music has
considerable energy down to this point. Then measured
the 3% -distortion MOLs for all three tapes, to give a better
picture of the actual maximum recording levels with the
various tapes.
The superiority of the ZX metal tape in the lower frequencies is quite apparent in Table IV, but notice that EXII is
slightly better at 4 and 6 kHz. With music that has much
high -frequency energy, it might not be possible to take full
advantage of the ZX's low -frequency MOLs. All of the results
are at least very good. Without Dolby C NR, distortion was
generally about 10% higher.
Signal-to-noise ratios of the three tapes were measured
with and without Dolby C NR, using both IEC A and CCIR/
ARM weightings (Table V). The results are very good -and
I

I

I

I

I
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I

zero.
The frequency response of the meters was 3 dB down at
39 Hz and 16.5 kHz, which is a bit restricted, especially with
the extended record/playback response of the deck itself.
The meters actually responded faster than called for in the
IEC Standard, if the continuous reference level was any
more than a small fraction of a dB above the meter -zero
threshold. The 20 -dB decay time was 1.2 S -slightly shorter
than the Standard. Overall, judged that peak levels should
be easy to read. The meters read higher with the tone -burst
test signal offset in the negative direction, which is good.
However, they were not higher with a positive offset, which
means they are not fully peak detecting.
had commented earlier that the tape play speed was
very accurate. also found that the deck was very resistant
to changes in line voltage. Over a range from 110 to 130 V,
the greatest change relative to 120 V appeared to be about
+ 0.003% at 130 V. Tape -speed cyclic variations were
± 0.01% at most, with a 0.7-S period. Flutter was 0.033%
weighted rms and ± 0.048% weighted peak; these results
are both very good, even if the rms figure is slightly above
specification. Fast -wind times were 64 and 99 S for C-60
and C-90 cassettes, respectively. Run -out to stop was less
I

I

I
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It's No Longer A
ell -Kept Secret.
The Audiophile -File" Magazine is no longer a well -kept Secret. Audiophiles worldwide have been joining the
growing contingent, turning the Well -Kept Secret into a well-known success.

As enthusiasts discovered The Audiophile -File', they discovered its concise and value -oriented equipment
reviews. They enjoyed the in-depth attention paid to recordings. They read with interest its interviews with
prominent music and audio personalities. They were informed by our Ilot and SIZZLIN' Audio Ne%%sTM column
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Users who want the best
performance, rather than
automated features, will
find that the CR -4A offers
good value.
than 2 S in fast wind, about S in play. Changes in fast -wind
direction, or going from wind to play, took 1 S or less.

Among the CDs used for sources were Bach: The Organs
at First Congregational Church, Los Angeles with Michael
Murray (Telarc CD -80088), André Previn and the Vienna
Wind Soloists playing Beethoven and Mozart piano and
wind quintets (Telarc CD-80114), and Star Tracks with Erich
Kunzel and the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra (Telarc CD 80094). Bach's "Toccata and Fugue in D Minor" was a good
track to demonstrate that the lowest frequencies in some
music are what limit the recording level. Meter indications
for the three tapes had to be made somewhat lower than
Nakamichi's recommendations to ensure clean bass.
Because of their somewhat restricted spectral energy at
both low- and high -frequency ends, the piano and wind
quintets could be recorded up to the limits of all tapes. The
best results did require keeping the peak levels measurably
below the MOL figures given in the measurements section.
By listening very intently and switching back and forth,
thought might get indications of tape flutter. didn't really
hear anything that
could label as flutter, but there was
greater clarity when listening to the CD directly. Star Tracks
has a lot of treble energy, which expected to be the limiting
factor in setting record levels. Instead, the actual limiting
factor turned out to be the bass drum in "The Imperial
March" from The Empire Strikes Back. This required a
reduction of about 3 dB in the record level, but with a typical
deck, the reduction would have been much greater.
got a lot of really good listening from the CR -4A. would
credit its flat, extended responses, very good MOLs, and
low distortion, noise, and flutter. This deck certainly has one
of the best sounds at any price. Its price is not low, and
Nakamichi has included few conveniences for the recordist.
The manual calibration process takes but a few seconds,
however, and the results are certainly not bettered by any
other approach have seen.
For those who want many automated features and different counter modes, the CR -4A could be rather frustrating.
For the user who doesn't need scans and searches and will
use just a little effort to get the best magnetic performance
from a tape, this Nakamichi deck is worth its dollars and
would make a good choice.
Howard A. Roberson

1

Use and Listening Tests
The owner's manual is trilingual (English, French, and
German), with illustrations correctly placed for each language. The material presented is succinct and lucid. Many
users, however, would probably benefit from more discussion on how to tell when an equalization change would be in
order. Additional details on setting record levels would also
be helpful.
All of the switches and controls were completely reliable
throughout the test cycle.
did have to remind myself
occasionally to switch EQ after making a change in tape
type. It would have been helpful if the positions of the
pushbutton switches were more obvious. Timer start in play
or record had about a 3-S delay before the transport started. Record mute worked as intended and the status LED
was helpful, but missed not having automatic mute timing
and stop. The clicks from record, pause, and stop were
muted in nature-hard to hear even with Dolby C NR in use
and the output amplified greatly.
Calibration was very easy to do and took but a few
seconds. always remembered to switch it off because
always wanted to rewind to where started. It did, however,
take me a few times before consistently remembered to set
the counter to zero before starting calibration to ensure
getting rewind to the right point. The dynamic responses of
the meters were very good for setting levels with music, but
a change in LED color at or above zero would have been
helpful.
The record playback with pink noise covering the range
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz was very close in sound character on
all three Nakamichi tapes, with and without Dolby B and C
NR. When switching back and forth between NR modes, or
between tape and source, there were few audible clues as
to which signal was hearing. At higher levels, where the
meters reached + 7 and above, the roll -off with Dolby B NR
and the improvement with Dolby C NR both became quite
apparent.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Crossover Frequencies: 50, 63,
80, 100, and 125 Hz.

High -Pass Filter Slope:

12 dB/oc-

tave.

Low -Pass Filter Slopes:

12 or 18

dB/octave.

Hum and Noise: -95 dB.
Total Harmonic Distortion:

Less

than 0.007%.

IM Distortion: Less than 0.007%.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 13/4 in. H x
83/4 in. D (48.3 cm x 4.5 cm x 22.2
cm).

Weight: 12 lbs. (5.5 kg).
Price: $499.
Company Address: 21300 Superior

SUMO DELILAH
CROSSOVER

St., Chatsworth, Cal. 91311.
For literature, circle No. 93
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The Sumo Delilah crossover offers substantial flexibility in
its outputs and crossover frequencies. In addition to the

expected high -frequency stereo outputs, it has low -frequency outputs that include both same -polarity and reversed polarity stereo pairs. Being able to make polarity changes at
the crossover is a worthwhile advantage. Otherwise, such
changes would have to be made at the loudspeaker or
amplifier output and could be much less convenient. The
low -frequency outputs can also be used for feeding a stereo
subwoofer, with two stereo amplifiers operating together in
bridged mode for higher power output. Sumo makes a
strong pitch for the desirability of having plenty of power for
the two bottom octaves.
98

With most stereo amplifiers, bridging is possible by feeding the "+" and " " outputs of the crossover to the left and
right inputs of the amplifier. The "hot" terminals of the
amplifier's left and right outputs are then used to drive the
subwoofer. In this way, both channels of the amplifier contribute to the subwoofer drive. (Some stereo amplifiers will
not work well with this hookup. Check with your amplifier's
manufacturer to make sure there are no potential problems.)
The connections for a mono subwoofer also include both
normal- and reversed -polarity jacks. This makes it easy to
reverse a mono subwoofer's polarity at the crossover-if
such a change is needed-and to drive a stereo amplifier in
bridged mode for greater power output.
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The low- and high-pass sections can be set individually to
50, 63, 80, 100, or 125 Hz. The high-pass section has a 12
dB/octave slope. The low-pass section has a gain control,
and its slope can be set for 12 or 18 dB/octave.
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Crossovers and Sound Fields
suspect that most audiophiles who have two- or threeway loudspeakers never give much thought to the crossovers included in their speaker systems. Most of us prefer to
believe that the manufacturer did whatever was necessary
to make things come out right. Subwoofers are available
with and without built-in amplifiers and with and without lowI
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The Delilah crossover is just 13/4 inches high but, with its
solid rack ears and handles, conveys a sense of ruggedness immediately. The mounting -hole spacing and standard
EIA height make for easy and exact placement in all 19-inch
racks. The weight is hefty enough, however, that the rear of
the unit should be supported in any portable installations.
The "Power On" switch, at the left end of the front panel,
clearly shows by its position (in or out) whether the unit is on,
as does its green LED, which is easily seen at a distance. In
the center of the panel, from left to right, are the low-pass
"Level" control and the "Low Pass" and "High Pass" crossover frequency rotary switches. Each has a large round
knob which makes for easy turning (although the switch
knobs might benefit from some knurling). The "Level" control has "Min" and "Max" labels at the extremes of rotation,
but an indication of the 0 -dB gain point would be much
more useful. The crossover frequencies (50, 63, 80, 100,
and 125 Hz) are the same for both low pass and high pass.
The range and the third -octave spacing of these frequencies are good, as they allow matching the great majority of
subwoofers. The detents for these two switches are excellent, but setting them and the level control to particular
positions would be aided by indices more obvious than
grooves in the black knobs. At the right end are three
pushbutton switches. The first two are interlocked and are
for "Low Pass Slope," "18 dB," and "12 dB." Each has a
yellow LED to show which has been selected. The third
switch is for on/off "Bypass"; bypass is indicated by a red
LED. All control labels are gold and, on the black panel, are
relatively easy to see with medium -level room lighting.
The gold-plated input/output jacks on the back panel
have easy -to -read white labels on a black background.
From left to right are stereo pairs of jacks for "input," "H.F.
Out," "L.F. Out" (two pairs, one "+" and one "-"), as well
as the single "+" and
jacks for "Mono Out."
Removing the top and side cover revealed a close -to -full chassis p.c. board of the highest grade. The layout of the
high -quality components was very neat, and each was labelled. There were many discrete transistors and just five
ICs soldered in place. (And what soldering could be seen
was excellent.) The power supply was mounted separately
from the board and covered by a close -fitting shield. The
toroidal transformer could just be seen from the front -panel
end. After long use, the power supply cover was barely
warm. There may have been a fuse under the shield, but I
did not remove it to check.
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Fig. 1-Swept-frequency
responses for low- and
high-pass settings of 50,
80, and 125 Hz, and

12-dB/octave slopes, with
internal equalization set
for use with Sumo
Samson subwoofer
(see text).

10

-0

100

1k

FREQUENCY

Fig. 2-Swept-frequency

responses for filter
settings of 50, 80, and
125 Hz, and with
crossover bypassed after
switching equalization out.
pass filters. The accessory crossover provides both low and high-pass sections to control what goes to the sub woofer (keeping out the high frequencies) and what goes to
the main speaker (keeping out the lowest frequencies).
One design approach is to make the subwoofer responsive to bass transients so that, in the crossover region, the
bass pressure wave adds in phase to the pressure wave
from the main speaker. A second approach considers the
subwoofer output to be nondirectional because of the long
bass wavelengths; thus, the addition of sound within the
listening room from the subwoofer and the main speaker will
be on an acoustical power basis. For the first approach, the
99

The range and spacing of
the crossover frequencies
is good, allowing a good
match for most subwoofers.

both low- and high-pass outputs down 6 dB and in phase at
the crossover frequency would meet these basic needs.
The amplifier and subwoofer, of course, would need to have
the correct polarities for the desired acoustical addition.
The Sumo Delilah has low- and high-pass outputs down 3
dB at the crossover point, and flat response would result
from power addition of the two outputs. This makes the
Delilah more applicable to the second type of subwoofer.
Sumo uses Bessel filters, which have the flattest response in
the time domain with less -sharp frequency roll -off in comparison to other designs. There is no common agreement on
this; some feel that Bessel-filter crossovers sound better
than Butterworth -filter devices with the same slopes.

Measurements
Fig. 3-Swept responses
at 63 and 100 Hz, with

low-pass slope switched
to 18 dB/octave.
Additional sweeps
(beginning top left) show
effect of raising low frequency level by 5 and
10 dB.

In the measurements that follow, keep in mind that electrical testing of a crossover cannot prove exactly what will
happen with various loudspeakers and their placement in
particular rooms.
first checked the frequency response at the high-pass
output, with the crossover in bypass mode. Relative to 1
kHz, the level was down 0.4 dB at 20 Hz but was flat (±0.0
dB) at 20 kHz. The -3 dB points were at 3.4 Hz and 644
kHz. The high -frequency response seemed unnecessarily
extended, though the 20 -kHz response was certainly outstanding and later tests showed that the noise output was
low. With the Delilah set for normal crossover operation, the
high-pass output was the same (within 0.04 dB) as it had
been in bypass mode, while the low -frequency levels were
controlled by the crossover settings.
When first tried measuring the frequency response of the
low-pass sectior, got confusing results. At first, as shown
in Fig. 1, substantial peaking occurred around 25 Hz, with
response dropping sharply below that point (to -21 dB at
10 Hz). A check of the owner's manual showed me that this
was probably due to a switchable equalization circuit, which
is designed to get flat response down to 25 Hz (from Sumo's
Samson nonpowered subwoofer) while rejecting subsonic
energy. Following the instructions for other subwoofers,
removed the top cover and switched this SO out.
Figure 2 shows the responses after turning off the equalization and matching the low- and high-pass levels by
switching the frequency back and forth and adjusting the
low-pass level control. For clarity, plots were made only for
the 50-, 80-, and 125 -Hz settings and for the bypass. The
filter slopes were accurate for 12 dB/octave, most obviously
so with the low-pass responses. With the 125 -Hz setting, the
low-pass response (relative to 30 Hz) was +0.06 dB at 20
Hz, -1.0 dB at 2.6 Hz, and -3 dB at 1.5 Hz.
Figure 3 shows the response for the 63- and 100 -Hz
settings with the low-pass slope switched to 18 dB/octave.
Also shown is the effect of increasing the low-pass level in
two 5 -dB steps. The range of the control was from total
attenuation to 11 dB above matched level. (The matched level point was at about one o'clock. The control has no
marker, so put a little label on it to aid in my own evaluation.) Note that in both Figs. 2 and 3, the crossover points
are very consistent in their displacement below zero. A
check of this specific property showed that all of the points
for all five crossover frequencies and the two slopes were 3
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resulting from voltage
addition of low- and highpass outputs. Top group
is with 12-dB/octave
slope, bottom group with
18-dB/octave slope.

subwooter can be relatively compact, which permits positioning in the same plane as the main speakers. Power
addition is the goal with the second approach, where sub woofers can be quite large, usually requiring floor placement. Such units may offer high power and more extended
bass response than the typical, shelf -mountable, fast -response subwoofers.
With the fast -response subwoofer, addition of the pressure waves would be desired for the best perception of the
direct sound wave from the speakers. A crossover that has
100
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Crossover points are very
consistent, within 0.3 dB
for ten frequency/slope
combinations I measured.

dB down (±0.3 dB) at the crossover frequency. This held
true, provided both the high- and low-pass filters were set to
the same slope. (That ±0.3 dB variation, incidentally, includes any error might have made when matching levels.)
The outputs from the Delilah can be combined in a number of ways. If the low-pass stereo outputs are selected,
then you can use the same -polarity (" + ") or the reversed polarity (" ") jacks to feed a stereo amplifier. In adding the
outputs of the low- and high-pass sections by summing their
voltages, we can get some indication of how the sound
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pressure waves from the subwoofer and main speakers
would add acoustically. What is shown in Figs. 4 and 5
(discussed below) only applies, however, if the listener is
equidistant from the acoustic centers of both speakers, so
as to maintain this time/phase relationship. The relative
phase in the crossover region changes in such a way that
the reversed -polarity low-pass output adds positively to the
high-pass output. The same -polarity output, however,
causes a subtraction.
Figure 4 shows the summed responses for both low-pass
slopes for 50-, 80-, and 125 -Hz settings. With the shifted
phase of the reversed -polarity output matching the shifted
phase of the high-pass output at the crossover point, the
responses actually increase to a maximum of +3.0 dB
relative to reference level. Remember that the crossover
points were at -3.0 dB and that there is a 6 -dB increase
with voltage addition of the same signal:
-3.0 + 6.0 dB = +3.0 dB.
For the low-pass same -polarity condition, the phases are
close to 180° out at the crossover. There also is noticeable
cancellation-about 8 dB with the 12 dB/octave slope and
17 dB or more with 18 dB/octave. These numbers demonstrate why it is so important to get polarity relationships
correct when using a subwoofer. However, keep in mind
that, for a particular pairing of an amplifier and subwoofer,
including their location, the same -polarity connection might
be the one to use.
If the sound powers from the subwoofer and the main
speaker are considered to be adding, the total of the two
powers at -3 dB results in flat power response. thought of
a test to prove that this was so: fed one pink -noise source
into the left input and another into the right. Then, added
the left low-pass output to the right high-pass output and fed
the summation to a third -octave RTA. The response was flat
throughout the crossover region, showing good results from
power summing.
Figure 5 shows how it might or might not be possible to
use the Delilah's controls to flatten voltage/pressure added
responses. The uppermost group of curves shows the effect
of shifting the 12-dB/octave low-pass crossover frequency
down while leaving the high-pass setting at 125 Hz. Appreciable flattening takes place, and the overall response with
a low-pass setting of 63 Hz is really quite good. The second
set of curves, for the 18-dB/octave case, indicates less
success. The third and fourth groups show that reducing the
low-pass level for the 12- and 18-dB/octave slopes, respectively, is not a good idea for this purpose.
Harmonic distortion was very low in the high-pass output-just 0.002% in the left channel and 0.003% in the right
channel over most of the range. At the highest frequencies,

r

5-Attempts to flatten
responses by shifting
low-pass frequency down
(top two groups) and by
reducing low -frequency
level (bottom two groups).
Filter slopes are 12 dB/
octave for the first and
third groups, 18 dB/
octave for the second and
fourth.
Fig.
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Fig.

6-Phase

comparisons for 80-Hz,
five -cycle tone burst.
From top to bottom: Test
signal, low-pass output,
high-pass output, and
voltage -summed results.

Note the relatively small
phase difference between
the low- and high-pass
outputs, and the good
damping at the
termination of the burst
(see text).

the distortion reached 0.003% and 0.004% for left and right
channels, respectively. It was difficult to make any meaningful measurements of the low-pass output, but over this
output's limited frequency range, noise and distortion was
less than 0.015%.
Relative to
V, the noise was down 92 to 97 dBA, with
-95 dBA typical for most control settings. The maximum
input and output level was a very high 10.2 to 10.5 V at any
frequency from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The input impedance was
46 kilohms, and all of the output impedances were very
1
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Electronically, the Delilah
is impeccable, with low
noise and distortion and
very flat response outside
the crossover region.
low-close to 100 ohms (120 ohms was the highest figure
obtained). These are all excellent results.
set both sections of the Delilah to 80 Hz, with the lowpass gain set for matched level. Then, fed in a five -cycle
80 -Hz tone burst. Figure 6 shows (from top to bottom) the
test signal, the low-pass output, the high-pass output, and
the voltage -summed result. Oscilloscope gains were adjusted to facilitate making waveform comparisons. The broadening of the second and fourth traces is the result of storing
the waveforms from tests with both 12- and 18-dB/octave
slopes and the fact that there was a difference in phase shift
for the two slopes. The phase difference between the low and high-pass outputs is relatively small, so these two
waveforms are lined up quite closely, as is the summed
signal. These waveforms are really quite good, and the low and high-pass signals remaining at the termination of the
burst are quickly and smoothly damped.

tion, the polarity needed cannot be proven when making the
initial hookup. The manufacturer also provides good guidance on selecting crossover frequencies and does a fine
job of explaining how a reduction of the low-pass frequency
setting can reduce unwanted bass heaviness. Sumo's position appears to be that the sound from the main speakers
and the subwoofer will add on a power basis, in which case
exact subwoofer location would not be as important as it
would be if the goal was to have the two sound waves add
and be in phase. A comment or two on subwoofer placement, however, would have been in order.
The Delilah was tried with a Triad Design HSW-300 sub woofer, which has a built-in stereo amp. found a combination that seemed best to me: High-pass and low-pass frequencies at 80 and 63 Hz, respectively, and the reversed polarity left and right outputs. It was quite easy to adjust the
low-pass gain for good balance, but
did change the
setting occasionally for better results with particular music.
Electronically, the Sumo crossover is impeccable: it has
low distortion and noise and very flat response outside the
crossover region. With the many choices for crossover frequencies and low-pass output connections the Delilah offers, it can be a problem -solver for many audiophiles who
are adding subwoofers. The price is a bit on the high side,
perhaps, but the Delilah is of the highest quality-in all
respects.
Howard A. Roberson
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Use and Listening Tests
The owner's manual has the feel of a personal communication, with its stapled pages and typewritten (but well
reproduced) text. There are very good comments on the
requirements for associated amplifiers and how they might
be used. No illustrations or connection diagrams are included, but the text is explicit on which jacks to use and why.
Sumo makes the important point that, for each configura-
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MOD SQUAD
PRISM
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Company Address: 542 North
Highway, 101, Leucadia,
92024.
For literature, circle No. 94

Cal.
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have not been imBy and large,
pressed with the sound quality in many
recent CD players. These new players
have appeared with claims about the
benefits of technologies like higher
sampling rates and optical interstage
coupling. Nevertheless, their sound
has seemed to plateau out or even to
degenerate in quality.
Although other reviewers disagree,
have been disappointed in particular
with most of the machines using the
new Philips 16 -bit, four -times oversampling system. For all the hoopla from
the various manufacturers who convert
Philips -based electronics, most of
these models have not sonically outperformed the earlier 14 -bit Philips based machines, and many have fallen behind the latest generation of Sony
and Yamaha machines. While the various Philips 16 -bit players have heard
have differed in the details of their
sound character (as well as front -panel
features and brand names), they all
have been characterized by a slight
hardness and low-level grittiness in the
upper midrange. This increases the artificiality of most music and contributes
to listening fatigue.
This brings us to the Mod Squad
Prism, a $1,300 player intended to be
representative of the current state of
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changes he has made in the Philips
CD473. He does believe, however, that
the Prism differs fundamentally from
most other high -end conversions in
that the company has made significant
changes in the digital circuitry as well
as in the analog circuitry. He feels that
this allows the Prism to get the maximum possible lucidity and transparency out of a CD with minimal loss of
musical information.
It is clear that the Mod Squad has
done far more than change a few mi-

nor components. There are major
changes in the D/A section of the
motherboard as well as a totally new
board with a new audio gain stage,
power -supply regulation, current -sumthe art. Like many high -end players, it ming amplifier, and filter circuitry. The
is a conversion of a machine supplied Mod Squad has added an inboard
by another manufacturer. In this case, power supply for all of the new analog
the Prism is a converted Philips CD473 circuitry but has left the Philips 473's
that uses the same Philips 16 -bit D/A original power supply to handle the
circuitry have just complained about. digital and motor circuitry. They have
Nonetheless, it is the first real advance damped the 473's transport mechain CD sound that have heard recently. nism and the chassis, developed a
It also demonstrates that an engineer
damping disc to match the transport's
who emphasizes sound as well as tech- characteristics, and completely renical quality can make a tremendous moved the headphone amp circuit.
improvement in audible performance.
Whatever the actual details of the
Steve McCormack, the chief "Mod" technology, the sonic results are strikof the "Squad," is understandably re- ing. The Prism is significantly more
luctant to explain all the details of the open and dynamic than any other playI

t

4

_.

have heard to date. It delivers the
dynamic range that CD has promised
since it first appeared.
It is interesting to compare the Prism
to a top-quality conversion of a Philips
14 -bit player like the Sonographe. If
you listen to a high -quality disc like
Jazz at the Pawn Shop (Proprius
CD7778/9) on each player and set the
volume to provide the same measured
output levels on a medium -intensity
passage of music, the Prism will provide substantially more dynamic energy in the loud passages and substantially more resolution of harmonics and
low-level sound. The same is true of a
comparison with the older Cambridge
CD player, the recent Sony top -of -the line machines, and several others.
It is important to note that the Mod
Squad Prism does more than simply
make CDs sound more dynamic and
improve the musicality of the upper
octaves. Given at least a 24 -hour
warmup and using the supplied damping disc, the Prism consistently provides more musically convincing detail
with percussion, strings, and woodwinds than any other player I've heard
to date. It also does a better job of
resolving complex organ passages
and choral music. In fact, for anyone
who loves choral music or opera, the
er

I
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Prism should, perhaps, be compulsory. Vocal details that smear into the
background on other machines are
significantly clearer on this player.
As for frequency response or timbre,
the Prism has the merit of being remarkably flat and neutral. If you like
popular music or jazz, you will be very
pleasantly surprised by the quality of
the bass line. The Mod Squad player
restores a lot of bass power without
exaggerating bass output. Its superior

dynamic performance is comparable
to, or better than, that of the best moving -coil cartridges.
The Prism has superior upper midrange and treble. Most high -end players soften the upper octaves, particularly the upper midrange. The Prism
takes a very different approach. It removes most of the hardness and
"grunge" in CD sound without losing
upper -octave speed and energy, and
it offers the most musically realistic reproduction of low-level treble "air" and
detail have yet heard in a CD player.
should, however, stress that this is
not a "forgiving" player. While other
players-all in very different ways-reduce some of the sonic shock effect of
poor or mediocre CDs, the Prism gives
you all the data on the disc. To give
some specific examples, The Mod
Squad player's superior resolution can
be a real blessing with CDs that are
good remasterings of older recordings, or where the producer really
knows what he or she is doing. Anyone
who admires the Chesky remasterings
of classic records is going to love this
unit. The same will be true of anyone
who admires the string sound of Reference Recordings, or jazz and voice on
the better Opus and Proprius CDs. If
you like the way Harmonia Mundi treats
its vocal recordings and Bach, you are
going to want the Prism. At the same
time, it is merciless in revealing the
essentially nonmusical results of close
miking. You clearly hear the fact that
the mike is too close or that the instruments are spotlighted in ways you will
never hear in a live performance. The
strange fascination many producers
now have with the sound of a violin as
heard at the violinist's chin is all too
clear.
Some of the same advantages and

can overcome the slight two-dimensional sound character of CD, and it is
more revealing of soundstage detail
than any other player I've heard. This

superior soundstage performance
comes through quite clearly even on a
popular-music disc like Willie Nelson's
Stardust (Columbia CK-35305). You

will ge: better definition of imaging and
soundstage width than with any other
player yet developed. The Prism has a
deeper apparent soundstage than any
other player I've heard except the conrad-johnson-and the Prism puts more
musical detail in that depth. Just sit
back and listen to any given instrument
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disadvantages occur

in

terms of

soundstage. The Mod Squad Prism
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On good recordings, the
Prism provides amazing
realism. On bad recordings,
the extra resolving power
can be jarring.
on Jazz at the Pawn Shop. Not only do
you get a musically convincing placement, you get more apparent focus
without any artificial "etching" or exaggeration of imaging effects.
You may, however, feel differently if
you put on something like Linda Ronstadt's Greatest Hits, Volume I (Elektra

While Rontstadt scarcely turns
15 -foot wandering violin, the
effect on about half the tracks
one wonder what the producer
thought he was doing with the sound stage. One of my sons occasionally
listens to Abba, a group that was
cursed, during its early and middle ca1062).
into a
overall
makes

BEATIFUL MUS
IS ONLY
SKIN

reer, by some of the worst recording
efforts in the history of the business.
The Mod Squad Prism clearly reveals
that Abba's backup on its Greatest Hits
(Atlantic 19114-2) is often recorded in
a way that
can only describe as
stage -wide, mono, time smear; it
seems to have been filtered to remove
the deep bass and any localizing information above 2 kHz.
The Prism presents the producer of
a recording with the same challenge
posed by many of the best new moving -coil cartridges. There is no forgiveness in terms of errors in the sound stage. With good chamber music and
jazz recordings, the Prism will provide
a far better illusion of realism. With bad
recordings, the extra resolving power
can be jarring.
You really do need to set your balance control to provide the best
soundstage with a given recording. As
is the case with all other top-quality
players, the Prism is very revealing of
the minor imbalances in right -left signal information in CDs.
had to go out and buy a player
If
today, I'd buy the Mod Squad Prism.
have to stress, however, that am talking about the nuances you hear with
top, high -end equipment. There is a
long list of other new high -end players
coming onto the market, and a number
of other firms have their own high -end
conversions of the Philips 16 -bit machines. If you buy this player, do so
because it produces excellent musical
sound, not because it comes with any
guarantee of being top of the heap.
If a competing designer is to make a
major advance over the Prism, that designer will have to combine the best of
digital sound with the best of analog.
The Prism has solved the problems of
lucidity and apparent dynamic range
in CD to a degree where depth, air,
and transparency are the remaining
barriers. Further, should remind you
that while the Prism does cost $1,300,
no one ever said good sound should
cost only pocket change. (While earlier
there was an upgrade service for the
CD650 and 472 models, the Mod
Squad no longer converts other models.) In a world where high -end tone arms can cost over $2,000, the Mod
Squad Prism CD player offers a hell of
a lot of sound quality for the money.
Anthony H. Cordesman
I
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"Skin effect"
is a phenomenon

cudioquest
P.

0.

Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

which causes discontinuities in the
behavior of electrical
current as it flows thru
the core and outer skin
of an audio conductor.
This effect causes much
of the distortion, poor imaging
and poor dynamic contrast
in most conventional speaker
cables.
LiveWire Black prevents
these problems by using 6
surface -only conductors.
These technically sophisticated conductors have a
single layer of .254mm OFHC
copper stranded around a
polypropylene core.
Audition LiveWire Black
at your nearest Audioquest
dealer and he'll show you
how to keep your music skin
deep and beautiful.

Tel: 714/498-2770 Fax: 714/498-5112 Tlx: 205864
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The AR Expert
Name:

Alex Barsotti

Occupation: ibledyne Acoustic

Research's

National Service Manager

Years with Teledyne Acoustic Research:

Objective: 'lb

21

service the customer

(Editor's note: We interviewed Alex to find out how ia'ledyne
Acoustic Research excels at serving their customers)

Q. Alex,

what is your position at AR really

about?
A. Customer satisfaction. I do everything I can
to keep dealers and customers satisfied with
AR products.
Q. You

mean repairing speakers, electronics?

A. Yes, but there's more. It goes beyond the

typical Service Department framework.
Q. Explain "goes beyond".
A. Actually, my day encompasses much more

than the "fix -it' problems. I usually spend most
of my time answering questions.
Q. Questions
what kind?
A. I think the most common questions asked
by consumers are what amplifier should I use
or how much power do I need or what speaker
is best suited for my own listening.

-

Q. So what do you tell them?
A. What we try to do is to get a feel from the
customer as to what kind of music he or she
prefers, what kind of room environment the
product will be used in, what kind of listening
habits. And from that we try to give a guideline
on how to choose an amplifier, what to look
for in an amplifier according to what the listening habits are. Often they will call and ask
which speaker should buy. That's not an easy
question to answer because there are so many
different factors involved in choosing a
loudspeaker.
1

of loudspeakers, but also the difference between
AR and some other company. You can look at
specs and you can detail features of a product,
but I think the bottom line is that you have to
listen to it. We try to advise the customer to
listen to a few types
two or three models. A
loudspeaker is like anything else: you have to
choose the one suited for your own listening
criteria. We recommend how they should listen.
If they have a favorite recording, to take it with
them, something they are familiar with and use
that to audition the different models of loudspeakers with the same recording.
Q. Aside from answering these questions,

-

what is the most important thing you think
you do for your customers?

-

fast and easy. When you
own a product and something goes wrong with
it, you want it repaired not
only quickly, but easily. No
hassles. No long waits.
That's what part of my
A. Provide service

o

job is all about.
Q. How wouldyou

.

describe Acoustic
Research'sphilosophy toward its
customers?
A. From the first day I
started working I think
one thing that was
stressed to us in the Service Department is that the
customer's needs are
our primary objec-

customer think about the
things he has to consider before he can make
a decision?
A. That's correct. We really try not to suggest a
specific amp or a specific loudspeaker, but give
them options so that when they go into a store
they know what they should look at. For
instance, a floor model versus a bookshelf.
Most customers have no idea that a loudspeaker designed to be on a bookshelf might
not be suited to being on the floor and vice
versa. We try to find out their listening habits
do they like mellow sound or more contemporary music? Do they listen at high volumes
or background levels? From this information we
can give accurate advice. Other questions asked
are what the difference is between loudspeakers, not only within our own current line

-

o
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performance.
Q. What does the AR warrant), cover?
A. The AR warranty for loudspeakers is a
5 -year full warranty. Full warranty means that
for 5 years from date of purchase, we not only
guarantee our product will not fail, but will
perform within ± 1 dB of the original specs.

would you summarize what are the
most satisfying parts of being Service Manager for Teledyne Acoustic Research?
Q. Ater,

A. In the morning, when I arrive at work, I
never know what to expect. I have to deal with
different problems; I have to deal with different

situations. I think the most gratifying thing is
when someone comes to me with a problem, I
am able to solve that problem. Because when
the customer gets in touch with me,
I am the one he or she is relying
on for a solution. I have guidelines that I have to go by, but
at the same time I look at
each customer as an individual and each problem is
resolved in a different way.
It's personal. It's just me
and the consumer. If I can
minimize the problem, I can
minimize the inconvenience,
that's satisfying.

Q. So you help the

330 7Lrnpike Street

tives. In fact, Acoustic Research was the first
company to give a 5 -year "full" warranty on

on Reader Service Card
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THE CARVER CAR AMPLIFIER introduces
Magnetic Field Amplifier technology to automotive high fidelity. Finally, the traditional weak
link between car stereo decks and modern

speaker design has been replaced with Carver
technology. Into 1/10th of a cubic foot, Bob
Carver has engineered a complete 120 watts
RMS per channel amplification system with the
fidelity, accuracy and musicality demanded by
the most critical reviewers and audiophiles.
ESSENTIAL POWER. Even before the exciting advent of car Compact Disc players, an
abundance of power has been necessary to
reproduce, without distortion, the frequency
and dynamic range produced by modem decks.
Unfortunately, conventional amplifier technology is particularly unsuited to delivering this
needed power to the specialized car interior
environment. Like their home stereo counterparts, traditional car designs produce a constant high voltage level at all times, irrespective
of the demands of the ever-changing audio
signal-even those times when there is no
audio signal at all! Because automotive amplifiers must, obviously, derive their power from
the host vehicle, such an approach results in
substantial drain to delicately balanced automobile electrical systems.

Conventional power amplifier

Magnetic field amplifier

Solid line: audio output signal. Broken line: power supply vdtage.
Shaded area: wasted power. Vertical lines: power to speakers.

The Carver Magnetic Field Car Amplifier is
signal responsive. Highly efficient, it produces
only the exact amount of power needed to
deliver each musical impulse with complete
accuracy and fidelity. Thus the Carver Car Amplifier not only reduces overall long-term power
demands, but produces the large amount of
power necessary for reproduction of music at
realistic listening levels without the need for
oversize power supply components: Important
considerations in the minuscule spaces which
quality car design allocates to add-on
electronics.

O\RVER
POWERFUL

INTELLIGENT POWER. A hallmark of all
Carver amplifiers is the careful integration of
sophisticated speaker and amplifier protection
circuitry.The Carver Car Amplifier is no exception.
Speakers are protected with a DC offset
internal fault protection design which turns off
the power supply at first hint of overload. An
overcurrent detector mutes audio within microseconds of a short circuit, as does an output
short circuit monitoring circuit. Together, these
three circuits eliminate the potential need to
replace fuses, revisit your autosound installer,
or worse yet, replace expensive speakers due
to a moment's indiscretion with your deck's
volume control.

ASSIGNABLE POWER. Integrated biamplification and bridging circuits, along with
The Carver Car Amplifier's compact configuration make it ideal for multiple-amplifier
installations.
The built-in 18dB/octave electronic crossover allows use of two amplifiers in a pure biamplification mode without addition of extra
electronics. Or, at the touch of a button, one
Carver Car Amplifier can become a mono amplifier for subwoofers while the other Carver
Amplifier handles full range. Or, for astonishing
dynamic and frequency response, two Carver
Car Amplifiers may be operated in mono mode
into 8 ohms for a 240 watt per channel car system which will truly do justice to digital without
taxing your car's electrical generation system.
INNOVATIVE POWER. Can 1/10th of a cubic
foot of space hold yet more innovations? Yes.
Carver has addressed the ongoing problem
of head-end/power amplifier level matching:
Output of current car decks varies widely from
brand to brand and model to model. The result
can be a less than perfect match. The Carver
Car Amplifier incorporates circuitry which compensates for variations in head-end output,
reducing noise and optimizing signal-to-noise
ratio. In addition, Carver has added a subsonic
The Carver Car Amplifier

MUSICAL

Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98036
evolution
Distributed in Canada by technology
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filter which removes inaudible power -robbing
infrasonics before they can tax the amplifier
and speakers. Finally, a delayed turn -on circuit
activates the Carver Car Amplifier after your
head -end unit has powered up, to eliminate
starting pops and thumps.
ACCURATE POWER. It goes almost without
saying that a product Bob Carver designs for
the road carries the same superb electronic
specifications that his home audio products
are known for.
The Carver Car Amplifier is flat from 20Hz
to 20kHz, down -3dB at 16Hz and 30kHz. Not
coincidentally, the usual specifications given
for Compact Discs. A signal-to-noise ratio of
over 100dB means that, in even the most quiet
luxury sedan, you will never be annoyed by hiss.
The other specifications are equally as impeccable. You may peruse them in our literature or
in independent reviews soon to appear.
ACQUIRABLE POWER. The remarkable
Carver Car Amplifier is currently available for
audition at Carver dealers across the country.
It is worth the journey. Whether you have
a car system in need of the sonic excitement
possible with abundant power, or are in search
of the perfect complement to a new highperformance automobile, you owe it to
yourself to experience the logical extension
of Carver technology -The Carver Car
Amplifier M-240.

Power Output Stereo Mode: (continuous RMS power output per chon
net, both channels driven, al 13.8 VDC input). 120 W into 4 ohms, 20
more than 0.15% ND.

Hz to 20 kHz with no

Power Output Bridged Mono Mode. (Referenced to 13.8 VDC input)
240 W into 8 ohms. 20 Hz to 20kHz with no more than .15% THD.

Input Sensitrvity.Variaole 250mV to 4V
Signal to Norse Ratio: (Referenced to 120 W. A weighted into 4 ohms)
Greate man 100 lb

Oossover:115 Hz, 18 d8/octave

Weight:4.7lb.
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Tracy Chapman
Elektra 60774-2, CD; 60774-1, LP.
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Performance: A
Performance: A
When you first sit down and listen to
Tracy Chapman's self -titled debut album, the immediate temptation is to
make comparisons between Chapman
and other female singer/songwriters.
Avoid that temptation! While it's certainly true that Chapman brings to
mind artists such as Joan Armatrading,
Odetta, and even Miriam Makeba (plus
a taste of Joni Mitchell), to dwell on
such comparisons would be to miss
the issue at hand. And the issue is that
the music industry has finally brought
us a young black woman who writes,
sings, and thoroughly addresses serious political, social, and, yes, emotional matters. This is new ground, and it is
being broken by a very talented individual.
Tracy Chapman is one of those uncommon musicians capable of drawing listeners into her songs. Whether
writing in the first or third person, all
she says can be shared and understood. You may empathize or sympathize, but either way you are captured.
Great musicians, of course, can only
be measured over the long haul; tag
ging Chapman with a "great" label at
this time would certainly be unfair and
premature. However, one thing all
great songwriters share-from Berlin
to Springsteen-is the ability to allow
us to bear witness to the proceedings,
to be drawn into the song, and thus
become part of it. Tracy Chapman has
that ability.
The material on her debut album is
varied, lyrically conveying feelings
which can be simultaneously construed as naively hopeful and painfully
realistic. In the lead track, "Talkin'
'Bout a Revolution," Chapman writes:
"Poor people gonna rise up and get
their share/Poor people gonna rise up
and take what's theirs ... Don't you
know they're talking 'bout a revolution/
It sounds like a whisper...."
Chapman writes of societal and personal changes equally well. There are
songs here about domestic violence,
sacrifices for love, and an expertly rendered first -person telling of a young
woman desperately searching for a
way out of poverty ("Fast Car"). After
CD Sound:
LP Sound:

-.VOICE OF CHANGE

'
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her mother leaves home, she drops out
of school to care for her alcoholic father. The only time she feels free from
her problems is when she's with a
young man driving in his fast car. How-

ever, the thought which remains

to back Chapman. These musicians
clearly understood that they were there
to support, not to lead. Kershenbaum
also st'uctured the instrumentation and
arrangements to support Chapman's
songs in a simple manner. Her original

throughout the song is: "You go: a fast
car, but is it fast enough so we can fly
away/We gotta make a decision, we
leave tonight or live and die this way."
Add that to such lyrics as "Why do
babies starve when there's enough
food to feed the world" (from the cut
"Why"), and you've got a tough, emotionally deep album. Chapman does
provide more tender moments in this
collection, but it's the tougher tunes
that make Tracy Chapman ar album of
some musical/historical significance.
Perhaps other record labels w II now
realize that there are other Tracy Chap mans with stories to tell.
Produce' David Kershenbaum, who
spent time at A&M Records (once
known as the singer/songwri:er label),
did an expert job, on this dig tal recording, of gathering the right players

acoustic guitar and vocal arrangements are enhanced by the extra instrumentation; only rarely does the
snare drum compete with, rather than
complement, the vocal.
Ore problem, though: On the front
cover of the LP, a sticker reads,
"Pressed on high -quality audiophile vinyl." Well, this may be so, but have
heard countless LPs pressed on less
esoteric vinyl that presented fewer extraneous sounds. Overall surface noise
was about equal to regular offerings. If
labels are truly trying to improve vinyl
quality, they need to stiffen quality control and provide nonstatic-collecting inner sleeves. So bypass the LP and go
directly to the CD bin when you buy
this collection.
Tracy Chapman is certainly having
her cay in the sun. The album is boomI
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Joni Mitchell overreaches,
but it's a small price to
pay for all the places,
public and private, that
she lets us enter.
cappella version

ing on the Billboard charts and getting

Byrds), an

a fair amount of radio airplay. All the
raves are warranted; this woman is a

"Where Have All the Flowers Gone," a
particularly lovely "Barbara Allen,"
Leadbelly's "Mister Tom Hughes's
Town," and Seeger's banjo and whistling gem "Living in the Country." This
cross-section of traditional songs and
social concerns illustrates just how remarkable Pete Seeger is.
The sound of this CD is quite clear,
but it is somewhat hissy at times-due,
no doubt, to the primitive recording
techniques then available. Still, there is
a marked improvement over the LP.
I've always regarded The Bitter and
the Sweet as one of Pete Seeger's very
best albums. It is a celebration of humanity, and on CD, the performance is
extraordinary. Time has not diminished
Michael Tearson
it one iota.

very talented musician. But beyond the
accolades remains the fact that someone like Tracy Chapman has been given a chance to sing what she's written.
We could be talking 'bout a musical
revolution here, but this one sounds
like more than a whisper.
Hector G. La Torre

The Bitter and the Sweet: Pete Seeger
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 873, CD:
Performance: A
Sound: B
Mobile Fidelity's reissue of The Bitter
and the Sweet on CD returns to the
public one of Pete Seeger's very best
albums, one that was a key to the folk
music revival of the early '60s. Recorded in 1962 at New York City's The
Bitter End, it captures a solo performance of Seeger in top form. Selections include "We Shall Overcome" (remember, this was recorded when the
Civil Rights movement was just hitting
its stride), "Turn! Turn! Turn!" (which
years later became a huge hit for The

a

Chalk Mark in

a

of.

Rain Storm: Joni

Mitchell

Geffen GHS 24172, LP.
Performance: B +
Sound: A Joni Mitchell is a special case. You
don't expect hit singles to come flying
off her albums, and with her latest, she
doesn't surprise.

Y

Not that she's anybody's fool. To indulge her much -loved talent for writing
musical poetry, as opposed to pop
songs, Mitchell's included a plethora of
background -vocal ringers to help
move some records here. Among them

are Willie Nelson, Peter Gabriel, Tom
Petty, Billy Idol ... I'm surprised we
didn't get Don Johnson and Barbra
Streisand. Yet, what could have
been-hell, what is-a gimmick manages to work. Maybe the songs have
something to do with it.
On "Dancin' Clown," for instance, a
witty spin through the old game where
men make fools of themselves for every "last -word Suzie ... lookin' top
nice," we have Billy Idol growling a few
lines as one Rowdy Yates, with Tom
Petty as the upright young Jesse. Idol,
in particular, is hilarious with his little
self -referential yowps and yelps. Willie
Nelson is distinctive in a slightly revised version of the old Roy Rogers
tune "Cool Water" (you know-"cooool, clee-earr, waterrrr"). And on the
haunting ballad "The Tea Leaf Prophecy (Lay Down Your Arms)," Wendy
Melvoin and Lisa Coleman (Wendy &
Lisa, once of Prince's band) serve as
essentially co -lead counterpoint. The
duo form an insistent Greek chorus
snaking in and out of Mitchell's tale
about a woman's adequate, empty life,
from a wartime marriage through dull
years of watching Johnny Carson on
late -night television.
Mitchell's music is more folk -inspired
than jazz this time around, and though
it's skilled integration of drum ma-

chines and keyboard synthesizers

of.

sound just as apt as Dylan's when he
turned electric, the effect is much less
jarring. Lyrically, Mitchell picks and
chooses her images with the care of a
mother trying to find just the right formula for her infant. But sometimes she
goes overboard. In the leathery -tough
"The Beat of Black Wings," she takes
on the guise of a soldier, Killer Kyle,
whose girlfriend had an abortion at a
clinic after "I put my hand on her belly/
To feel the kickin'." Take it from an
expectant father-kicks are real unlikely through the first trimester, the limit
for a legal abortion. And you have to
think twice about the lyrics of "My Secret Place," which talk about a special
place "that you, like no one else
know, might appreciate ... you're a
I
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Daryl Hall and John Oates
offer a sinfully delicious
blend of rock and R&B.
'

'

special case." Gee, Joni, you mean all
of us?
Whatever. Let Joni Mitchell overreach. It's a small price to pay for all
the places, public and private, she lets
us enter.
Frank Lovece

ooh yeah!: Daryl Hall and John Oates
Arista ARCD-8539, CD; AL -8539, LP.
ooh yeah!, Daryl Hall and John
Oates' first joint studio album in three
years, is the peak of this duo's career.
They have picked the fruits of their
considerable experience, and, by
whipping together the right proportions
of rock, doo wop, African rhythms and
instrumentation, soul, and sheer studio
savvy, they have produced another
sinfully delicious serving of their personal blend of rock and R&B.
Throughout this record, Hall and
Oates again prove themselves to be
splendid songwriters. With the occasional aid of Rick lantosca, Holly
Knight, and frequent collaborators

Sara and Janna Allen, they have
brought forth material that is intense
but never harsh. For instance, "downtown life" opens with a brief scream
cutting the silence. As it speeds along
at a smart pace, its caustic lyrics are
offset by sweet, gentle chimes in the
background. The result is a revealing
song about an ongoing, but sometimes
turbulent, love affair with New York
City's nightlife. Cut after cut offers
beautiful melodic lines ("everything
your heart desires"), sexy, soul -stirring
horns ("i'm in pieces"), intriguing synthesizer effects (the blend of "soul
love" into "realove"), and breathtaking
use of percussion.
The production and arrangementsby Hall and Oates, with bass player
Tom "T -Bone" Wolk-deserve mention
in their own right. They are simply a
knockout. The shifting planes of instrumentation, the superb balances in texture and volume, and the superior spatial presencing-this is the work of recording studio masters.
In comparing the CD to the LP, few
gross sonic differences are apparent.
The shining sound quality of the master
recording is only slightly marred by
surface noise on the LP. Served up on
vinyl or laser -read Compact Disc, ooh
yeah! is one delectable dish.
Paulette Weiss
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Conscious Party: Ziggy Marley and
The Melody Makers
Virgin 90878-2, CD; 90878-1, LP.
Sound: A
Performance: A

Although Ziggy Marley and The Melody Makers made two not -very -exciting albums for EMI, their debut for Virgin is a smash. Here, the children of
Bob Marley do their father proud.
An all -digital recording, the CD
sound of Conscious Party is spectacular with its full-blooded, in -your -face
presence. Exotic percussive effects,
always a big part of the charm of the
best reggae, whip from side to side
and bubble underneath. The rhythm
section is as sturdy as Gibraltar, without the bass being obnoxiously overbearing as in some reggae.
Producers Chris Frantz and Tina
Weymouth (both of Talking Heads)
have wisely stayed pretty much out of
the way of Ziggy, his siblings, and the
band. The sound they have designed
is ingenious, as it delivers strength on
the reggae backbeat and on the rock
downbeat. The producers also vary
textures from song to song to avoid the
bear trap of sameness.
The spice elements work just as they
are meant to: Lenny Pickett adding assorted reeds to four cuts, Jerry Harrison (also of Talking Heads) adding
keys to two others, and Keith Richards
playing lead guitar on "Lee and Molly."
It's a dense sound, and the CD deliv-

ers it in a fashion that the LP can't
match. Even though the LP has really
good sound, in order to really hear and
appreciate this one, you've got to get
the Compact Disc.
Besides, there's a bonus track on
the CD, and the music is sequenced
differently than on the LP and cassette.
Obviously, the order of songs was
completely rethought for a medium in
which there is one long program instead of two short ones. I'm surprised
this isn't done more often. The CD medium cries out for it!
In the end, it all comes down to

Ziggy Marley. Here, his charisma
blooms. He sounds eerily like Father
Bob, but Ziggy's songs are so strong
that they blunt any sound -alike criticism. "Tumblin' Down" crackles with
the sinew of a "Get Up, Stand Up" or a
"Trerchtown Rock." "New Love" is
melodically reminiscent of "I Shot the
Sheriff," and "Tomorrow People" has a
grace like "No Woman No Cry. '
End -to -end, Conscious Party is upbeat and uplifting, and it will please
even those who aren't wild about reggae music. Its ebullience and insinuating good nature are simply impossible
to resist.
haven't liked a reggae album this
much in a decade. Mark my words,
Ziggy Marley is about to become a
huge international star. He's got it all,
and so does Conscious Party. Get it or
get left behind.
Michael Tearson
I
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PASSIONATE BACH
not fussy manner, reasonably "authentic" but claiming no exactitude since
none really is possible. The Bach passions are very close to opera, as opera
was known in the 18th century. The
dramatic and often grisly story of
Christ's death, surrounded by the mob
at every point, is a better plot than 99%
of all operas, and Bach makes the
most of it. No longer do we do these
works in the heavy-handed, solemn
fashion we inherited from the 19th century. Things move along rapidly and
lightly here, and the climactic moments
are almost terrifying in their intensity"Crucify him! Crucify him!" shouts (or
sings) the mob. And such moments as
Peter's agony of remorse or Christ's
resigned words on the cross, "It is finished," will make your flesh creep. All
in all, myself have always felt that the
St. John Passion-much leaner, more
concentrated, more youthful than the
exalted St. Matthew-is really the finer
work of the two.
A Bach passion performance is
"made," first of all, by its "Evangelist"-the narrator, a high tenor whose
job it is to tell most of the story in quick
recitative (words spoken to musical
lines). This one, Howard Crook, is a bit
light but musically and dramatically excellent, rising to the high points in suI

Bach: Johannes Passion. Collegium
Vocale, Gent; Orchestre de la Chapelle Royale, Paris; Philippe Herreweghe.
Harmonia Mundi 901264.65, two CDs;
1264.65, two LPs.
Yes, there is an LP of this splendid
recording as well as a CD, and received both, though got the two versions at different times. Significantly,
the LP set enclosed, instead of the
usual lavish spread of foot -wide notes
and illustrations, a tiny CD booklet, almost lost in the vast spaces of the
unadorned box.
did make a briéf comparison of the
sound, but not to any useful conclusion. Both sets are quality products,
and if J. S. Bach gets your interest as
he is supposed to, the differences will
be very minor-mainly the inevitable
turning rhythm of the LP version, which
is audible in quiet moments.
Ah, but the fringe differences! The
band separations on the LP are almost
I

I

I

invisible, if numerous, and you will resort to the ancient try -and -try -again
method of locating a specific musical
item. Okay if you play straight through,
of course, but like an opera, this work
consists of dozens of short segments,
each flowing on into the next. It is indeed often desirable to pick out one or
12

another passage or to start somewhere
in midstream.
On the CD version, there are 19 or
20 precise index positions on each
disc, plus a good number of subindex
items at useful points, adding up to
half a hundred exact locations which
you can reach virtually instantly and
without extraneous music, not to mention squawks and scrapes. It is in this
kind of music that the CD automation
soars triumphant to bring us a really
new dimension in home listening! It
makes superbly easy what used to be
a pain in the neck: A detailed study o
listening to specific parts of the work.
And remember, the numerical readout
also tells you exactly where you are in
the continuity and, of course, where in
the actual words of the text.
Dare make a radical statement?that the CD, in this respect, will at last
reverse the long-time trend toward
"background" listening which has developed implacably ever since audio
began. This has not been good for
music that was definitely intended for
direct listening with full attention. Now
we have the means whereby we can
put that sort of attention to highly efficient use, perhaps even more so than
in the concert hall.
The recording? This is a first-class
"St. John," done in a contemporary but
I

perb fashion, always in pitch whatever
happens. Christ comes next, with far
less to say-he is traditionally grave
and reserved, a bass. In this role, Peter
Lika is a bit operatic but essentially
good. The other, briefer soloists (notably the alto, Catherine Patriasz) are in
proportion. The chorus is small, only 15
singers, but it is accurate, especially in
the fast and difficult "mob" scenes, the
bane of every amateur Bach chorus. (I
should know, for I've sung in a number
of performances as a member of the
"mob.")

Though nominally this is a French

recording, the performers predominantly seem to come from the polyglot
regions to the north and east of
France-namely Belgium, Luxembourg, and perhaps even Hollandwhere musical ties to Germany are
bound to be strong thanks to simple
geography. It is not, therefore, a defiantly French production but, rather, interestingly different from German Bach
or Bach from England or America.
liked it.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I
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two for stereo) Colossus digital surround recording system. It is also the
first Colossus I've heard. Good! Very
good, folded or no, with a large, open
sound and excellent balance in spite of
live -audience acoustics. Colossus? Or
just the circumstances? Give Colossus
the credit on faith.

r-

o

Second, this formerly shaky, small
Mozart orchestra is now healthy and
full-blooded, doing good things to the
music. Nothing precious here, no over delicacy, but no ponderosity either.
Can't help but enjoy it. As for Jeremy
Menuhin, son of the Menuhin (Yehudi),
heard him "live" in New York doing

i

I

Vladimir
Ashkenazy

Rimsky-Korsakov:

r

Scheherazade,

Op. 35; Tsar Saltan: Suite, Op. 57.
Philharmonia Orchestra, Vladimir Ashkenazy.
London 417301-2 LH, CD.

-

If this CD doesn't sell, there is no
justice! This is an outstanding recording in every respect. Engineering whiz
John Dunkerley furnishes a sensational
recording of demonstration quality in
the fabled acoustics of Walthamstow

NOW:

Bert Whyte

Mozart: Piano Concerto No. 13;
Overture to "Lucia Silla." Midsummer Mozart Festival Orchestra; Jeremy
Menuhin, piano; George Cleve.
Bainbridge BCD -6273, CD.

There's much besides Mozart in
recording. For one thing, it is the
CD in this Sonic Arts series, and
first to use the four -channel (folded
AUDIO/AUGUST 1988
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Even greater purity and performance
from Audio Research electronics.

Town Hall.

Ashkenazy is in his element with a
wonderfully Slavic, very romantic reading of the richly orchestrated "Scheherazade.' The portrayal of "The
Young Prince and the Young Princess"
section is especially sensuous, and the
hall accentuates the dazzling brass
and explosive percussion in the "Sea
and Shipwreck" finale.
Ashkenazy's conductorial skills grow
more impressive with every recording.
The superbly disciplined string playing
he elicits from the Philharmonia shows
how far he has progressed. Fine idiomatic performances of the "Tsar Saltan" suite and the ubiquitous "Flight of
the Bumblebee" make appropriate fillers on this exceptional Compact Disc.

-

=

invested in Audio
Research electronics
because you heard the
difference in accuracy,
detail and dynamics.
Music simply sounded
deless reproduced, more
real, on all input
scurces. Now you can
extract even more of the
performance you paid for:
with new LitzLinkn intercornects and LitzLine'
speaker wire from Audio Research.
LitzLink and LitzLine both inccrporate the
same oxygen -free copper Litz wire used
for critical point-to-point internal wiring in
Audio Research preamplifiers and power
amplifiers. Winding configuration and conductor size are the outcome of methodical experimentation and careful listening
tests by the people who know Audio
Research electronics best.
The greater tonal neutrality, transparency
to low-level detail, ambient richness and
dynamic expressiveness you II hear with
LitzLink and LitzLine aren't due to arcane
wire theory or marketing hype. They're
simply the result of painstakirg attention
to detail and quality component materialslike all Audio Research equipment.
VDU

'

HIGH DEFINITION° MUSIC REPF ODUCTION

Enter No.

4

an Reader Service Card

a
Assembly procedures,
solder formulation and
termination connectors
were all researched to
insure exceptional performance as well as
reliability. LitzLine, for
example, is terminated
with proprietary ugs
featuring heavy gold
plating over a
machined oxygen -free
copper base designed to
allow easier hookup as well as greater sonic
purity. You won't find them on any other
speaker wire.
In short, every detail of new LitzLink and
LitzLine is the outcome of careful listening
to music-not preconceived notions about
wire design. The result is a difference you'll
not only hear, but enjoy. And while LitzLink
and LitzLine were developed expressly for
Audio Research electronics, other high
quality electronics may benefit as well.
Ask your authorized Audio Research dealer
for an audition of new LitzLink and LitzLine.
-

Let your ears do the rest.

audio research

corporation

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex: 290-583

In this rendering, Mozart's
Piano Concerto No. 13
is neither precious nor
ponderous. You can't help
but enjoy it.

Beethoven and was not impressed.
(Sounded as if Papa had made him do
his homework.) But here-perhaps because we listen on disc?-he is more
persuasive, an accurate and expressive Mozart player, if on the gentle
side. Maybe he catches some of the
orchestra's new vitality? Whatever the

circumstance, he fills the bill nicely as.
a concerto player.
Finally, this is a live performance
with audience. Like the rest of the Mozart series out of Sonic Arts in Berkeley, it was made under that somewhat
flamboyant, lower -California engineer
and producer, Leo de Gar Kulka. Not

HPC
CPC

HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

le-

CO -PLANAR COPPER

George
Cleve

.

.

l
A

long ago, when Mr. Kulka first sailed
into classical recording with audience,
he managed to produce some real dillies of sheer ineptitude-the classics
are not that easy to barge into right out
of that other big stuff! His "live" recordings were ultra-live-minutes of
coughs and conversation before the
music began and long, noisy pauses
between movements.
Well, live and learn. Kulka is not
dumb. am, myself, still against "live"
audience recording in principle, because 90% of the time you substitute
the most glaringly unpleasant aspects
of a live concert for the much safer
illusion of concert reality. Who wants
audience coughs and rustles, too -long
pauses, noisy background sounds,
and, worst, assorted mistakes, whether
tiny or large, to be repeated at every
playing? A recording is not a live concert and shouldn't be.
So, at last, though this is another
such concert with very evident audience, things are under control. The
opening coughs are momentary, the
pauses are relatively quiet and brief,
and only the loud burst of applause at
the end seriously intrudes.
So Leo de Gar Kulka and Sonic Arts,
with the aid of Colossus and a much
improved orchestral ensemble (1987),
do a very creditable job. Mozart is happily served this time around.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I
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Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.
HPC and CPC cables are designed by, and manufactured exclusively for
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

Madrigal Audio Laboratories,
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Precision Stereo Componen -s
Bought -Sold -Traded -Repaired -Mod if led-Updated
AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase P266 ($2800) $1250, C300L
($3250); $1850; Acoustat TNT200 ($1249) $750; Belles 400
($1495) $800; Haller DC220 ($499) NEW $400; HK Citation
12 $175; McIntosh MC40s $750 MC502 ($1200) $675,

MC2125, ($1399) $950, MC2002 ($1850) 51400.1500,
MC2200 ($1399) $850, MC2250 ($2495) 51700, MC2500
($3495) $2600; MC7270 ($2295) $1750: Threshold S500 II
($3200) $2275. CD PLAYERS: Kyocera DA610CX NEW

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

1

ANNOUNCEMENTS

in bold face type at no

($550) $385; Magnavox CDB650 NEW ($500) $400, McIntosh MCD7000 ($1499) $900-1000, MC07005 ($1599)
$1335. CARTRIDGES: McIntosh MCC1000 ($1000) $550.
CROSSOVERS: Accuphase F15 NEW ($2200) $1200; Audio Control Phase Coupled Activator ($259) $175; Audio
Research EC4 $400; Dahlquist DOLP1 ($395) $260.
EQUALIZERS: Accuphase G18 NEW ($3303) $2800; DBX
20/20 (51700) 5750; Haller DH160 ($375) $225; McIntosh
M0101 ($250) 5125-150, M0102 ($75) $60, MQ104 ($500)
$125-175, M0107 ($650) $375. HEAD AMPS: Haller
DH102 (575) $45; Pioneer HZ1 B/O. INTERCONNECTS:
MI330 ($142) $85, MI330SG (5490) $290. INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase E204 NEW (51200) $730, E302
NEW ($2300) $1450; Kenwood LO1A ($1500) $665; McIntosh MA5100 ($449) $400, MA6200 ($1795) $1100. PREAMPLIFIERS: Accuphase C200L NEW ($3000) $1450,
C222 NEW ($2200) $1250, C270 NEW ($5000) $3400,
C280 NEW (56900) $3500; Audio Research SP11 ($4900)
$3500; Conrad -Johnson PV7 $500; MclntoshCl1 $450. C24
$250, C26 $350, C28 $450, C31V (51895) 51450-1500, C504
($1090) $675. SAE 2100L ($975) $300. PROCESSORS:
Advent 100 $50; Audio Pulse One ($749) 5225-250; Burwen
DNF1201 $100. RECEIVERS: McIntosh MAC4200 ($2890)
$2150, SPEAKERS: Advent Large ($250) $110; (One)
Bozak Concerto V $200; Dahlquist D020 ($18110) $1000;
Decca LONDON Ribbon Tweeters $250, Design Acoustics
D6 ($780) $240, Haller Protos $80, McIntosh ML1W $250,

ML2MW $350, MUM ($1799) $800, ML4C ($2400) $1200,
ML4U ($2400) $1100, XD717 ($1598) $1000, XL1 ($525)
$400, XL1W ($549) 5400, XR5-19 $900, XR6W $375,
XR1051 ($2398) $1675, XRT18 ($4500) $3500; Snell Type 1
($1600) $800. SPEAKER SWITCHING: Avid Equal Level
Speaker Comparator $300; McIntosh P349 5300. TAPE
DECKS: Tandberg 64 ($498) $50. 9041X ($700) $100.
TUNERS: McIntosh MR65 5200-400, MR73 $450, MR7082
($1499) $1100, Yamaha CT810 ($285) $125. TUNER -PRE AMPS: McIntosh MX110 $300. TEST EQUIPMENT: BPI
1600 Wow 8 Flutter Meter $325; Crown 2000 Watt Load Box
$500; McIntosh ÁA2 Room Analyser ($1500) $750, MI3
Scope $500; Sound Technology 1000A FM Alignment Generator ($2495) $1500, 1100A $400, 1200A Stereo Test Panel
$1500; Shure C/PEK 3 Stereo Cartridge Analyser $100.
DISTORTION ANALYSERS: BPI 30000 with IM $750; Heathkit IM5258 $175; Sound Technology 1700B ($3150) $1500,
1701A with IM ($3200) $2600, 1710A (53950-5000)
$3000-4000. REPAIRS -UPDATES-MODIFICATIONS by
Richard Modelled, former Senior Engineer at Mclntosh.and CI11 Ramsey, former Senior Service Technician
at McIntosh. McIntosh tuners, tube gear, and Philips based
CD players our speciality. AUDIO CLASSICS, US Post
Office Bldg., P013 176AAA. Walton, NY 13856. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Mastercard 8 Visa. 8AM-5PM EST
Mon. -Fri.

607-865-7200

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCING: THE EASY AUDIO VIDEO BOOK
The only video guide we know of to the world of FF-Fi audio.
Watch this before you talk to any salespeople. Over 60 min.
long. 525 total. CK/MO only, allow 6wks. DBK Industries,
PO Box 704, Taylors, SC 29687-0704.

AUDIOFEST '88
SEPTEMBER 24th and 25th
Cherry Hill, NJ
FINALLY, A MAJOR, COMPLETE AUDIO
SHOW. MANUFACTURING, MODIFYING,
BIG NAMES, ESOTERICA, CLASSICS. AUDIOPHILE EXHIBITS, SHOWTIME DEALS,
FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE, FOOD BEVERAGES. INDOORS IN HUGE, NEW
GARDEN STATE PARK (NJ TURNPIKE, PHILADELPHIA AREA) CONVENIENT TO NY, PA,
DC. ADVANCE ADMISSION: 59.50/DAY,
514/BOTH DAYS (511.50, S16 AT THE
DOOR); BOOTHS: 5295/WHOLE SHOW; TABLES: 337.50/DAY; EXHIBITOR ROOMS,
VERY REASONABLE. RESERVATIONS: AUDIOMART EVENTS INC., PO BOX 195,
CREWE, VA 23930. (804) 645-8816, (804)
645-7838, OR FAX (804) 645-8324. VISA/
MASTERCARD.

SINGERS!

REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

VE

-1

SING NITN THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!

M

(ltlimited supply of Backgrounds from 4andard
stere. records! Record with your voice or perform live
with t-lebackgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet c.n.ects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Eccluavely by
LT Sued - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for
Free Br.chure and Demo Record.

a

LT Sound,

Dept. AU -3, 7980 LT Parkway
(404) 482.-4724
Lithona, GA 30058
Man-(actured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
2485
240404R RtIONg OEM LINE: I404
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FEATURING
(WAD ESL 63 USA
-"P.',+;'?",, ORACLE DELPHI MKIII
ELECTROCOMPANIET
EC -I PREAMP
I{
AND AW250AMP

m

VIRTUOSO DTI SME IV & V
AIR TANGENT ARISTON
CELESTION PRO -AC
JANIS B & K ROTEL
VAN DEN HUL CABLES
KRELL CABLES ARCICI
ARIA RD I Box 310 Stockton, NJ 08559
Coll Joseph Del Pnore

KOETSU

TRIPLANAR

C.A.T. SL -1

EVENINGS

&

WEEKENDS

16091 397.2416

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIO RESOURCE offers conscientious restorations and
service procedures for collectible vintage audio and quality,
present day componentry. AUDIO RESOURCE uses the
highest caliber parts, 1% matched, including capacitors built
for specific applications. Our technicians are among the
best. Shipping is surprisingly inexpensive considering the
"cost" of an inappropriate technician. We furnish ALL packing materials and arrange handling. AUDIO RESOURCE
has complete tube matching facilities to not only match all
tube characteristics, but match for usage, AUDIO RESOURCE doesn't just "gold label" available generic tube.
We offer six versions of 12AX7!!! AUDIO RESOURCE offers
hard to find tubes. ALL OF THE SERVICES AND PRODUCTS FROM AUDIO RESOURCE ARE GUARANTEED!!!
We offer the most respectable assortment of NEW high -end

audio in our listening rooms. AUDIO RESOURCE is proud to
add the fine CELLO products to our repertoire. FREE
AIRFARE to NEW ORLEANS and FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS with the purchase of many of our systems.
Please call, write, or come by for brochure and details.
AUDIO RESOURCE, 108 BONNABEL BLVD., METAIRIE,
LOUISIANA 70005. 1-504-833-6942.
Sell
CASH PAID FOR QUALITY EQUIPMENT. Buy
Trade. Stereo -Video Exchange, 485 Route 1, Edison, NJ

GET IN AUDIOFEST '88
SHOWBOOK!
MANUFACTURERS, MODIFIERS
DEALERS!
You supply us 812 x 11' advertising or product spec
sheets-we bind In our impressive 2" Showbook-6000

copies. Only $200. front and back! VISA/MC. AUDIOMART
EVENTS INC, (804) 645-8816, (804) 645-7838 OR FAX
(804) 645-8324

08817. (201) 985-1616.

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia)- Call 1-703-745-2223.
MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, SERVICED BY GEORGE
KAYE, Moscode Designer-Protect your investmentSOUND SERVICES, 238 Liberty Avenue, New Rochelle, NY
10805. (914) 633-3039. Not affiliated with NYAL.

OGEE MCOUSTICS
DIVA VOTED "BEST SOUND"

--

at the New York Stereophile High End High -Fi Show

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is
provided for your protection..
It is

Confirm price and merchandise information with the
1.

seller, including brand, model,

color or finish, accessories and
rebates included in the price.
2.Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period
and who pays the postage for
returned merchandise.

Understand the product's
warranty. Is there a manufac-

3.

turer's warranty, and if so, is it
from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller itself offer
a warranty? In either case, what
is covered by warranty, how long
is the warranty period, where
will the product be serviced,
what do you nave to do, and will
the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a

DUETTA SIGNATURE
VOTED "BEST SOUND"

copy of all transac-

tions, including cancelled

at the Santa Monica Stereophile High End High -Fi Show

AUDITION APOGEE'S
SIGNATURE SERIES AT
YOUR AUTHORIZED
APOGEE DEALER

checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make
a note of the order including

merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery
date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not

shipped within the promised
time or if no time was promised,
30 days of receipt of the order,
you generally have the right to
cancel the crder and get a refund.
6.

35 YORK INDUSTRIAL PARK
RANDOLPH, MA 02368
TELEX: 928121 APOGEE RAND
FAX: (617)
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963-8567

Merchandise substitution

without your express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with
your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller
with all the pertinent information
and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain
satisfaction from the seller,
contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state
or your local U.S. Postal Service.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AAA-AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, HAFLER, PS AUDIO, YAMAHA, B&K, JSE.
CONRAD-JOHNSON, PROTON. CARVER. ONKYO. ADS,

ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA
Aragon. AudiogJest, Beard, Carnegie, Creek, Garrott,
Grado, Haller, Kindel, Kilpsch, Melos, Merlin, MIT, Music
Reference, NAD, California Audio Labs,Ouad. RAM. Spica,
Souther, SME. Spectrum, Thorens, Tube Traps. VPI. Well
Tempered, Zapco, and more. ACCURATE AUDIO. 110 E.
Samford Ave., Auburn, AL 36830. (205) 826-1960

VPI, JBL. DCM, MIRAGE. SPECTRUM, SONOGRAPH,
AR, COUNTERPOINT, FRIED. NITTY GRITTY. SUMIKO,
THORENS, KEF, ADCOM, SUPERPHON, SNELL. M&K,
LUXMAN, SPICA and any others you desire. (414) 725-4431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO, HAFLER. YAMAHA, B&K,
CARVER,AR, COUNTERPOINT. SUPERPHON, LUX MAN, THORENS, MSK, SNELL, SPECTRUM. MIRAGE. ONKYO, PROTON. KEF, SONOGRAPH,
FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO. SPICA and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 725-4431, Menasha. Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE. SAN BERNARDINO. CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: COUNTERPOINT SA 3.1,
SA 12., PS 4.6, 100C; CONRAD-JOHNSON PVB: AUIBLE
ILLUSIONS 2C: MOD SQUAD PRISM CD: ACOUSTAT
SPECTRA 22 & 33; SPICA ANGELA: WELL-TEMPERED,
VELODYNE, MAGNUM, FOSGATE, MIT, MOTIF, SONOGRAPH. ADCOM. B&K, SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFER-

ENCE. VORTEX. PALANTIR. SPECTRUM. RAUNA,
SOUNDLAB. VPI. MAPLENOLL. SYSTEM -DECK. GRADO,
ALPHASON, GARROTT, VDHUL, MONSTER, RANDALL,
STRAIGHTWIRE. (714) 861.5413, Appointment.

AAA J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selec
tion of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and COM
PACT DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE
PRICES. We provide ten years of audio sales experience.
candid honest advice and full warantee on all products we
sell. For pricing and stock information call: 301- 8903232 or

AUDIO DESIGNS SPECIALIZES IN THE FINEST. PREVIOUSLY OWNED AUDIO COMPONENTS PLUS CUSTOM
TERMINATION BY ESOTERIC AUDIO. CALL OR WRITE:
AUDIO DESIGNS. 5115 RED FOX, BRIGHTON. MI 48116.

write lo: J.S. AUDIO, One Childress Court. Burtonsville, MD
20866. We honor VISA MC/AMEX. Monday thru Friday
10AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

Audioquest, Aural Symphonlcs, B&K, BEL, Berning,

AAA-NOW ITS TIME TO

CALL US!

(313) 229-5191.

Cardas, Chesky. Clearaudio, Focus. Emmert Technology.
Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos, MFA, Mornscn, Quicksilver, Reference Recordings, Sheffield, Straight Wire.
Superphon, VPI, and more. Audio Abode. Dallas. Texas.
(214) 369-2092.

YAMAHA-DEN ON-ONK YO-B&K-A.D.S.BOSTON ACOUSTICS-HAFLER-JBL-B&W-PS
AUDIO-JSE-DCM-PROTON-ACOUSTAT and

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell, trade consign
most high -end products. Audio Doctor, 1518 W. Commercial.
Buffalo. MO 65622. 417-345-7245. COD-VISA-MC. News-

many other lines

letter.

800-438-6040 USA
800-221-7267 NC
704-376-0350 Charlotte
Authorized dealer for over 300 manufactuers of
high end, high fidelity & professional audio
equipment. 25 years of experience in the
broadcast & recording business means
technical advice with no hype! Call toll -free to
find out what lines
carry. Ask for me, Cal
Walker
I try to answer all calls personally.
Ask to be on our mailing list.

...

I

CALL OR COME IN FOR A FREE PRICE 8 FREE ADVICE.

1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203 Open 7 Days.
All Sale; Are Final-Returns Require Written Authonzation

FOR SALE
B&K AMPLIFIERS, PREAMPLIFIERS. High-performance
electronics you can afford. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201)
277-0333.

HI -FI -HOTLINE
We have such a large selection we can't print them all.
SO CALL 414-658-3111.
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!!!!

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN, DENON, AR. YAMAHA,
CARVER. BOSTON ACOUSTICS, ADCOM, PS AUDIO.
HAFLER, ADS, B & K. B & W, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON.
SNELL, DCM, COUNTERPOINT, ACOUSTAT, JSE, SPICA,
SUPERPHON, M & K. CONRAD-JOHNSON, BOSE SPECTRUM, VPI, JBL. MIRAGE, DAHLOUIST, SONOGRAPH,
SUMIKO. THORENS. KEF. WHY CALL US LAST?
414-727-0071. WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

The importance of controlling
room resonances to realize bass

clarity is well understood.
Now, the Phantom Acoustics
Shadow actively suppresses the

AAA -CARVER, DENON, YAMAHA, BOSTON ACOUS-

high pressure zones which support room resonances. Because
it responds actively to pressure
occurrences the Phantom Acoustics Shadow outperforms pas-

TICS, LUXMAN, AR, ADCOM. PS AUDIO. HAFLER, ADS, B
& K. B & W, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON, SNELL. DCM, COUNTERPOINT, ACOUSTAT, JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHON. M &
K, CONRAD-JOHNSON, SPECTRUM. VPI, JBL, MI-

RAGE, BOSE, DAHLOUIST, SONOGRAPH, SUMIKO,
FRIED, THORENS, PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF OTHERS 414.727-0071.

AA#1

sive "trapping" systems.
Its active capabilities even allow
absorption of the out -of-phase
bass radiation to the rear of a
planer loudspeaker for extended
bass perception.

RATING!!

Our WONDER CAPS® and WONDER SOLDER.' have
been rated BEST in the world by reviewers and professional
experts. What do they say? Write TRT, Box 4271, Berkeley.
CA 94704.

AAHH!
FREE UPS SHIPPING
B&K, PS Audio, all SONY. Superphon, Ariston, Ortofon, H/K,
Onkyo. IN STORE ONLY-Carver, B&W, Nakamichi. DEMO
SPECIALS: Ariston RD -50 $279. Meitner STR-50 5799,
Meitner PA -6 $1199, Classe DR-3VHC $2,599. Expert consultation-ask for Audio Dept. THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409
South 22nd St., Newark -Heath, Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520.

Adcom Modifications from D.R.H/WAVETRACE
TECHNOLOGIES. Advanced Technology offered nowhere else awakes the Hidden Beauty in your GFA-555,
545, or 535. Money -Back Guarantee! Fully modified
.GFA-555's and GFA-545's available. MAGNAVOX CD
MODIFICATIONS, we offer what the othes don't; pure
musicality and a Money -Back -Guarantee! $159.00.
MODIFIED CDB-472's with Tiffany's and 2nd day air
delivery $449.00, B&K Owners watch this space!
O.R.M. 4215 East Bay Dr.. 41205C. Clearwater, FL
34624. (813) 536-2904.

AUDIO/AUGUST 1988

a technical paper describing room resonance control
and a list of Phantom Acoustics
dealers, write:

To receive

Phantom
Acoustics

21 oow
active
acoustic
control

Phantom Acoustics
c/o INC.w:faIT
12919 Earhart Avenue

Auburn, California
95603

Phantom Acoustics
is exclusively distributed by
INC.N:ENT
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FOR SALE

TIFFANY CONNECTORS. TONEARM Cge

AUDIO INTERCONNECTS

_-

B&K COMPONENTS Amps, Preamps- AUDIOLAB

Q.

(/)

11U

v2

o

--

Sound Connac.-(wiAInd akx.a
4/ HUL MATCHED CRYSTAL CABLE

1-3319

HEADSHELL LEADS

a

BINDING POSTS

Low Price A uA\ S
Accessories BASS SYSTEV
1.

Audloquest (AG) CD Stabilizer Rings
Trial Klt: 15 Rings w/locator
25 Rings

w/locator...29.95

50 Rings

2. AO Automatic Tonearm Lifter
3. AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet
New' Sorbothane CD -player Feet ..
4. AO Wonder Solder (silver -solder) 1.5 oz.

19.95
49.95
39.95
(4) 34.95
(4) 19.95
9 95

5. AR ES -1 Turntable w/AO Tonearm
639.95'
AR ES-1 Turntable only
399.95'
Call
6. ASC Tube Trap acoustic room dampers
7. Audiophile Records/CD's
Call
8. DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
24.50
9. FM Indoor Antenna: Terk 9500
64.95
10. Grado Phono Cartridges
XTE+1
15.00
Signature 8MZ, MCZ, TLI
Call
AO.16
11. Headshells:
(MC) .. ..
49.95
Sumiko HS-12 ...29.95 Vandenhul S300 ...27.95
12. Interconnect Cables: As -One, Cardas, Distech
FMS. Livewire, MIT, Monster, Vandenhul...
.Call
13. LAST 42 Record Preservative
14.95
LAST #4 Stylus Cleaner w/2 brushes ...
6.95
14. Magnavox COB -170
New Model' ....149.95"
179.95" CDB473
CD8472
249.95"
15. Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
23.50
16. Powerstrips w/Line filters and Surge Supressors:

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.

24.

25.

49.95
Datagard 315 6 -outlet w/spike/noise filter
Tripplite/IB-4 4 -outlet with 2-stage filtering. 69.95
Tripplite/IB-8 8 -outlet with 4 -stage filtering. 99.95
Record Cleaning Fluids: Torumat 16 oz... 14.95
VPI Record Fluid 8 oz
4 95 1 gal
19.95
Nitty Gritty "First" 6 oz .. 12.95 16 oz
24.95
Aural, Cardas, FMS
Speaker Cables:
Livewire, MIT, Monster, Vandenhul
Call
Hercules 15".
Speaker Stands:
134.95'
Hercules 20" ..134.95' Hercules 25'.
139.95'
169.95'
Quad Stand from ARCICI
Sound Anchor stand for Vandersteen 2C
219.95'
Target Speaker Stands & Wall Brackets
Call
Sones Juniors: 2'02'02' Squares
(4) 49.95
14.95
Stylus Pressure Gauges: Shure Gauge
Electronic Stylus Gauge (LCD readout)
99.95
Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster MC Demagnitizer. .209.95
Sumiko Tweek electronic contact conditioner .14.95
Target Equipment Racks:
TT3
33" tall with 3 shelves ..
..199.95'
TT5T 40" tall with 5 shelves
259.95'
4.50
Tip Toes: 1/2" for electronics
For loudspeakers (with or w/o wood screw)
8.95
For turntables: Oracle, SOTA. VPI
8.95
Tubes: RAM/Gold Aero Premium Grade
Call
Tube Damper Rings (sorbothane).
2.50
AO Sorbothane
Turntable Mats:
31.95
129.95 Sumiko Acrylic
SOTA Acrylic
84.95
Turntable Stand: ARCICI/Lead Balloon ..
239.95'
Turntable Wall Shelves: Target TT -1
99.95'
Target PS -1 for large & heavy turntables
139.95"
VPI HW-5db "Magic Brick"
34.95
VPI HW-16.5 Record Cleaning Machine
Call
Prices are subject to change without notice

IT'S THE

CHOICE

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

27.
28.
29.
30.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. REMOTES -Original Factory Equipment -Zenith, Tocom, Scientific Atlanta, Oak,
Jerrold. Best Buys/Warranties-FREE CATALOG. Southwestern Entertainment Systems, 3661 N. Campbell,
#310, Tucson, Arizona 85719. (602) 577-3524.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS-Dealers
Wanted- Best Wholesale Quantity Prices on Jerrold,
Tocom, Oak, SA, Panasonic, remotes. If you buy 5 to 50 units
per order -give us a call! ARIZONA VIDEO, 7739 E. Broadway, #108, Tucson, Arizona 85710. (602) 323-3330.

Perfect Coherence with all speakers
Flat, calibrated low bass response
No exaggerated. equalized bass response
High speed transient response
Up to four times more amplifier response
Up to four times more speaker response

John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

Onkyo, Grado, Audioquest, Celestlon, DCM, Duntech,
Niles, Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller,1706 Main St.,
Marinette, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG

&

OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

CROWN. REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM. MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA. YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY and
SELL by PHONE. B&K Components available. call for the
LOWEST PRICE. (215) 886-1650. The Stereo Trading
Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

.

aaaw -=

.

Shipping Charges (48 Stales, UPS, Insured)
Accessories One item
Each extra item

'

.

.

3.95
1.25
12.95
8.95

'Stands/AR Table ..
Electronics
Express Delivery Available. We ship worldwide
24 hour FAX order line: 616-451-0709
Charge It! Ames/Dlscover/MC/OptlmaNlsa
.

1-800-669-4434

o o audio
aavIsar, inc.
225 OAKES SW
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CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific Atlanta, Jerroid, Oak,
Zenith, Hamlin. Many others "New" VIDEO HOPPER "The
Copy Killer". Visa, M/C & Amex. 1-800-826-7623. B&B Inc.,
10517 Upton Circle, Bloomington, MN 55431.

CALL TOLL FREEI 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT. Apature, Audio Control, Natty Gritty, M&K, Oracle, Proac,
Proton, Stan, Thorens, Dahlqulst, Haller, Monster Cable,
NAD, Belles, CWD, dbx, Fried, Harman Kardon, 3D,

.

26.

8000A Int. Amp-CRAMOLIN-KIMBER KABLE-KEVEK
Speakers-KINERGETICS Tuner, CD Player -Michell GYRODEC, SYNCRODEC Tumtables-NAMIKI AC Direction
Finder -SHEFFIELD LAB-SONEX-TECHNICS Stylus
Force Gauge -ZETA Tonearm. TUBES: AMPEREX 6DJ8/
ECC88. GE 6550A/KT88 MPrs, INDIA.12AX7A/ECC83.
CALL (503) 233-2603. VISA -MC -AMEX. Vector Electronics,
Portland. OR.

GRANO RAPIOS. Mi

Light at the end of the CD Tunnel
"The joy of hearing music in
such a new light makes the
Prism the best value in CD
players today, as well as the
best CD player period."
J. Peter Moncreiff

' The Prism is significantly more open and
cynamic than any other CD player have
1-eard to date. It delivers the dynamic range
Mat CD has promised since it first appeared
but has never quite made good on."
Anthony H. Cordesman
I

Enough said. Now is the time to listen. Call us
(619/436-7666) and ask for the name of your
local full -line Mod Squad Dealer, or write to 542
North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024

49503
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Look for

FOR SALE

Greencorp's
code on the

-The
CONVERGENT AUDIO TECH. SL -1 TUBE PRE -AMP SAN
DIEGO AREA music lovers will want to audition this marvelous C.A.T."; other high value select components, including Wingate, Merlin, Vortex. Call Audio Archives
619-455-6326.

leader!

Gk
:ryNQ

DAT'S THE TICKET TO THE ULTIMATE IN RECORDED
SOUND. SONY, TECHNICS, JVC, ETC. WITH PRICES
STARTING AT $1400. AUDIO -INTERNATIONAL, (404)
594-4473.

DEMO CLEARANCE-Harman-Kardon hk825/870 preamp/pwramp combo ($1200) $599, Mission 780A new Argonaut in gray ($1800) $999, Mission 770F new Freedom in
black with Stands ($1069) $599, MAX S2B ($550) $330, MK
SX4 ($495) $297, M8K V3B ($595) $357. B8W Matrix2

Now, anyone can build
a superior loudspeaker from
scratch. All the help you'll need....

DB-1B ALPS VOLUME CONTROL (80db) NOW available.
Also DB-1 to 1A to 1B. Power Amplifier update: DB-6 to
DB-6A to DB-6A+. Warranty extensions. DB Systems,
Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899-5121.

AME

OTT

LP

ST

DNM SOLID CORE INTERCONNECTS AND SPEAKER
CABLES -Custom Terminations. Superphon, Magnum Dynalab, Dahlquist D020, Kimber Kable, Tiffany, Van den Hul,
Odyssey Engineering. VISA/MC. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY (315) 451-3173.

ELECTRONIC-CROSSOVERS, SUBSONIC FILTERS. For
mono or stereo subwoofers, bi-amping, tri-amping, etc. Free
flyer wireviews. ACE AUDIO CO., #532 -5th Street, East
Northport, NY 11731-2399.

Ct

More user

comments about
our 24c Australian
cassettes:

Box 243. Dept. LDA, Peterborough, MI 03458

CREDIT CARD TELEPHONE (MCNISA):

603-924-6371 or 924-6526, (9-4

DNM (BRITISH) SOLID CORE INTERCONNECTS WITH GOLD PHONO PLUGS. 1/2
METER PAIR -$40, 1 METER PAIR -$50. 2
METER PAIR -$60. DNM SOLID CORE
SPEAKER WIRE $2.50/FT. TRY THIS AMAZING WIRE TO BRING LIFE INTO YOUR SYSTEM. BILAY II CD PASSIVE LINE DRIVE
FOUR INPUTS FINEST PARTS $150. EC 81,
82, 83 TUBES. CALL AUDIO GROUP AT
(314) 768-5610. FREE CATALOG.

$19.95
+ 1.75
handling

OLD COLONY SOUND

($1600) $960, 68W Matrixl ($1200) $720, Mission
PCM4000CD ($700) $399, ADS AtelierP4 table ($650)
$390, Rotel RP850 table ($399) $239, Mission Cyrus1
($400) $259, Mission CyrusPSX ($450) $279. The King's
Stereo, 1275 Wabash, Springfield. IL 62704. (217) 787-5656.

tCMX06
CM X06

EST, M -F)

"Very high quality cassettes.
use JVC and Sony."

I

used to

Jim Hatch, Montgomery, AL.

"I am reordering your tapes. They're
an excellent value."
Keith Ellison, Carrolton, GA.

"Your chrome is Consistent and quite

satisfying."

Ralph Dopmeyer, Cambridge, MASS.

FOR SALE

-

ELECTRON TUBES -Audio tubes at wholesale prices. All
sizes, types and brands. Large inventory
same day
shipping. DAILY ELECTRONICS, PO Box 5329-A, Compton, CA 90224. (800) 346-6667.
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN CD PLAYER MODIFICATIONS call
toll -free 1 (800) 648 -MODS With our innovative circuits, you
can transform your player into one that can retrieve the most
delicate nuances, and dimensionality. Call or write for
literature. Soloist Audio, 332 Tuttle, S.A., TX 78209.
GAS EOUIPMEVT OWNERS: From repairs to complete
remanulacturing on all GAS equipment, we are the GAS
specialists. Since 1977. Call or write for free brochure. GASWORKS, 5563 Kendall Street, Boise, Idaho 83706. (208)
323-0861.

Now it's your turn.
Specify the superior tape stock that
we supply to Philips, EMI, CBS, and
RCA to market their music cassettes.
Then say "Goodbye" to middle man distributors and say "G'day" to Greencorp's
low prices for premium music tape (normal Dias) and CD grade genuine Chromium tape (high bias). Order today on
our 800 line!
Price Each / Quantity
LIST 25
Music Grade C10 .68 .34
Music Grade C32 .78
.39
Music Grade C47 .86 .43
Music Grade C62 .96 .48
Music Grade C92 1.20 .56

100
.24
.29
.32
.36
.45

Genuine
Chrome C62 1.50 .62 .50
Genuine
Chrome C92 2.25 .84 .71
Clear Norelco-type plastic boxes:
.18

SOUND
INVESTMEN '

$3.00 per 100

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE 1 (800) 972-0707
In Florida (305) 925-0707
Minimum order: $20.00. Fla. residents add 6%
sales lax.
CAL US FOR EXACT SHIPPING CHARGES
Sarrole any two cassettes for $5.00 via MAIL
ORDER ONLY! Get a $5 certificate redeemable on
next ceder. No samples by phone!
Minimum quantities are 25 per size, and may be
mixec in multiples of 25 to get the larger quantity
discounts.
Call 'or prices on large quantity orders.
We accept company or personal checks, or
char$g s to VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMERICAN
EXPf SS.
Pricts subject to change without notice.

If you own vibration sensitive equipment like CD
players, turntables, VCR's or videodisc players you
can greatly improve your systems sound quality
with AO's Sorbothane Big Feet
and CD Feet. They are
simply amazing in their
ability to eliminate
unwanted vibration.

"You can't buy more
improvement for less!"

_=

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not

satisfied for any reason, return the
cassettes for a full refund.

otxlioquest
P.O. Box 3060
San clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714/498-2770

Fax: 714/498.5112

It,:

205864

I
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Self-adhesive, white cassette labels
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GREENCORP

U.S. Sales Office: 3505 S. Ocean Drive,
Hollywood, FL 33019.

SUPERNEWS:

FOR SALE

(j) audio-technica

MAGNAVOX CD PLAYERS at their lowest: CD8470 $159,
CDB471 $169, CDB472 $209,CDB473 $259. TRADES

The

sweetest

T'

and

clearest
sound
your Compact Disc
is capable of.
And only

YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!

v-.

tor

Class'A' line

Six regulators

amp
+

specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli
We

!

Line bypass switch

tape

SUPERPHON (503)345-4226
Conger#3

Eugene,

OR

I

(800) 221-0906

Diagrammatic graphics
1035

GREAT USED EQUIPMENT!! SOTA Star with Electronic
Flywheel $1395.00. SME V Tonearm $1349.00.
SONOGRAPHE SD -1 CD Player $449.00. ELECTROCOMPANIET Pre 1 Preamplifier $795.00. RESPONS Grand
Speakers $1995.00. KRELL KSA-100 MKII $2399.00. MELOS GK-1 +
$599.00. KINERGETICS KCD-20 $599.00.
Galen Carol Audio (512) 494.3551.

t

$329

Three inputs

WELCOME. American Acoustic Speakers. Heybrook,
Soundcraftsmen. Monster Cable. Apature. Call for best
prices. Digital Sound Distributors, (219) 626-2756.

W.

97402

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS

1

MARANTZ, McIntosh, ARC, etc. see my "wanted" ad. Mar anti 20 $295. Dynavector 501 $160. DBX 3BX $225. Dennon
6000 $250. Quad Ifs $295. CJ PV2a $300. K. Mouks CR 500

ó

$385. LUX 444 $350. K.L.H.9's $900. Scott. Fisher Tuners.
Sound Invest. (718) 377-7282 noon-3PM.

.111

N.Y. STATE (5161 599-1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT
THE FINEST IN

Dept. A, Box 158

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

*KICKER

*MINOLTA

150

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm

orrofon sM11RE

©227-

MCINTOSH
SEARCH. DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL ALTEC, JBL.
TANNOY, CJ. SEOUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC,
TUBE 8 SOLID STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE, MAURY
CORB, (713) 728-4343.11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON. TX
77096.

FOR SALE
GET LOW PRICES ON ALL TYPES of audio equipmentincluding high -end and even esoteric products not normally
discounted. Now we can SAVE YOU MONEY on the equipment you really want. Extensive selection-no need to settle
for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. FAST DELIVERY available. All products feature USA
manufacturer's warranty. Call us for price quotes or friendly
expert advice. Catalog $1. Member BBB and Chamber o'
Commerce. Est 1979.
THE AUDIO ADVISOR, INC.,
225 Oakes SW. Grand Rapids, MI 49503. (616) 451-3868
AMEX/DISCOVER MC/OPTIMA VISA.

-

Meedtown Shopping CenterRout
23 South
tOrmM! on. N.J. (201)

STa1T(l.

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RE-

SONANCE
SOUND
CRAFTSMEN
TERK ANTENNAS
VSE ALARMS
CERWIN VEGA

JVC
KEN WOOD

2

LYLE CARTRIDGES

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
MISSION
ADS
AKG
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC-LANSING
ORI ON
AUDIO CONTROL *OLYMPUS
AUDIO PRO
POLK AUDIO (CAR)
AUDIO SOURCE
PROTON
B 8W
SAE
dbx
SANSUI
DENON
*SIGNET
GUL
*SNOOPER
*INFINITY (CAR)

MCINTOSH

MARANTZ (USA). conrad-johnson, Audio Research,
Krell, Levinson, Threshold and other Precision Audio
Components. Bought-Sold -Traded. Repairs -Modifications -Updates by Richard Modalferi, former Senior Engineer at McIntosh and CIB Ramsey, former Senior Service
Technician at McIntosh. FREE Catalogue. See our list at
the beginning of the classifieds. Audio Classics, US Post
Office Bldg., POB 176MM. Walton, NY 13856, (607)
865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

838-3444

MELOS TUBE CD PLAYERS: Most dimensional 8 accurate
Compact Disc reproduction available. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ
(2011 277-0333.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
CD-3/TPS (reviewed, issue 52. The Absolute Sound),
toroidal power supply, peerless imaging qualities, unmatched hi -frequency delicacy! CD -1b, sweet musiyr. warranty!
cality, lowest cost! Complete units.
Pricing for CDB-460'471, CD -lb $520. CD-3/TPS $790.
other models available.
1

ADCOM LX AND HAFLER GXB MODIFICATIONS BY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS

INTRODUCES

Direct "AuditionT
-

_

r'

Home trial at wholesale price
30 day money back guarantee
Use Visa, M/C or check
Free shipping in 48 states
Three critically acclaimed modelsSuperb image, natural balance
Solid oak. No veener
Gold plated binding posts
Call or write for brochures, copies
of reviews and ordering

NEW STANDARDS
The new standard, SuperConnect III! You can pay
more. You can't buy better! $55í1M pair. Money back
guarantee, period! TEFLON" MC -2 preamplifier fits
Haller. Dyna PAT-4/5. Adcom GFP-555 preamps. The
MC -2T is displacing $5000 tube preamps? Modified
Haller and Adcom preamps, the ultimate pricerperformance standard!

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
B 8 K amplifier and power supply modifications, soon!

Dyna tube mods, soon! Many neat tube-o-phile parts!
Dealer
Inquiries
Invited

information
I.

Mfg. by SpeakerCraft.
Call 800-345-4424 or
(CA) 714-787-0543 or

write to Fanfare,

r
120

r

3615 Presley Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92507

Optimized inductor -free topology! Superb on MartinLogans, etc.! Many former tube lovers are using our
amplifiers? Hailer GXB modifications, 5149/kit, $224/
installed. Adcom modification (GFA-555, 545, 535)
$195, installed only. Power supply options, including
Dual -Mono.

Musical Concepts
One Patterson Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63031
314-831-1822, 1-5PM Central

Send
For

Reviews/
Newsletter

E

=

SONIC FRONTIERS CAPACITORS: Aselco, Chateauroux,
Rel-Cap, WonderCap. RESISTORS: Resista, Holco, Vishay.
WIRE/CABLE: VandenHul, MIT, Cardas. CONNECTORS:

Royce, Tiffany, WBT. MANY OTHER PRODUCTS.
CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS. Call Write for catalogue. 181
Kenilworth Ave., Toronto, Ontario. CANADA M4L 3S7. (416)
691-7877.

AUDIO/AUGUST 1988

FOR SALE

PLEASE. NO MAIL ORDER
NAD

MUSIC BY THE SEA
Southern California's premier audio salon offering music
lovers exceptional products: ROWLAND RESEARCH
SOTA MOD SQUAD ET 2 VIRTUOSO SME VANDERSTEEN MIT COUNTERPOINT VAN DEN HUL B&K
SPICA ORACLE WELL TEMPERED LAB STAX
RAUNA NITTY GRITTY AUDIOOUEST GRADO HARMANrKARDON
SUPERPHON
MIRAGE
KOETSU
STRAIGHTWIRE
MAGNUM VACUUM TUBE LOGIC
TUBE TRAPS POLYPHASORS Custom cables, expert
turntable set-up, in -home auditions, system installation and
a 2 week satisfaction guarantee. MUSIC BY THE SEA (619)
436-7692; 542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, California
92024. Open Tuesday -Saturday 11.6pm. Call for your MUSCIAL NOTES newsletter.

DENON

A(5

ENERG

CD

,4xU(,

D -M

P.IISAP

NO

-dS

K

AMBRIA

0I[

5VNE1
UNGO BOX

BANG B CIUr5LN
DB% SOUNDrIEID
AJD O CONTPOI
MONSTER _ABI[

IS

Broadway

NYC NV 10ID7
(NW corner of
B'way 6 Cortland?
Enter on Cortlordr

One night up

30R\

TALISMAN

Call for store hours
(718) 961.9888
173

ESOTAR®

)

OR

ear ee
kese Meoao.
114 12

rahM Eo.y
NY 11365 (Eel 25

411fillk

i

.41112111
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ORDER TOLL -FREE 1 (800) 222-3465. DISCOUNTS! AR * AUDIOQUEST * B&K *
BLAUPUNKT * BOSE * BOSTON * CELESTION * GRADO * HAFLER * HARMAN KARDON * JBL * MOD SQUAD * MONSTER
CABLE * MUSICAL CONCEPTS * NITTY
GRITTY * SONY * STAX * STRAIGHTWIRE
* SUMIKO * SUPERPHON * PLUS MORE.
HCM AUDIO, 1600 BB MANGROVE, CHICO,
CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG

&

OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

CROWN. REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION. N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA.
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. KEF. D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY. D.B.X.. AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ORDER TOLL FREE! 1 (800)622-HIFi Nakamichi: CR1A
$299. CR3A $649.RX202 $619, RX505 $1119. CASA $879,
CR7A 51299, OMS1A 5289.OMS4A 5839, OMS7A11, $1699,
DRAGON $1759, SR4A $829, CA7A $2099. CA5A11 $879,
PA7 $1529, TD400 $429, TD500 $599, TD700 $769, PA30011
$319, RD350 $319, RD450 $429, SP200 $209. SP1010
$139. YAMAHA: RX11000 $739, RX900U $599. RX700U
$469. RX5000 $319. KX1200U 5569. K640 5349. K720
$379, CDX1100U $899. CDX900U $529. CDX700U $369.
CDX510U $269, AX400U $199, AX500U $299, 7X9000
$319, M65 $599, DSP1 $739, PF800 $499, TT500U $189,
K222 $249, DENON: DCD800 $319. DCD1400 $409
DCD150011 $559 DCD3300 51299, DCM555 $469,
DRM14HX $299. DRM3OHX $389, DRA625 $419 DRA95A
$519, PMA900 5519, TU800 5389, P0A2200 $529,
DAP5500 $1199. DRA25V $199. KYOCERA: DA310CX
$289, DA510CX $499. DA71OCX $619, D811 $579. R661
$669, CARVER: 4000T $899, AVR100 $899, DTL20011
$529. MI.OT 5459. M1.5T $679. Rec. 150 $629, Rec. 2000
$1099, TX11A $549. NAD :3300 $459, 4300 $449, 5300
$699. 6300 $699, 7600 $1249, ADCOM: GFA555 5629,
GFA545 $419. GFA535 $249. GFP555 $419, GFT555 $249,
GTP500 $499, GCD575 $499. Manufacturers USA warranty.
Factory fresh. Most equipment shipped within 24hrs, Visa,
MC, Discover, Amex, Diners. COD. Mom intor. please call
1-206-747-9999. TASKAMICHI AUDIO. P.O. Box 25583,
Seattle, WA 98125.

FOR SALE
PS-AUDIO-SUPERB!
Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable, friendly service. Au dire. Chesky, CND, Fried, (speakers 8. kits). Grado, Mirage,
Monster Cable. (M -series), Quad, SME, Sony-ES. Sota.

Spica, Straight wire, Talisman. Thorens, more. READ
BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403 (803) 723-7276.

LOWEST

SOUAREDEAL,456 Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.Y.
11772. (516) 475-1857. Ask for Mark Allen.
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OVER

presenting today's summit of
professional engineering: the

PRICTES
IN STOCK!

10,000 I

IMDDIATE SHIPMENT!
VIDEO RECORDERS...TELEPHON(S...

CAMCORDERS...COPIERS

FAX...

&

TELEVISION...CELLULAR...AUDIO PRODUCTS...

~AVG(

Quá`sar,
SHARP Ca11011

RCRI
uniden'

mEmerson.

JVC

ITT Cg bra;
GENERAL

Ity

Panasonic
®BELL-Phones

n.wrs.oro+r.re

ELECTRIC

Also

SONY

Available...

MICROWAVES... RADAR ...CB...SCANNERS...
COMPUTERS ..PRINTERS...SECURITY SYSTEMS

ESOTA R

.

unlimited dynamic
urtralow distortion
unique phase stObdny
sort roll-ofts both ends
carefully ma'ahed
Pairs

ALL MERCHANDISE WARRANTED!

M -F

Buying Club,

1-800-228-0997

response
high resolution
realistic definition
high power handling

once 5560

00

oar

A & S Speakers

23rd St.
Son Francisco. CA
317C

94110
415 641-4573

Madisound Speaker
Components
8608 University Green
Box 4283

Madison WI 53711
608 831-3433

Audio Concepts

Speaker City

1613 Caledonia St

10605 Vanowen St.
Burbank CA 91505
818 508-1908

La Crosse WI 54602

608 781-2110

SOLEN INC.

Meniscus
3275 Galdlola SW
Wyoming MI 49509

5851

616 534-9121

514 656-2759

Cousineou Blvd.

St. -Hubert.

Canada.

QC
J3Y 7P5

9AM-7PM SAT 9AN_3PM CDT

Home
EEE

outstanding ironsienr

and all the other well-known
DYNAUDIO characteristics.
Dynaudio Dealers include:

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE!
MONTHLY "SPECIALS" MAILERS!

S10 MEMBERSHIP FEE-REFUNDABLE!

that's just the tip of the iceberg! VISA/MC.

-.----.

We proudly announce the birth of
a new and breathtaking line of
dynamic speaker drivers

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES!

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHTI Long island, New York to Long
Beach. California, we have the audiophile product you
want for immediate shipment at an irresistible price.
Consult with our quiet experts or just order U.S.-warranteed components like Nakamichi: Carver; NAD; Tan berg: Hatter; Harman-Kardon: JBL; Allison; Perreaux;
ADS: Sony ES; B& W: Mod Squad; Monster Cable...and

. __
.."'

.w

STEREO DESIGN FOR THE HOME, a 25 year old hardcover book looks at "State of the Art" installations in 1962.
$6.00 including shipping & handling. Collectors Item. AUDIO
CLASSICS, POS176SD. Walton, NY 13856, 607-865-7200,
8AM-5PM EST. Mon. Fri.
-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

Sound Technology Test Equipment Bought-Sold-

Tranded. See our list al the beginning of the classifieds.
Audio Classics, US Post Office Bldg., POB 176MM, Walton,
NY 13856. 607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

T33OD

=
inc.,

312.459-5612

IORDER
P.O. BOX 624 WHEELING. IL 60090

&iÑAUDIO°
TECHNOLOGY

UNLIMITED
121

FOR SALE

SPEAKERS

ST. LOUIS AUDIOPHILES

DRIVERS IN CANADA

i
G

(seas)

vif

3c,.,OO\

smrlspear<

\

/morel

UCAI

DUNAUDIO

CROSSOVER, SPEAKER COMPONENTS
SOLEN CROSSOVERS
Custom Computer Design
Passive Crossover for Professional. Hi -Fi and

Your search fór
refinement will end here.

Car Hi -Fi Application.
Power up to 1000 Watt.
SOLEN INDUCTORS
Pertect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH.
Wire Sizes from $20 AWG to xto AWG

CHATEAUROUX CAPACITORS
Metallized Polypropylene (Non -Polarized)
Values from 1.0 mfd to 200 mid,
Voltage Rating 250 VDC / 150 VAC
CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS
Mylar Capacitors, Power Resistors, Crossover
Terminals, Nylon Ty -Wrap. Binding Post, Banana
Plugs. Speaker Terminals. Grill Cloth. Plastic
Grill Fast Snap. Neoprene Gasket, Misc. Parts.

FOR SALE

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR
ENCLOSURE AND CROSSOVER
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER

SAN FRANCISCO AREA -IRRESISTIBLY priced audiophile components. Shipped/delivered. New used. Worlds
best CD Players/speakers.electronics/cables/turnables.
1548 Center Rd, Novato, CA 94947 (415) 898-1464.

Product specifications and prices available upon request

SOLEN INC,

SS

5851 Cousineau Blvd.,
St. Hubert, Que.

J3Y 7P5

ORDERS: Tel

SOUND EXCHANGE -Utah's New, Used, Demo, Vintage Classics store. Examples: PS Audio 5.0 $649
Sumo Athena Preamp $549, McIntosh 2300 $1595.
Audio Research SP -7 $649. Acoustat III/MH $895, Tympani ID's $750, Time Frames $650. much more!
SOUND EXCHANGE, 5130 South State Street, Suite C,
Murray, UT 84107. (801) 268-6066.

Canada

(514) 656-2759

FOR SALE
STEREO 70 KITS ASSEMBLED PROFESSIONALLY For
superior performance. Repairs and retrofits available. Literature on request. DoReTech Audio Services. P.O. Box 6054.
South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.

THE FINEST CABLES IN MASSACHUSETTS.Audioquesf,
Aural Symphonies, Distech, Monster Cable. Siltech, Tiffany.
Vampire, vdHul, WBT, ASC Tube Traps, Sonex, Target
stands, and more. Custom modifications. Also, We are proud
to announce:
KINERGETICS HAS JUST ARRIVED MASS.
Class 'A' amplifier: KBA75 gold series: CD players: KCD-30
gold series, & KCD-20AR gold series. Fabulous prices.
Write/call for details: Cable Master, PO Box 1908, Brookline,
MA 02146. (617) 738 -Hi -End.

What's Coming from SOTA?
PANORAMA" Monitors -The Panoramas are to

small speaker technology what SOTA turntables are to analog performance. Introducing America's most affordable, musically accurate, visually -stunning loudspeakers!

first task:

-

neutralize the enclosure,
drive components; and the environment
that is what we do best. Integrating a decade
of SOTA research with Time -Domain" accuracy, the Panoramas are virtually full -range
with exceptional imaging, depth, and bass
dynamics (41 Hz, -3dB). From 51295. pair.
The

To

COSMOS" TURNTABLE -Beyond our STARS
is the Cosmos: the Vinyl Frontier. Vacuum
against acrylic proves how essential is the

record -mat interface. Now SOTA's vinyl format platter/record, interface becomes the
new Benchmark -beyond acrylic. Welcome
to the Vacuum -Vinyl Frontier!
The Cosmos extends SOTA's success with

mass and rigidity to ultimate standards:
high-tech materials define our new subassembly, so rigid we have coupled the
motor to it. The improved platter/bearing

122

WE'RE DEALIN'!
CUSTOM STEREO SUMMER SEASON DEMO & TRADEIN SALE! Advent 201 decks $99 each; Ampex AX50 Reel
5250; Audio Research SP3A-1 Preamp $399. D-60 amp
$800, Bang & Olufsen CD50 disc $699; Kloss Model 2
Novabeam (new tubes) projection tv $1750; Linn LK-1 pre amp $549. LK-2 amp $549, Sara 5850/pr.; Marantz 5420
deck $179; Music Reference RM4 headamp $350: Naim 250
amp; 32 preamp, Hi -Cap supply combination 51495:
Nakamichi 1000 deck $500, 100011 (new heads) $595; PA -7
amp $1099, OMS5 CD $649: Pioneer SA9500 amp $129;
Quad 44 preamp $299: Mod Squad Quad 405 Amp $700:
Sony STRAV460 receiver $189; Stax CPY cartridge & supply (new) $399: Thorens TD126MKIII turntable $299;
Yamaha PC2002 amp $799. Authorized Dealers for Acoustat, Bang A Olufsen, BOSE,Boston Acoustics, Canon Video.
DBX, Klipsch, Kloss. Linn, NAD, Nakamichi, Stax, Tascam,
Teac. Velodyne, Yamaha and more! Complete audio service
and custom home/business installation since 1965! 1391
South Hamilton, Columbus, Ohio 43227. 614/235-3531.
WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE? AT AUDIO GALLERY IT'S
AS SIMPLE AS D.A.T. We have portable, home and pro
digital cassette recorders in stock now. We also carry new
and used PCM units and an excellent selection of hard to find
high -end components -Micro Seiki, Highphonic. S.A.E.C.,
Stax. Integral Audio, Jamo. EMC Art speakers. Bedini.
Superphon, plus a vast array of demo and used equipment.
AUDIO GALLERY, 2624 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica. CA
90403. (213) 829-3429.

Wingate Is designed for those advanced audiophiles
engaged in the search for truth and beauty. Those select
individuals will appreciate the outstanding value and performance of the Wingate 2000A Pure Class A amplifier. Dick
Olsher writes "... it blows its immediate competition out of the
water. It is that good. That it achieves Class A performance
at almost half the asking price of some of our Class A
recommended amps should be good news to audiophiles
without bottomless pockets." (Stereophile, Volume 11, No. 2.
February 1988) For a review reprint and more information
about all of the outstanding Wingate audio products, write or
call: Wingate Audio Corporation, 20 Sunnyside Ave., Suite
A-194, Dept. A. Mill Valley, CA 94941. (415) 381-5018.

and the new arm support establish lab tolerances. The result: separate elements become
a

GROUP

CAMBRIDGE B&K CREEK CELESTION
WBT
NITTY GRITTY
DNM
EPOS
WHARFDALE HEYBROOK JAMO JPW
SUMO SYSTEMDECK QED REVOLVERALPHASON SUPERPHON RATA DUAL
ORTOFON TARGET TALWAR AND MORE.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY. CALL (314)
768-5610. FREE CATALOG AND ADVICE.

Brown Electronic Labs
2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

-AUDIO

IS YOUR EXCLUSIVE AREA DEALER FOR:

LOUDSPEAKERS

unified Cosmos. Watch out for analog

shock waves! 53500.

SILTECH"-Further integration: the world's
best all -silver cable makes your separate
components work like one system. Siltech's
large crystal technology minimizes loss while
taking full advantage of silver's ideal con-

ductivity. "Smoothness with definition."
From 5275/meter pair.

SICOMIN"-High-tech comes to equipment
bases (for turntables, CDs, electronics). Kevlar/carbon fibre weaves and honeycomb
combine for the highest stiffness -to -weight
ratio. Low mass, high damping equals no
energy storage. Same technology in terrific
new Sicomin CD Damper.

SOTA
industries
P.O. Box 7075 Berkeley CA 94707

SPEAKER BUILDER

The world's only magazine for people who love building
all kinds of loudspeakers-from bookshelf kits to electrostatics to horns. A rich mix of how -to -do-it and theory.
Only $35 for 2 years (12 issues), year for 320.
1

SPEAKER BUILDER

Box 494, Dept. A82, Peterborough, NH 03458 USA
(Outside USA acid $4/year postage. US S only.)

ABLE TO USE A SCREWDRIVER? OVER 30 PROVEN
SPEAKERKITS FOR HOME. CAR. SUBWOOFER & PRO.
JBL, B&W, AUDAX. SEAS, VIFA, MOREL: 24DB ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER: FFT SOFTWARE, 34 PAGE CATALOG. $2.00 GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A, ENGLEWOOD. CO
80151.

APOGEE DUETTA II SPEAKERS, absolutely Mint Condition. Grey, includes dealer installed high end lift package,
51850. Call (512) 494-3551, Days.
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SUMMER

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Aud:o was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dolla:.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and persoral
satisfaction involved in each piece beforeít
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen defter
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal wi:h
the complex task 1f assembling a musical y
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out

Write or call fora brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

o
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WEST FOURTI

I

SALE

'NEW CD PLAYERS
MAGNAVOX COB 473 w/remote vol

$249.88
$179.88
$149.88
Call

MAGNAVOX CDB 472 w/remote
MAGNAVOX CDB 471
MAGNAVOX COB 486 changer
MAGNAVOX CDB 482 new model
PHILIPS CD960X w/your trade-in less
than
PHILIPS CD880X w/your trade-in less

Call

$799.88

than

5649.88

PHILIPS CD770X w/your trade-in less
than

$399.88

'CLOSEOUT/FACTORY RENEWED CD PLAYERS
MAGNAVOX FO1000
$99.88
MAGNAVOX F02020
$99.88
MAGNAVOX F03030
599.88
MAGNAVOX CDB 460
MAGNAVOX CDB 465 w/FTS, dig out

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

o

HIFI
Al-IIIn

$129.88
$139.88

'TRADE-IN/USED CO PLAYERS

STREET

IANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 LSA

(209) 582-0324

SONY CDP6SOESD
MERIDIAN 207
CAUARIA
YAMAHA CD3

.

was
was
was
was

$1300
$1795
$1595
$400

$499.88
$949.88
$1175.88
$199.88

'NEW AMPS/PREAMPS
PS AUDIO 4.6 w/free $200 Grado 8MZ
PS AUDIO 5.5 w free $250 Monster

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

A&S SPEAKERS offers high -end speaker components, kits
and systems in the Bay Area and mail order. We have all of
the legends: Audax, Dynaudio, Scan -Speak, SEAS, Morel,

HEAR ALL THE CRUD YOU'VE BEEN MISSING with the
Kevin Ingram Model One, a high -resolution horn monitor for
the eighties. These suckers are so analytical. you may never
enjoy your record collection again! High Bis:us Audio
Systems. Inc., Box 6476, Bethlehem, PA 18001.

Peerless, Focal, Eton, VMPS, others. Free literature. ASS
Speakers, 3170 23rd Street. San Francisco, CA 95110.
(415) 641-4573.
FIND OUT WHY AUDIO CONCEPTS INC., sells more highend speaker kits and parts than anyone in the country.
Catalog Toll Free: 1(800) 346-9183. Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery. First class mailing send $2 to Audio Concepts, Box
212, LaCrosse, WI 54601.

IMPULSE TECHNOLOGY parts, plans. and kits for electrostatic loudspeakers, transmission line subwoofers and
prism/impulse active crossovers. Send SASE for catalog.
146 Bowdoin St., Springfield, MA 01003.

LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS combine Edge -of-the -Art design with Old World
Craftsmanship. A marriage of the finest speaker components from England. France, Denmark and the United
States. "... exceptional value' says The Sensible Sound. "...
a world class speaker" E.H., South Carolina. "... the best
speaker enclosures I've heard" I.M., Massachusetts. Exquisite cabinetry. Quality assured by a ten year warranty.
Auditioned in the only relevant environment-YOUR HOME.
Retail or factory direct. From $496/pr sh'ppirg prepaid.
RTRD 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.

The Best Deserves the Best
.

y

-

5650

M100011 2M

$1195

PS AUDIO 100C w/free $270 Monster M1
15' pair
PS AUDIO 200CX w/free $475 Sony

$1195

CDP307ESD

$1950

ACCESSORIES
CRAMOLIN cleaner
TWEEK from SUMIKO
DB Systems gold dual Pomona
banana pair
NILES Audio switching boxes
MONSTER CABLE all products
TARGET stands, brackets
AIJDIOQUEST Sorbothane products
GRADO XTE + w/free shipping anywhere
APATURE wire & cables
1

$12.88
$14.88
$18.88
Call

Call
Call
Save
$17.88
Call

617-547-2727
WE BUY -SELL -TRADE -CONSIGN
NEW/USED AUDIO COMPONENTS
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

MCNISA/DISCOVER
UPS Shipping

.4

woma~.........

SME Series V

"The Best Tonearm in the World."

Talisman Virtuoso DTi

..

"The best high output MC on the
market and one of the best cartridges
available regardless of type or price."
,

-Stereophile Magazine Vol.

r

P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705

415-843-4500
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It should come as no surprise that these
two thoroughbreds work so well together.
When we saw SME's remarkable
achievement of rigidity, non -resonance
and neutrality, we set about creating a
phono cartridge designed to the same
parameters.
Separately, each is recognized as the
state-of-the-art in its genre. And, of course,
the SME V will bring out the best it
whichever phono cartridge you decide to
use, just as the Virtuoso will perform
superbly in other tonearms.

Together they are the single most
faithful instrument for reproducing
recorded music. Once you've listened to
this combination, we think you'll agree.
Call us at (415) 843-4500 and we'll rush
literature to you and give the name of an
audio specialist who can demonstrate
our best playing your best.
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DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
per Octave. NEW 36 dB In Phase, Snell type crossovers.
Main St., Rindge, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

FRIED BETA, 0/3, 8 C/3L: High-performance loudspeakers
you can afford. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 277-0333.
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LEGACY SUBWOOFER BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
delivers IMPACT. Dual sub -bass drivers provide the weight
and punch you've been missing. Variable crossover.
CLEAN -CONTROLLED-POWERFUL $548. 2105 Claremont. Springfield, IL 62703. (217) 529-8793.

SPEAKER CABINETS and SPEAKER KITS, Air Coe
Inductors. Crossover Networks, Subwoofers, Cabinets
for Dynaudio, Keff, Fried, etc. Send $3.00 for literature
to Advanced Sound, 601 West Baxter Ave., Knoxville,
TN 37921. (615) 637.6694.
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Many audiophiles who desire high quality audio
systems are misled by well meaning-but misinformed-friends, salesmen, and enthusiast journals whose understanding of sound reproduction
is superficial or incomplete. As a result, many
expensive "mistakes" are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound, founded
by pianist/acoustician James Gala, has earned
the trust and confidence of the audiophile
community throughout the world. The musical
and technical expertise of its founder and distinguished staff has established Gala Sound as the
preeminent high -end audio dealership in the
United States.
Audiophiles, musicians and music lovers throughout the U.S., Europe
and South America, rely on Gala Sound for audio systems tailored to
their specific needs, listening environments and budgets. These
systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest: a definitive
audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at
(716) 461-3000.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
LEGACY-1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DE-

PRESS
COMMENT
ON VMPS

STEREO
VIDEO
CAR STEREO

SIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system you'll
ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off to a
30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the most
remakable cone driver anywhere. A multi -chambered, slot laded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to
16 Hz. Biampable through Tiffany gold binding posts and
high definition cable. Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year
warranty. $1648/pr shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.

Lowest prices on over 150 b -ands
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR CATA.OG

The updated Special Edition of the VMPS
Super Tower Ila/R speaker system was
shown for the first time at the 1988 Winter CES. The International Audio
Review (J. Peter Moncrieff) reports:

800 / 233-8375
9.611-Th 19.3 Friday (Pacific Time)

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio. Morel,

Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton. Vita, more! Crossover
parts -design books also. Catalog 51. Meniscus. 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.

AUDIO UNLIMITED
1203A Adams Avenue I La Grande. OR 97850
(503) 963-5731

PITTSBURGH: Our incredible Sound Field speakers recreate the concert hall without reverb, ambient devices, or
other signal processing. Call (412) 798-0179 for information
or demonstration.
UNPARALLELED MUSICAL REPRODUCTION, from the
complete line of NOSC home audio loudspeakers. Five year
warranty, 30 day money back guaranty. Free brochure.
NOSC. Box 13023. Akron, OH 44313.

TURNTABLES
ORACLE DELPHI TURNTABLE: Latest mods, Macmod
power supply, Zanow mod, tiptoes, 51095 with Syrinx arm.
5895 without. (414) 964-6091 eves/weekends.

RECORI

AUDIOPHILE

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Mobile
Fidelity. Reference Recordings. Sheffield Lab. Chesky,
Wilson Audio. U.H.Q.R.s collection, etc ... SOUND ADVICE: 8215 Grand. Kansas City. MO 64114. (816) 361-2713.
Audiophile Albums represent the final effort for the analog
recording medium. Keep the faith.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS-Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus, Mastersounds, Sweet Thunder, M8K Crystal Clear, Century 8
others. Bill. 5 Saratoga Lane, Plymouth, MN 55441. (612)
591-1069.

(Hotline 50, Ap

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS from the inexpensive to the
esoteric, plus a complete selection of audio components at
competitive prices. For more information Mon. thru Sat.
please call (301) 890-3232. J.S. Audio, One Childress Court.
Burtonsville. MD 20866. We honor Visa

COMPACT DISCS -AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. Now
in our 5th year. Free catalog. Oz Warehouse, 1575P Hwy 29,

Lawrenceville, GA 30244. (404) 962-6180.

VMPS manufactures three Subwoofers

INCREDIBLE PRICES . IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

** BUY DIRECT & SAVE **
FEATURING

THIS

CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DEMON, KLIPSCH, B f5 W. KEF, D.C.M., E -V.
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X.. AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,

INC.. JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000, WEST: (818) 243-1168.

MOÑTH,

NAD
Model

Description

1700
2200RE
SISO
J2a0PE

Poll Feature Preenp.Tuner
Ito a RMS Rasec Amp

.220

U11r6-Linear AM/FM Tuner

3

724OPE
Y175RE
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Est. Retail Dump Sale

one co cnanoer
w RMS Pacer (T.eloye

S

6x100

1

$

WO 00

r.09

75000
$+Ao CO
1

550.00
00

1

525.00

E

219 00

5

175 00
349 DO
595 00

Integrated Amp
or

75e 5,e,eoR9Oew, /AC ,npul

DNT

AUTO SOUND

DMT

DAT Home Recording Deck*

IAII

$

75000
50000
95000

DHT

.nnoui copecorle cn,p)

Feat,

52695 00

Super Compkcl Full Feelured
U,n, Fun Femu,.

33295 00
53.95 00
51995 00

SONY OTC 500E5
SHARP SED 100

2n0 Gene,Hmn Full

1

f

9LE

AYF,
IN

sroCR
11796 00

P,:demo,,.. Oual,ty Deck
5270000
CALL
PAMANA. FANWOOD. ONTO. DEMON. AIWA * JVC Moor)
.r. .No .n,NOr. al SUPER P,K..

DAT Portable Deck.
SONY TCDDIo
TECHNICS SPUD!
CASIO DA,

Fun Feelured

CALL

ALPINE 5700

CALL

51650 00
$2000 CO

ADM

FOR

LOWEST
5175000
PRICES!
MATCHING AMPLIFIERS L SPEAKERS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST!

CLARION DAC 2000

DAT Recording Tape
tea MIN

S

50 MIN

1595

5

50 MIN

21 95

5

24 95

W1I19

5

50

13.75

for inlormauon on 01915.1 Headphone.. Heed Cieenen.
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WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LIBRARY OF
PRERECORDED OAT TAPES AVAILABLE, GALL OR WRITE TODAY,

TóóÁ!!
MR.

FIE

(609)

TAILER/DISTILnU TOR

259-0044
WE OFFER DIRECT WHOLESALE PRICING

ONMANT RES-RICYEDHI EIICAR STEREOL'NES"
WE (ELRYE 111 FUR COMPEY mom

51111 CALL NOW

a

PROFIT TODAY? 88088

THE DUMP. One North Ma -1n Street. Medford
CALL de WRITE ,Or or0enn9 a pay men, in,o.m.Ron Shoping, 54001159 ene

W .Oenlon0.

n

Research

TPC 1 electronic crossover
($449), the SC P1 MC prepreamp ($949),
and the new, ultra low noise SCP 2 MC to
line phono preamp($1895), praised by the
IAR as "...the finest phono front end [we]
have ever heard, trouncing previous references." (Hotline 50)

Write for brochures and test reports, or
hear VMPS at the dealers listed below.
Kits include fully assembled cabinets and
all prices (except bookshelf) include free

shipping in 48 US states.

~Ica.

",w1 ó1e.:5:.:ÜK

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. Itone Audio

3412 Eric Ct

El Sobrante Ca 94803
(415) 222-4276 or 237-6654

15.75

/ la

/

SW1t0Nbo... 6 Connecting C.b4..i

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST!
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanesse, Century, Sweet
Thunder. Also Reference, Chesky. Shellield, Wilson, MBK.
American Gramophone, CBS Master Sound, Super Disks.
DBX, Proprious, Crystal Clear. Others. I also sell record care
product by LAST, AUDIO QUEST. Quick same day UPS
Service: Chad Kassem, Box 2043, Salina. KS 67402-2043.
(913) 825-8609.

and two OSO bookshelf speakers (model
404, $139ea kit, $199ea assem; model
808, $225ea kit, $345ea assem). We
also distribute John Curl's Vendetta

FOR

LOWEST
PRICESI

DAT Car Deck.
RENW000

Can or

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

881.

(Smaller, $229ea kit, $299ea assem;
Original, $329ea kit, $399ea assem;
Larger, $439ea kit, $549ea assem), f our
floorstanding (including the new Mini Tower (la, $369ea kit, $479ea assem),

CD PLAYERS
COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
Knowledgeable friendly service! Finest brands: Sony-ES.
more. Also, Audire. CWD, Fried Mirage. Monster, Quad,
Spica. Straightwire, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO.
593 King Street. Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.

"VMPS continues to improve the sound of
its speakers year after year. This year saw
a change to Focal tweeters (the same unit
used in the highly praised WATT). They
certainly benefit the STIIa/R, which
sounded more transparent and less
colored than ever, in addition to its usual
virtues of superb dynamics and wide
spectral response, plus the very good
imaging achieved with last year's introduction of OSO Holosonics (which helps
spread the image and enrich ambient
clues from the recording). There's little
doubt that the VMPS Super Tower lla/R
is now a great dynamic cone speaker system, and a bargain at $3876 the pair."

..1..

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Par
Troy Sound, Parsippany NJ; Dynamic Sound. Washington DC; American Audio, Greenville SC; Audio by
Caruso. Miami F); Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FI;
Mountaineer Telephone, Beckley WV; Encore Audio.
Lees Summit Mo; Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis
Mn; Ultimate Sound, Mesa Az; Reference Sound,
Eagle Rock, Ca: Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca;
Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca; Ultimate Sound, San
Francisco Ca; Custom Audio, Novato Ca; Sound
Impression, Cotati Ca; Itone Audio, El Sobrante Ca.

'.
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GRADO

DYNAVECTOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
PICKERING

Tw

SIGNET

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

Eng. Lab.
11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668
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CIA.

STANTON
PREMIER

COMPACT DISCS

AUDIOQUEST

AR

M&Y CO.

MICRO SEIKI

8344 Melrose

AND MANY MORE...

Los Angeles,

N...l.DNST;ER_

_

r/ito4750

1D4

GRACE

CA 90069

C

3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS

MAI OW
11.1110

CHARGE

THORENS

ti

p

SIGNET

CARNEOUE ONE

(800) 342-9969

BLANK TAPE

TALISMAN

TOLL FREE

l¡k 2,d4

.

SHURE

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
Y/54
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION?Direct -to -disc.
Half speed, Ouiex II Recordings, 2000 available. Great
Prices -example: Dark Side of Moon, $45.00. Elusive Disc,
733 West Naomi. Unit 1, #106, Arcadia. CA 91006. (213)
388-7176.

BLANK TAPE
AMPEX OPEN REEL TAPE -USED ONCE; 1800'. or
2400'. (Boxed)-10 Reels: $25.00. Sample: $2.50. Also:
New MAXELL reels/cassettes. AUDIO TAPES, Box 9584E,
Alexandria. VA 22304. (703) 370-5555. VISA/MC.

AUDIOPHILE CD'S AND LP'S MOBILE FIDELITY.
Sheffield, Reference, Proprius, Chesky, MBK, New from

Mobile Fidelity. Ultra Disc, a 24K Gold Limited Edition CD
that out -performs the conventional. Artists included: SUPERTRAMP, JOE JACKSON, HUEY LEWIS, JAZZ. CLASSICAL. PINK FLOYD, MORE TO COME! Retail is $30-My
Price 525. CHAD KASSEM, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS
67402-2043. (913) 825-8609.

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call TOLL FREE
1(800) ALL-DISC to be placed on mailing list. ALL DISC
MUSIC, 41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611. 1(203)
452-0203. RETAILER PRICES AVAILABLE.
DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDINGS-Real -Time Duplicated
Tapes. Also compact discs (classical/jazz)-excellent
prices: ORFEO, CHANDOS, TELARC, DELOS, CAPRICCIO, DMP, GRP, ACCENT, other labels. Send $1 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct-to -Tape Recording, 14-R
Station Avenue. Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.
LOW COMPACT DISC PRICES-Schwann CD and COLOR
Catalogs via UPS 56-LARGE Classical Inventory-over
16000 titles -Mini -catalogs $1. Follow-up Service. DU WARS, P.O. Box 6662-A. GREENVILLE, SC 29606.

Free Catalog of CD's.
Same day shippingif you order
béfare 12:hoon.EDT..
11D0 DISCOUNT per disc on orders
'

'
of 10 or more..
1250 for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call Toll,Free to order:
USA 1-800-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303
.

-

P.O. Box 616. Clifton Park. NY 12065

518-664-2550

The RECORD SURVIVAL KIT
bridges the gap between
expensive cleaning machines
and ineffective
cleaning pretenders

ram

--441Qy

,t `.f/
o

41+* '

441.

.

-

.,

e
.

Serious lovers of music deserve a cost
effective means of keeping records
and phono cartridges in optimum
condition. The Record Survival Kit
is a comprehensive collection that
includes: hi -tech cleaning fluids with
applicators, pressurized air, lighted
3X magnifier, hi -grade record sleeves
and wood record case. All are proven
to clean or protect your priceless
record collection.
Distributed by:
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
4650 Arrow Hwy. #F4
Montclair, CA 91763

714/625-5525
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REFERENCE RECORDINGS
NOJIMA PLAYS LISZT, and how! The first American recording by Japans favorite pianist has left critics anything but
speechless. Stereo Review calls it An absolute knockout
... What we hear is a stunning demonstration of technique put
at the service of profoundly musical ends by a pianist with an
intellect and an emotional depth that are even rarer than
dazzling technique." (R. Freed) Stereophile's KC admits.
"Minoru Nojima's reading is the first I have heard to combine
a musicians understanding of the Sonatas structure with a
poets eloquence and passion, and a near-perfect technique." Fanfare's AI Fasoldt calls it simply: "The best piano
recording in the history of audio." You don't want to miss this.
Get "Nojima Plays Liszt" at your local RR dealer, or directly
from US. $16.98 for Digital Master CD or Pure Analogue LP,
postpaid from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X. San
Francisco CA 94107 (Visa/MC/Check) (415) 355-1892. Free
catalogue/reviews. Dealer inquiries invited.

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, OPERA
BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212. ROOM 662, COLUMBUS,
OHIO 43201.

AUDIO/AUGUST 1988

RECORDS

,

M\

25 PAGES OF BETTER AUDIOPHILE AND IMPORT RECORDS. New and used, rare titles and bargains. Send $2.00
(refrundable) to: Better Records, 2341A N. Catalina, Burbank, CA 91504.

I

v

°

BRISSON/MIT CABLES, customized ATHENA polyphasors. MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, the only hiflexibility all MIT tonearm sets, Camacs for Levinson, XLR
balanced, meticulous workmanship! Brisson hookup wire
for internal rewiring, VACUUM TUBE LOGIC, CLEMENTS
SPEAKERS, MIT wiring harness & mods for INFINITY'S.
custom threaded Tiptoes, ASC Tube Traps, Chateauroux,
Sidereal, Wonder Caps & solder, Resistas, WBT & Tiffany
connectors, many accessories, $1.00 catalog. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415) 669-7181.

t

,

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 KT77 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock. Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947.4000 Types tn
stock. A R S Electronics, 7110 DeCells Place, Van Nuys, CA
91406. 1(800) 422-4250.
TUBES & ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes, mods.,
system design, new & used components. Amperes, EE, GE,
Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania. Tungsram, Exclusive US rep.
Siemens/relefunken. Great prices. ConsultanVsupplier to
manufacturers. dealers, clubs. Individuals. Douglas Kent
Smith Consulting, 240 W. Pike St., Canonsburg, PA
15317-1163. (412) 746-1210.

WANTED TO BUY

Musk is an a>pression of emotion, communlcatled
between the composer and the listener. By allowing
the true dynam cs and clarity of the music to reach the
listener, Nelsol-Reed loudspeakers actually accent
that comnunication which is music.
15810 Blossom

H II

id.,

Los Gatos, CA 95032

408-356-3E33

1

SERVICES

Computer Program catalogs your record collection.
627-0251.

,

1ELSON-REED

ó THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Easy to use. For IBM-PC and compatibles. $15.00. Contact
Sam Heiss, 825 Sandtree Drive, Lake Park, FL 33403. (407)

I

o

MAGNAVOX and other Philips based CD Players Re paired -Updated-Modified by CHI Ramsey former Senior
Service Technician at McIntosh & Certified Phi ips Technician. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176MA, Walton, NY
13856, (607) 865-7200, 8AM-5PM EST Mon, -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTORS!! Call the INNOVATION CENTER in Washington D.C.-For FREE info call In U.S. & CANADA: 1(800)
628-2828.
INVENTORS! CAN YOU PATENT AND PROFIT FROM
YOUR IDEA? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION for free information. Over a decade of service. 1(800)
338-5656. In Massachusetts or Canada call (413) 568-3753.

CALL US

'

FOR QUALITY AUDIO

AT THE LOWEST PRICES
WITH FAST SERVICE
r
EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS

,

t SOUND ADVICE ... without the priceJ/
UDIO
UTLET

(914) 666-0550
PO. Box 673

Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673

ALWAYS PAYING TOP SS FOR MCINTOSH, M.LEVINSON,

KRELL, ARC, C. JOHNSON, AND SIMILAR HIGH
QUALITY PRODUCTS. CALL OR WRITE: JOHN WOLFF,
5115 RED FOX, BRIGHTON, MI 48116. (313) 229-5191.

The Road Fiof Taken

CALL LAST FOR HIGHEST
McIntosh, Fisher. Futterman, Beveridge, Difinitive (D.V.O.1. Dynaco, any, all
tube equipment and prewar Radios. (718) 377-7282.
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS-ARC, Levinson, Krell,
Threshold, Conrad Johnson & Counterpoint. Collect amps
from home or ship UPS/COD. Call CA. (213) 257.6726
Bennie'

to musical truth. Few at.dio_5
components or recordings follow its path.
Still fewer hi-fi ma azines. But owe

HI-FI SUPPLY -We pay highest prices to buy all used high
end equipment. Special price for Krell, A.R.C., Mark -Levinson. Conrad -Johnson, Threshold. (212) 219-3352.
I

WILL

PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used McIN-

TOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 833-6942
days.

McINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, Tannoy, JBL. Jensen. other collectibles. John
Conrad, 1178 Blackbird Street, El Cajon, CA 92020. (619)

-

449-9155.
PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western Electric, JBL, Altec Tannoy
Speakers & Horn, EMT Tumtable, SME Tumtable,SME Arm,
Torch Fire & Co., Temma-(516) 997.7633, (516) 496-2973.

WELL-KNOWN TOP PRICES BUYER: Mcintosh, Marantz,
ARC, Clued. Western Electric, tube equipment. Early speaker systems, units, by Tannoy, EV, JBL, Altec, Jensen W.E.
Brand new tubes: ECC82/83, EL-34, KT66/88, 6L6, 6550.
David Yo, PO Box 832, Monterey Park, CA 91754. Tel: (818)

576-2642.

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians. New
Digital Time -Delay Systems with power amplifiers available
for $300. White Labs, 10528 Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A,
El Monte, CA 91731. (818) 446-5346.

yy
The road

_

-

surveyed the state of the audio art for
15 years. Our name, The Absolute Sound,
refers to live music, and our goal is
concert -hall realism in your living room.
So when you've reached a crossroads in
OUr equipment or record buying, reach
g
for the definitive atlas'of
High End audio:
\The Absolute Sound.

-

,

G

t

}
Six

d2 -page

issues

tU&
Canada); Sina a ^-Issues, $7.50. Order
COS

.-

3

r

,

,

-

by check to PO"Bo'c
Dept. X, Sea Cli
L
NY 11579, or by

IL

-

major credit car at
(800) 222-3201 or

-

(516) 671-6342.
r

MCINTOSH Repairs -Updates-Modifications by Richard
L
former 176 Engineer
McIntosh. AUDIO
CLASSICS, POB 176MR, Walton, NY 13856. (607)
865-7200, 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fn.
-Audio Advertiser Since 1979-

SPEAKER re -coning and repair. 4" to 18" speakers re Coned. Grills recovered. Orban Audio, 119 7th St. N.W.,
North Canton, OH 44720. (216) 497-9932.
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Acoustic Research (1)

.PUBLICATIONS

I

Teac AD-4
CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo

Wireless remote control of both CD & cassette
16 -track random program dubbing &
sections
Auto reverse cassette
play Dolby B and C
recordlpay Synchro start auto dubbing

$29995

Price

JVC Rx-9SOVB#E

120 watt A/V Receiver

w/7bond

100 Watt Remote Control Receiver

5299°5

Nikko CO -23

529995

3.way Electronic Crossover, (Below Cost)

.

5149,5

"Top Rated" AM/FM Stereo Tuner

Nikko EQ-30

524905

30 Band Mono rack -mount Equalizer

Nikko NA -1050
105 Watt A/V Integrated amplifier
Terk 9500
Top-otthe line Electronic

Teac

FM

Antenna

R -616X

Auto...

Cassette, Dolby B/C

Technics

&

dbx.

11)(

Pro

SL -P1000

549995

Top-otthe.Line Compact Disc Player

59995

Dual CS -2110
Turntable w/Ortolon OMSE Cartridge
Parsec

529995

LS -3

5995

Akal VS -555U

4 -Head VHS Hi -FI Stereo VCR

O D

I

F

I

C

A

T

I

O N

S

Upgrades for Ttmrens turntables 8 Grado cartndges

Corktone Planer Mat, F-1 Duslcover Weghr and more

...

Complete catalog $3.00, refundable with purchase.
1925 Massuchusers

ABARGAIN: NAMIKI DIR FNDR $119; TECHNICS
STYLUS GAUGE 573. 10OCMK4 $325. STAX PRO,'
LAMBDA SIGNATURE $1350. PROILAMBDA (#3) $799,
PRO/LAMDA (#1) $499, LAMBDA $350: GRACE 747 $199,
70711B $179, F9E (Super) $179, F9ERUBY $249, F9E

Sharp SA-CD800C
100 watt CD/Receiver w/EO

539995

Pinnacle PN5 +

Pair 512995

Mlnl.Speaker

2 -Way

Sony DT -4
Portable CD Player with Tuner

5249,$

Sony Ux-Pro9O

"Top Rated" High Blot Cassette Tope

49

...Each

5249

2

Maxell MX90

Each 1299

Metal Bias Cassette Tape
TDK SD9O
New" Super Dynamic High Bias

,..Each

69
1169

:a v-'

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES

CU®
bawl v

s.a
.
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Canton (10)

42 & 43, 38

Carver (11, 12)

22 & 23, 33

Carver (13, 14)

86 & 87, 108
5

Columbia House

45

Counterpoint (16)

37

Coustic (17)

91
61

30 & 31

Fujitsu Ten/Eclipse (18)

Cover Ill

Klipsch (19)

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Revox.
Carver. Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK,Crown, Haller,

CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

53495

29

Ford/Probe

r.,

5129,5

Audloquest "Sorbothane Feet'

21

Lee Jeans

Levinson
Luxman (20)

6 & 7
3

Linn/Audiophile

CROWN, RE VOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D.. HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN. DENON, KLIPSCH, B 8 W. KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L.. INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES,
INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904)
262-4000, WEST: (818) 243-1168.

14 & 15
11

Madrigal

114

Marantz

1

McIntosh (21)

68 & 69

Meridian

105
79

Mitek (22)

e** CD, CASSETTE STORAGE "w
Elegant Wood Cabinetry ... Fully Guaran'e

Cover

Onkyo (23)
Phase Linear (24)

free Brochure!!!
CWCO,
P.O. Box 747-G1, Nutley, NJ 07110. (201)

teed!!!

81

12 & 13, 124.

Polk (27)

FREE CATALOG-SATELLITE SYSTEMS. Over 85 Audio.
100 Video channels from your dish. Systems. Upgrades.
Houston, Chaparral, etc. SAVE $$$$$ (800) 334-6455.
Skyvlsion, 2011 Collegeway, Fergus Falls, MN 56537.

16 & 17

RCA

93

Reel to Real (28)

_77

Sherwood (29)

SME V $1575 SME IV 5985 Formula V $140 Rega RB 250
5125 Koetsu Black $395 MC-7V-3 $135 MC -2V, MC -3L-2 $79
Celestion SL600 $1175 prices include Airmail delivery. Catalogue 51 bill, Stereo, P.O. Box 774. London, NW7 3ST.
England.

Soundcraftsmen (30)

-

.Studer Revox (31)

'

Wisconsin Discount Stereo
Yamaha

.-

8 &-9
41

Cover

Winston
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA Stackable, portable, oak units hold LPs. CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder
Brochure. (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

IV

19, 85

Pioneer (25, 26)

759-4939.

128

39

73, 75

Ford

STYLUS $105. RUBY SYTLUS $189; DENON 103D $255.
DL303 5235. DL305 $350; KOETSU BLACK $525. ROSEWOOD $825; FRIMK3F 5225; STG. PEPPEPrUHOR $199;
GERMAN ZEISS BINOCULARS AT IRRESISTIBLE
PRICES; ALL UNUSED; (212) 619-2888.

Shure V15-VMR
Deluxe Micro Ridge Stylus

Computer Controlled Equalizer/Analyzer .. 569995

.

Celestion (15)

Avenue. Cambridge, MA (617)354-11933

5179,5

dbx 14/10

11R

o,EMA
M

Top.otthe-Line Headphones

DT -990

83
,

Cambridge Soundworks (9). 26 & 27

B&W. NAD. Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc., 1122 Riverside Drive. Holly Hill. FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

Beyerdynamic

106

Brystonvermont (8)

52995

"Best Buy" Electronic FM Antenna

95

B & W (6, 7)

5229,5
559°5

113

AudioStream (5)
Barcus-Berry (34)

Our speaker cables and interconnects bring the MUSIC back to you!

Nikko NT950

35

AudioQuest

94598.'

549905

EO

63-66

Advent (3)

Audiophile -File

MAIL ORDER

Akal AA-V40511

Adcom (2)
Audio Research (4)

FINALLY ... INSTALLATION MANUALS. Multi room
AudioNldeo Systems. Remote control. 15 years experience, Equipment and parts recommendations. Step by
step instructions. For Information send S.A.S.E.: P.O.
Box 31107, Walnut Creek, CA
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FOR THE FIRST TIME
HISIORI" YOU WILL BE ABLE TO
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Eclipse': mobile sound systems
are about to apoear.Along with technology that oversEadows everything now in existence.
Finall you l be able to hear tuners
7. &et can lock in stations twice as distant as previously-attainable,.even by
high -end -units.
You'll touch pressure -sensitive
aLdio controls that are actually interartive compute_ screens, programmed

t..

,

to let you set le4els with the brush of
a fingertip.
And you'll listen to quick-start
DATs. Digitally-filtered CDs. And
2way/4way amplifiers powerir_g
'carbon fiber speakers.
But you can witness these phenom"
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ena only at your areas most exclusive
car audio dealership. Because unlike
other manufacturers .ve will not divert
our energies to mid_or low-level
products-a policy rhich allows Ls
to offer a unique 3 -year warranty.
If you want car sound that's
higher than the high end, ask to
hear an Eclipse.
The difference will be night
and day.
°

,

_THE DIFFERENCE LS NIGHT AND DA.

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Ca -d
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BETWEÉU AND YOUR MUSIC

Most high fidelity systems are built around a receiver. After
all, convenience is attractive: But convenience often has a
price. And the price is usually performance.
That isn't the case with Onkyo. And a look at the TX -850 will
show you just how seriously we value good sound.
Start with the amplifier. And Onkyo's Low Impedance Drive.
At 68 watts per channel RMS; the TX -850 provides more
than enough power for realistic levels even with low efficiency
speakers. Power into ;more demanding 4 ohm loads is an
impressive 85 watts per channel. And for those occasions
when digital sources demand instantaneous response to high
level musical peaks, the TX -850 is capable of producing up to
160 watts per channel, even into 2 ohm loads!
The tuner section features Onkyo's famous APR (Automatic.
Precision Reception) systemwhich continuously monitors the
signal at the antenna and adjusts four critical circuits to assure
you the best FM reception.

Y

The TX-850'álso gives you, exténsiye,sign'ol`pr&essrng'
capability. A continuously variable Dynamic -Bass Expañder
gives you precise control of musical "punch." Onkyo's Selective
Tone Control'p?ovides accurate tonal balance at any listening
level. A Stereóimage Expander and Simulated Stereo circuitry
exténd the sertse.of spaciousness from -any soúrce you choose.
And a CD Direct elector allows you to bypass less crucial
preamplifier etrcuitry so you can fully enjoy,the cla'ity'of digital.
- Extensive video capability complements the audio
performance. Remote control using On- kyo's new RI (Remote
Interactive) system is standard, too. And the programmable
remote transmitter means tharyou,need just one control for all
your 'components!
In shórt, the.Onkyo TX -850 proves that got. don t'need to
sacrifice sound quality for convenience. And stands as one less
barrier between you.and your music.

,Artistry'n Sound

.

'I'

:Both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20Hz=20kHz; b.04J THD
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ONKYQ

200 Williams Drive,

Ramsey,

NJ. 07446.201-825-7950

